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ABSTRACT
Effective communication between clinicians and parents of young children can decrease
parents’ anxiety and discomfort, help them handle bad news and uncertainty, and improve
their adherence to proposed interventions. Parent-clinician communication further has the
potential to facilitate collaboration and increase parents’ empowerment. However when com-
munication involves a discussion of the child’s developmental delay or challenging behaviors,
parents experience an emotional strain as they discuss hopes and fears, developmental con-
cerns, and feelings of distress. As a consequence, communication challenges may emerge such
as denial and the parent’s resistance against the information that the clinician presents. In
addition to the emotional strain, parents also experience a cognitive burden due to medical
jargon or presentation of data that is inaccessible to them. In fact, in most health care
settings, parents reported their expectation of more accessible information than is currently
provided. In order to address these challenges, I present data visualization as a method of
facilitating parent-clinician communication.
This dissertation covers the cognitive perception and the practical application of data vi-
sualization in parent-clinician communication through: (1) rhetorical devices that are used
to guide people’s understanding of data visualizations, and (2) interactive applications I
have built that explore the role of data visualizations in clinical communication. Through
exploring cognitive and practical aspects of visualizations in communication, this disserta-
tion makes three contributions. First, I showcase three interactive webtools that involve
visualizations, and demonstrate that visualizations can facilitate family-clinician communi-
cation through overcoming 1) the emotional barriers by presenting children’s behaviors to
parents in an objective manner and 2) the cognitive barriers by acting as an anchor for
conversation and presenting important developmental concepts or patterns that are hard to
convey through words or text. Next, I identify features that make behavioral visualizations
useful for various communication based tasks, such as displaying microbehaviors and pro-
viding a balanced representation of child-adult interaction, instead of solely focusing on the
child behavior. Finally, I present visual and textual cues as rhetorical devices for shaping the
message in the visualization and guiding the viewers through visualizations. These devices
help reduce confusion and prevent miscommunication in visual-based communication as thus
contribute to a more effective parent-clinician communication.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Effective communication is essential in clinical settings as communication is strongly cor-
related with patient satisfaction [1] and better patient adherence [2]. Furthermore, most of
the complaints made by patients deal with communication problems rather than the compe-
tency of the clinician [3, 4], and miscommunication is a major cause of medical malpractice
litigation [5]. Current challenges in medical communication include patients’ anxiety, dif-
fering expectations between patients and clinicians, the lack of patient engagement, and
exchanges of incomplete information [6].
Communication in pediatric consultation presents additional complexity as parents’ anx-
iety and their need to establish the legitimacy of the consultation lead them to emphasize
the seriousness of the illness [7]. Meanwhile, physicians might misinterpret parents’ empha-
sis on the seriousness of the illness and their request for more information as challenging
their diagnosis, resulting in over prescription of drugs [8]. Thus promoting an environment
that encourages communication where the participants do not feel the need to exaggerate
the situation is essential. Encouraging parents’ active participation in the conversation is
also important as patient-centered communication has been found to be more effective in
addressing the needs of the patient compared to clinician-centered communication [9].
1.1 TERMINOLOGY AND SCOPE
For the purpose of this thesis, the term “parent” will focus on parents and caregivers of
young children, especially children who have developmental delays or challenging behaviors.
Although communication with clinicians can be stressful for all parents, I focus on this
population as these parents may have an additional burden of feeling the need to defend the
child when the clinician is sharing a concern or striving to establish a mutually agreeable
solution [10]. Thus, presenting information in an empathetic yet objective manner is crucial
for these parents in order to promote family resilience and to build a constructive parent-
clinician relationship [11].
Additionally, the term “clinician” in this dissertation refers to early intervention service
providers or health care professionals who are involved in addressing the child’s development.
When a child is identified as eligible for special education, s/he receives an individualized
plan: an Individualized Family Service Plan (IFSP) for children from infancy through age
3, an Individualized Education Program (IEP) or an Individualized Service Plan (ISP) for
children between the ages of 3 to 21. Based on this plan, a team of service providers work
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together to support the child. Professionals on these teams include but are not limited to
speech-language pathologists, behavior analysts, physical therapists, and special education
professionals. A distinction of profession will be made when needed.
1.2 KEY CONTRIBUTIONS
This dissertation will provide a starting point for using behavioral visualizations to facil-
itate and guide family-clinician communication by making three contributions.
1. Uncovering the potential of visualization as a tool for family-clinician com-
munication in teaching and coaching. Previously, research on visualization in
healthcare has mainly focused on using visualization for analysis. However, my re-
search findings show that clinicians envision visualization as a tool for communication:
first, as a catalyst for discussions between clinicians and parents, and second, for teach-
ing and coaching parents how to implement interventions at home. This may fulfill
the current needs of parents as they reported desiring more support with obtaining
information regarding their children’s disability or challenging behaviors. Clinicians
predicted that well-designed graphics could aid communication as they are less intim-
idating than a number rating or a spreadsheet and can help parents fill at ease, and
thus prompt for a more honest feedback and more active participation in the con-
versation. Visualizations can also help parents receive diagnostic information as an
objective presentation of evidence rather than a subjective judgment of the child.
2. Identifying features that make behavioral visualizations useful for commu-
nication based tasks. In Chapters 3 and 4, I showcase two webtools for displaying
autism pre-assessment sessions (EnGaze and Plexlines) and a tablet application for
supporting families of children with challenging behaviors (FBSApp). Through stud-
ies on EnGaze and Plexlines in Chapter 3, I identified features that make visualizations
useful in communication such as displaying different granularities and modalities of be-
haviors, and providing a visually balanced representation of a dyadic interaction. We
found that displaying shorter behaviors is useful for coaching parents how to implement
home interventions and communicating with parents about their child, while empha-
sizing behaviors of longer duration is useful for comparing children and explaining
medical terms and concepts.
The benefits of displaying both the child’s and the adult’s behavior resurfaced in my
work in Chapter 4. By visualizing the frequency of challenging behaviors and the
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frequency of strategy implementations, the FBSApp was able to show the correlation
between parent and child behaviors. Clinicians named this as one of the key strengths
of visualization in aiding them in parent-clinician communication.
3. Guiding communication through visual cues and visualization titles. Effec-
tive communication is essential in family-clinician communication as miscommunica-
tion can lead to ineffective treatments or malpractice litigation. When using visual-
izations for communication, the presenter should help viewers correctly identify and
interpret what s/he is referring to. I present two rhetorical devices for this purpose:
visual cues in Chapter 5 and visualization title in Chapter 6. Visual cues guide the
viewers by cuing them to focus on a particular area of a visualization. After establish-
ing a visual cue taxonomy, I studied the effectiveness of visual cues in guiding attention
and the impact of visual cues on the recall of information. Results showed that cues
indeed lead to a quicker focus on the highlighted material, but did not effect the learn-
ing outcomes in the presence of an audio narration. Interviews further revealed two
potential roles of visual cues; the first role is to highlight the key information, and the
second role is to obscure distractions. In Chapter 7, I present how these two roles lead
to different visual cue preferences when cues are applied in interactive visualization
systems.
In Chapter 6, I reveal how titles in visualizations influence people’s interpretation and
trust in the information. People heavily relied on the title as they recalled the main
message of a visualization, and most of them were unaware of the bias in the title.
Furthermore, they found information to be neutral even when the title and the visual-
ization conveyed two opposing messages. The contribution of studying the role of text
on interpretation of visualization is two-fold. First, it informs clinicians on how their
annotations and titles might influence parents’ interpretation of the visualization and
what types of annotations are most beneficial. Second, it sheds a light on the spread
of visual-based misinformation online. Currently, parents’ incorrect prior knowledge
is a major problem in parent-clinician communication as misconceptions lead parents
to resist information that contradicts their knowledge. Thus, uncovering the poten-
tial influence of textual components of a visualization may help us better detect the
spread of health-related misinformation leading to a more effective parent-clinician
communication.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
My work on using visualizations for effective parent-clinician communication builds on
two areas of visual-based communication: data visualization for communicating information
and rhetorical devices for shaping the key message. In this chapter, I first present behavioral
visualization in clinical settings and visualization for communication, and how existing work
in these fields shaped the design of my interactive applications (Chapters 3 and 4). Next,
I review works on visual cues and textual cues that guide the viewers in communication
involving visualizations. These rhetorical devices are essential in shaping the message that
the author wants to convey through the visualizations and in guiding the viewers to attend
to the message (Chapters 5, 6, and 7). Each section ends with a discussion on how this
dissertation extends and contributes to the respective area.
2.1 DATA VISUALIZATION
Visualization is becoming a popular form of communicating information and for analyz-
ing data. While clinical use of data visualization is on the rise with the increased use of
electronic health records (EHR) and patient provided information, health-care professionals
have focused on the analytic role of visualization. This traditional focus has left open the
question of how visualization plays a communicative role in clinical contexts. In the following
section, I present current work on visualization in health-care and visualization for commu-
nication, and how these two fields inform the design of visualization for parent-clinician
communication.
2.1.1 Visualizations in Healthcare
Data visualization techniques improve the exploration and understanding of personal,
clinical, and public health information [12]. Researchers have examined health-related visu-
alizations for personal medical histories [13, 14], patient treatment patterns and outcomes
[15], and decision making in public health [16]. Many of behavioral visualization tools were
created to aid healthcare professionals in clinical analysis. Abaris, created by Kientz et al.
provided an intuitive interface for inputting behavioral data during a therapy session and
presented this data to clinicians and researchers for analysis [17]. Another data analysis and
visualization tool, BEDA was designed to facilitate finding patterns across various sensory
inputs for children at risk [18]. Han et al. studied TipoVis, a behavior analysis tool, which
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allows users to select and visually explore the temporal patterns of two specific social and
communicative behavior. In two separate case studies, the visualization enabled researchers
to identify correlation between two behaviors [19].
The main inspirations for one of our webtools stems from work in time series visualization
and healthcare records. Line-based visualizations have been a popular choice for time series
data since people perceive time as linear [20]. Cloudlines [21] visualizes real-world events on
a horizontal timeline, using circles to highlight high-density event areas. Leadlines [22] takes
this technique a step further by supporting the visualization with textual data for event iden-
tification. The ongoing work of LifeLines2 [23] and EventFlow [15] at the Human-Computer
Interaction Lab at Maryland has produced powerful tools for visualizing sequences of events.
We were inspired by their integration of many co-occurring events into one interface with
additional functionality to align, rank, and zoom to examine records.
2.1.2 Visualization for Communication
Researchers have studied visualization for communicative purposes in non-clinical domains
[24, 25, 26]. They demonstrated that visualizations are effective in narrating a story [27],
and how visualizations can be specifically designed to affect end-user interpretations [24].
Since visual rhetoric is covered in detail in the next section, this section will focus on the
design dimensions and the use cases of visualization for communication.
Diverse design dimensions of visualization for communication have been explored includ-
ing audience, genres, and structural dimensions [26, 28]. Segel and Heer analyzed the design
space of narrative visualizations that news media outlets use for storytelling and identified
explorative and communicative features [26]. By establishing distinct genres, visual narra-
tive tactics, and narrative structure tactics of visualizations, they provided a foundation for
comparing and exploring narrative visualizations. While Segel and Heer focused on jour-
nalistic settings, Kosara broadened the scope by examining a wider sample of presentation
settings and audiences [28]. Three storytelling scenarios for visualizations were covered in
his work: self-running presentation, live presentation in front of an audience, and individual
presentation of results. While this dissertation mainly focuses on one-on-one conversation
setting, several principles from other settings still apply such as the goal of self-running
presentations, which is to convey the main points in enough detail for the audience to un-
derstand the information while keeping them engaged. Kosara adds that “stories naturally
lead to questions, which lead to discussions, which lead to deeper analysis” [28]. This collab-
orative nature of visualization for storytelling lends itself to applications in clinical settings
as collaboration is key in a successful parent-clinician communication.
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Visualizations are used for both synchronous and asynchronous, and both co-located and
remote collaborations [29, 30, 31, 32]. Works on visualization for remote collaborations have
covered gestures on distributed tabletops [32] and collaborative problem solving [33]. Results
of these works showed that visualization improved gestural communication among remote
collaborators [32] and increased problem solving performance by encouraging discussion
between the collaborators and promoting tool use [33]. Other researchers have explored
visualization for asynchronous collaboration [34, 35]. Marchese and Brajkovska discuss nine
characteristics that asynchronous collaborative visualization systems should posses and put
these principles in practice on their collaborative visualization software for the chemical
sciences [34]. Heer, Viégas, and Wattenberg built and studied interactions on a collaborative
data visualization siteSense.us, where like-minded people collaborate through discussion
forums and visualization annotations, and presented the benefits of the social aspects of
visual analysis [29].
A larger body of work explored the use of visualization in synchronous co-located collab-
oration context such as programming [30, 31], conversations [36, 37], and managerial group
work [38]. Laakso et al. studied collaborative learning through visualization by comparing
groups of students who worked on simulated algorithm exercises [30]. They covered six levels
of engagement ranging from presenting the visualization to other students, to simply viewing
the visualization, to no viewing at all. The results showed students on a higher level of en-
gagement learned better than students on controlled viewing level. Research on synchronous
collaboration also explored visualizing conversation to provide an overview and to facilitate
conversation (e.g. [25, 36]). Bergstrom and Karahalios visualized conversation on a tabletop
display through the Conversation Clock [36]. As the Conversation Clock provided a visual
history of an ongoing conversation, people were more aware of their conversational patterns
and adjusted their involvement to achieve a more balanced conversation. In a similar vein,
Viegas et al. visualized conversations in email and found that, when used as an artifact
in conversation, visualizations can help improve memory and support interpretations [37].
Bresciani and Eppler examined the benefits of visualization on group work at the managerial
level and found that groups supported by interactive visualization achieved higher produc-
tivity, higher quality of outcome, and greater knowledge gains although the subjects were
not aware of the significant impact of visualization [38].
Improving communication has been hypothesized as one of the benefits of visualizations
in clinical settings [6, 12]. Researchers have proposed a visualization dashboard to aid com-
munication among clinicians [39], visual representations of public health data visualization
to explain risk to patients [40], and a flow diagram of similar patients to promote shared
decision making in patient-clinician communication [41]. AnatOnMe uses augmented re-
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ality (AR) visualizations to facilitate clinical communication, where the clinician projects
anatomy images on a wall, model, or the patient’s body using a hand-held device [42]. The
user study results showed that projecting on body was more engaging than on other pre-
sentation surfaces, and thus might improve the patient’s understanding. All of these works
contribute towards literature on visualization for clinical communication, but none of these
works discussed using personal behavioral data for communication. So questions remain
regarding the use of data visualization in parent-clinical communication and how parents
and clinicians would react to such visualizations.
2.1.3 This Work
I hope to move beyond the general hypotheses on using visualization in family-clinician
communication through in-depth studies involving families and clinicians. Building on the
foundation of prior work on visualization for communication and visualization for health
data analysis, this dissertation makes new contributions to this line of literature by imple-
menting suggested designs and features within interactive applications and examining them
with actual stakeholders. Specifically, we applied the functional abstraction of temporal data
as a linear graphical representation for one of the visualization webtools presented in Chap-
ter 3. The integration of this feature, which was found in an earlier work on visualization
for communication, led us to discover behavior granularity as a key feature in determining
appropriate communicative scenarios for each visualization tool. Additionally, we designed
the browser environment for archiving and comparing our visualizations based on our ex-
ploration of the design of electronic medical records. As a result, we were able to discover
how these features could facilitate parent-clinician communication by addressing parents’
emotional and cognitive barriers.
In Chapter 4, I present a study of a tablet application involving a visual component
that supports families of children with challenging behaviors. This work leaned heavily
on previous work that provided a rich description of how the social aspect of visualization
increased levels of engagement. Through the collaborative nature of visualizations, clinicians
foresaw a more active and informed involvement of parents in planning for implementing
strategies to address challenging behaviors at home.
2.2 RHETORICAL DEVICES FOR VISUALIZATION
In this section, I present rhetorical devices that presenters can use to frame and convey
the key message in a visualization. But first, what is rhetoric in the context of visualization?
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In Hullman and Diakopoulus’s seminal work on narrative visualization [24], they define
“visualization rhetoric” as
the set of processes by which intended meanings are represented in the visualization via
a designer’s choices and then shaped by individual end-user characteristics, contextual
factors involving societal or cultural codes, and the end-user’s interaction.
My work focuses on one of the four editorial layers in their visualization framework:
annotations. This layer has been named as a component that has often been overlooked
in visualization evaluation despite its importance in many presentations [24]. I specifically
focus on visual and textual annotations on data visualization. Visual annotations will be
referred to as “visual cues” from here on in conformance with the existing literature.
2.2.1 Guiding Communication through Visual Cues
For effective communication, all presenters purposefully plan key messages and the rhetoric
used to deliver the messages. Incorporating visualizations such as graphs and diagrams can
help presenters convey information in an appealing and efficient manner [43]. However, if the
visualization involves too much detail or complexity without clear attention guidance, the
presentation can result in confusion [44]. In these instances, presenters can use visual cues
(e.g., dimming the background, magnifying the focus area) to guide the audience’s attention
to a particular section of the visualization rather than leaving the audience to search for
the relevant information. De Koning et al. attributed the effects of visual cueing to their
influence on perceptual and cognitive processes [45]. Perceptual limitations allow people to
focus only on a small portion of a visual display at once based on element characteristics
such as visuospatial contrast (e.g., color) and dynamic contrast (e.g., abrupt movement)
[46, 47]. As visual cueing reduces visual search, “less visuospatial resources are required to
control the execution of eye movements” [45]. Unclaimed mental resources can then be used
for other cognitive activities such as processing key information.
In this section, we review the existing literature on visual cues in learning and interpreting
information. Cavender et al. studied the effects of four different visual cues on visual
notifications for deaf and hard of hearing students who watched a prerecorded lecture online
[48]. They studied the student’s eye movement and preference of the cues, and found that
most students favored visual cues as a way of guiding attention. Their study further showed
that participants who liked notifications were more likely to notice them and to benefit from
them. Other effectiveness studies on a single type of visual cue in education have yielded
mixed results [49, 50]. De Koning et al.’s initial work found that cueing enhanced learning
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from complex animations [51]. However, Moreno’s study found that “improper use of cueing
might be ineffective and even increase cognitive load on the learner” [45, 52]. Works in
other fields compared multiple visual cues [53, 54] or studied combinations of visual cues
[55, 56]. Pyysalo and Oksanen studied the effectiveness of cue combinations by comparing
three highlighting conditions: size, size and shape, and size and color [55]. Participants
completed the tasks more accurately in the cue combination conditions. Ware and Pioch
studied the combination of two independent highlighting techniques on node-link diagrams
through the use of circles, 3D rendering, motion, and blinking [56]. Although they provided
substantial evidence that combining static and motion visual cues can be effective, Robinson
prompted for future work on “compounds of multiple static styles” [57].
2.2.2 Guiding Communication through Textual Annotations
Although the significance of titles in news articles and advertisements has been studied
in depth [58, 59, 60], research exclusively focusing on visualization titles has been limited.
Visualization research has explored various factors that influence comprehension and judg-
ment, such as social information [61] and affect [62, 63, 64]. However, studies on the impact
of titles on visualization are just emerging. Borkin et al.’s eye-tracking study on visualiza-
tions revealed that people spend the most amount of time on the text, especially the title
[65]. Moreover, a visualization with a title conveying its main message was more likely to be
recalled correctly compared to visualizations with generic titles [65]. ChartAccent by Ren et
al. contributed to this domain by allowing people to quickly apply manual and data-driven
annotations to augment charts [66], but the effects of these annotations are unanswered.
As one of the four editorial layers in visualization, textual annotation guides the viewer’s
attention to a specific part of a graph and thus play an integral part of visual rhetoric by
framing the narrative. The main motivation for studying the framing nature of visualization
titles in this dissertation is to aid clinicians in conveying the intended message. Another
motivation for exploring the effects of slants in visualization titles is the rise of health related
misinformation online that is inciting the spread of diseases such as tooth decay, Ebola, and
measles [67]. Guidry et al. surveyed vaccine-related posts on Pinterest, a visually focused
social media platform, and found that 75% of the posts are anti-vaccine [68]. They further
highlighted the increasing importance of visuals on social media platforms in the spread
of information. Research has repeatedly demonstrated the impact of headlines on news
interpretation since 1950s [59], including their impact on people’s perception on social issues
such as racism [60] and genetic-determinism [69]. In this study, we study how visualization
titles impact people’s attitude on the topic addressed in the visualization. Recognizing
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the importance of headlines, copywriters and journalists embed sensationalism or stylistic
and narrative devices in headlines to persuade people to read the rest of the advertisement
or article [70]. The importance of headlines in framing the story led me to question how
visualization titles might persuade viewers on health-related topics when visualizations are
shared online. Since incorrect misinformation has been reported as one of the key challenges
in clinical communication, findings that inform detecting and preventing the spread of health-
related misinformation can lead to a more effective parent-clinician communication.
2.2.3 Cognitive Bias
While visual cues and textual annotations provide external factors that affect the viewer’s
experience, factors that are internal to the viewer also play a role in determining the interpre-
tation of the information. When parents walk into a clinic, many of them have preconceived
ideas about their child, which might influence their interpretation and receptivity of visu-
alizations. Social cognition studies have shown that prior attitudes play an important role
in information processing [71, 72, 73]. While researchers have explored various aspects of
cognitive biases in visualizations including the anchoring effect [74], the attraction effect [75],
and the four perspectives of bias [76], I focus on confirmation bias in Chapters 6 and 7. Con-
firmation bias is “the seeking or interpreting of evidence in ways that are partial to existing
beliefs, expectations, or a hypothesis in hand” [73], and has been named as one of the key
problematic aspect of human reasoning [77]. Nickerson’s classical study on confirmation bias
[73] showed that people give a preferential treatment of evidence supporting existing beliefs,
look primarily for positive cases, underweigh negative disconfirmatory instances, and see in
data the patterns for which they are looking regardless of the true patterns. Similarly, in a
landmark study by Lord et al.[72], proponents and opponents of capital punishment read fic-
titious research findings for and against the death penalty. Participants assimilated evidence
in a biased way, discounting the methodology when the result disconfirmed their existing
attitudes even though the study was counterbalanced so both fictitious studies involved the
same methodologies. More interestingly, exposure to mixed evidence led participants to be-
come more convinced of their initial attitudes (i.e., attitude polarization) rather than more
moderate in their opinions.
2.2.4 This Work
This dissertation contributes to the general literature on visual cues (Chapter 5) and
textual annotations in visualization (Chapter 6) and expands the domain of visual rhetoric
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to parent-clinician communication in Chapter 7. While prior work on visual cues have
mainly focused on learning outcomes in presentations where all the material is presented
visually, I expand the setting to presentations involving audio in Chapter 5 and for one-on-
one conversations in Chapter 3 through interviews with clinicians on the proposed use of
visual cues for parent-clinician communication.
Building on titles in journalistic settings, Chapter 5 contributes to the field of visual
rhetoric by measuring the influence of visualization titles on viewer’s recall, perception of
bias, and the credibility of information. Lastly, inspired by works on cognitive bias, I ex-
amined the effects of confirmation bias in visualization interpretation both in my study on
visualization titles (Chapter 6) and in my interviews with parents on visualization webtools
(Chapter 3). We found evidence of confirmation bias in visualization interpretation, where
participants were more likely to find the information as biased when the title did not align
with their existing attitudes.
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CHAPTER 3: VISUALIZATION WEBTOOLS
3.1 COMMUNICATING ABOUT DEVELOPMENTAL DELAYS
Imagine a scenario where a clinician screens a child for Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD);
immediately after the screening session, a visual representation of the session becomes avail-
able to the clinician. The clinician then uses this visualization to explore and interpret the
child’s behaviors and to determine whether to make a referral for a full diagnostic assessment.
My initial works have explored this idea with the expectation that our implementations of
visualization webtools would aid clinicians in screening children for developmental delay with
its visualizations [78, 79]. And the results showed that visualizations of child-examiner com-
municative behavior are in fact effective in uncovering outlier behavior patterns. However,
clinicians who participated in our study unexpectedly suggested that visualizations would
also be useful for facilitating their communication with parents by providing a common
resource for communication and collaborative interaction [79].
Communication with parents is an essential part of ASD diagnosis and treatment. Osborn
and Reed found that parents of children diagnosed with ASD anticipated more debriefing
of the diagnosis session and general education about ASD after a child-clinician session, yet
did not receive it and became frustrated [80]. They specifically expressed interest in the
idea of “broad information sheets [provided] to parents at the time of diagnosis” [80]. Cur-
rently, researchers and clinicians often collect quantified scores of various behaviors from the
behavioral coding stage. Well-known protocols such as the Autism Diagnostic Observation
Schedule (ADOS), or the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R) result in a single
number or binary evaluation representing social communicative engagement with no conve-
nient way to interpret and explore behavior data temporally [23, 24]. The resulting numbers
are even more incomprehensible for parents. Given this existing problem and the suggestion
from clinicians in my initial studies, I started exploring visualizations in its newly suggested
role as a facilitator of parent-clinician communication.
I tackled the problem through two studies involving visualization webtools my colleague
and I built, Plexlines and EnGaze (shown in Figure 3.3) that display behavioral data from
development assessment sessions. In the first study, I interviewed clinicians to identify
features that influenced the usefulness of a visualization webtool in different communication
settings [81]. Next, I interviewed both parents and clinicians on the anticipated use of
visualizations in their communication. This chapter showcases the webtools, describes two
studies conducted using these webtools, and presents what features makes a visualization tool
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most appropriate for a communicative scenario and how the tools address existing challenges
in parent-clinician communication.
3.2 PLEXLINES AND ENGAZE
As characteristics of the visualized data drives the design of a visualization, an under-
standing of the Rapid Attention Back and Forth Communication (Rapid ABC) dataset is
necessary before diving into the two webtools that visualize this dataset. After introducing
the RABC, I highlight the key features of Plexlines and EnGaze in this section.
3.2.1 The Rapid ABC
The RABC is a 4-minute autism pre-screening child-examiner play protocol, developed to
identify infants and toddlers at-risk for autism spectrum disorder (ASD) [82]. An RABC
session consists of 5 stages of play: greeting, rolling a ball, reading a book, wearing the
book as a hat, and tickling. The stages are highly structured for easy comparison across
all participants. In each stage, the examiner initiates interactions with the child to elicit a
response. For example, the examiner might ask the child: ”Look at my book!” or ”Where
is the duck?” during the book stage. Upon completion of an RABC session, the examiner
then evaluates the child’s responses based on the level of engagement the child displayed.
The RABC dataset provides detailed hand-coded annotations of the child and examiner’s
communicative behaviors in three modalities – gaze, gesture, and vocalization – along with
the corresponding video. Currently the videos are hand-coded, but colleagues at our and
other research institutions are working on automating this process through computer vision
techniques.
3.2.2 Plexlines
Plexlines uses color coded circles on a timeline to visualize three different modalities of
child behaviors (See Figure 3.1). Plexlines was designed to display communicative behaviors
and to aid in identifying developmental delay in the domain of ASD. The diameter of the
circle is proportional to the duration of the annotated behavior, which accentuates behaviors
with longer duration, such as prolonged eye contact with the examiner. The visualization
also offers additional features for its users, such as providing an aggregate view to see patterns
over multiple visualizations and allowing users to customize the visualization by removing
certain behaviors based on their specific needs. The details of the customization capabilities
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Figure 3.1: The main view of the Plexlines visualization tool. Through this interface, users
can select a visualization from (e) and view the recorded video corresponding to the visu-
alization in (a). The visualization tool provides (b) filtering options, (c) a legend, and (d)
customization features (once the user clicks the cog icon).
such as filtering, sorting, and hiding certain behaviors can be found in [17]. A user study
conducted with ASD researchers and clinicians revealed that Plexlines has potential to be
integrated into existing behavioral evaluation processes, aid in the detection of developmental
delays in young children, and serve as a visual artifact to better communicate with parents.
3.2.3 EnGaze
Similarly, EnGaze visualizes communicative behaviors, but by using colored rectangles
on a timeline (See Figure 3.5). The unique characteristics of EnGaze is the inclusion of
detailed examiner’s behaviors and its focus on identifying moments of joint attention during
an RABC session. Joint attention is a set of communicative behaviors that signals the
shared focus of two individuals, and the lack of joint attention is a defining characteristic
of ASD. Thus, identifying joint attention, or the lack thereof, can lead to early detection of
ASD, and in turn contribute to early intervention. EnGaze provides several features that
highlight moments of joint attention. Users can highlight moments when the child responds
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Figure 3.2: The main view of the EnGaze visualization tool. This view is currently only
showing the gaze of the child and examiner as selected in (e). Similar to the Plexlines
visualization tool, users can view the video through (d) corresponding to a visualization in
(f). Users can highlight moments of attention through the options in (a). The legend is
provided in (b).
to the examiner, and customize the visualization through hiding user selected behaviors
in the visualization. Unlike Plexlines, EnGaze did not emphasize behaviors with longer
duration. Rather, it made it easier for users to observe behaviors with shorter duration,
such as exchange of glances, which often occurs in a fraction of a second. In our work, we
define such short behaviors as micro-behaviors. Many important communicative features are
micro-behaviors, but micro-behaviors are easily overlooked in everyday communications.
3.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Despite the differences between EnGaze and Plexlines, the two works received similar
feedback when I studied them separately [78, 79]. The main findings for both Plexlines and
EnGaze were that they can aid clinicians in identifying children with developmental delays,
and would be useful in communication with parents. There were four proposed use cases for
the two visualization tools overall.
• Screening for developmental delays in young children
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Figure 3.3: (a) Plexlines and (b) EnGaze visualizations of the same child in a RABC session.
The gray lines connecting the two visualizations indicate the start of different phases in a
single session. While the Plexlines visualization accentuates behaviors with longer duration,
the EnGaze visualization is capable of showing more micro-behaviors. We describe the
details of Plexlines and EnGaze visualizations in Figures 3.4 and 3.5.
• Providing an objective, quantifiable baseline for their experiences during an assessment
• Showing and defining characteristics of ASD for education
• Communicating with parents by using the visualization to provide feedback to parents.
In this dissertation, I delve deeper into last two use cases that relate to communication in
clinical settings and answer the following research questions:
RQ1: What are the primary features that distinguish the two visualization webtools
(Plexlines and EnGaze) and which of these features play a role in clinicians’ visualization
preference for communicative scenarios?
RQ2: What are the benefits and challenges clinicians and parents foresee in using Plexlines
and EnGaze in their communication? How do these visualization webtools address current
communication challenges?
3.4 METHOD
We visualized behavioral data from RABC sessions and conducted two user studies in-
volving the two webtools, Plexlines and EnGaze. In the first comparison study clinicians
evaluated Plexlines and EnGaze, and we investigated visualization preferences in various
communicative scenarios. The second study added the parental perspective of the two
webtools as we interviewed both parents and clinicians to gain insight on potential benefits
and challenges of using visualizations in parent-clinician communication.
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3.4.1 Data collection
In order to create graphical visualizations of child behavior, we collected data of over
100 children, aged 9 to 30 months, engaged in a five-minute RABC session. The examiner
evaluates the child’s responses to the explicit social bids and the ease of engaging the child.
Specifically, the examiner seeks to elicit social attention, back-and-forth interaction, and
social communication from the child. The dyadic nature of the RABC allows us to break
interactions down into smaller parts and observe engagement at different levels of granular-
ity. Our collaborators collected the RABC data as part of a NSF Expeditions effort and
annotated each RABC video. Three independent coders were trained using RABC sessions
to have at least 90 percent overlap for each of the annotations. Then, the coders hand-
annotated the videos by categorizing the child’s gaze, gesture, and speech for each frame.
In order to conduct the second study, I received training to conduct the RABC sessions and
collected data from 10 additional families. Two members of the lab and I received training
on video annotations as well and tested for consistency prior to hand-annotating the videos.
This allowed me to conduct interview with parents using videos and behavioral data of their
own child, increasing the ecological validity of the results.
3.4.2 Comparison study
We used a within-subject design for the comparison study where each participant saw both
Plexlines and EnGaze. There are two advantages in conducting a within-subject qualitative
study with multiple visualizations. The first strength of a comparative study is that people
are less reluctant to criticize when there are multiple designs, and provide less inflated ratings
[83]. Second, the contribution of each feature is hard to assess in a single visualization study
since a combination of features makes a visualization useful. By comparing two visualizations
intended for the same purpose, we can have a better sense of which features are useful for
a certain task by asking the participants to choose a single visualization for a use case and
prompting for specific features.
Participants
To evaluate Plexlines and EnGaze, we recruited fifteen (13 female, 2 male) researchers and
clinicians with research and/or clinical experience in developmental health, including early
childhood education, intervention, and autism research. Their mean years of experience
in working with children with autism was 4.08 years (σ2 = 3.42 years). The remaining
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participants were doctoral candidates. All of them had experience working with children with
autism, except for one participant who had worked as a clinical consultant for a firm that
makes augmentative and alternative communication devices for children with autism. Their
majors in college varied from neuroscience, human biology, speech and language pathology
to communication sciences and disorders, leading to diverse insights. Although participants
did not have prior experience with the RABC coding process, everyone was experienced
in the general autism diagnosis process, either through performing diagnostic testing or
analyzing and coding the sessions. Thus, they quickly became familiar with RABC based
on their own experience, and successfully identified indicators of autism using the tools.
Eleven participants, from three different universities, had a background in training parents
for continuing ASD interventions at home, which led to insightful comments about using the
tools in a collaborative setting.
Study Procedures
The user study consisted of a preliminary interview, the Plexlines phase, the EnGaze
phase, a semi-structured open-ended interview, and a comprehensive survey. During the
Plexlines phase and EnGaze phase, participants watched a five minute introductory video for
the webtool and explored the tool for around 15 minutes. Both visualization tools provided
25 randomly selected RABC sessions for the study participants. Out of the 25 children,
two were evaluated as at risk for ASD. To prevent order effects, seven participants started
with Plexlines, and the other eight started with EnGaze. Despite our initial concerns that
researchers and clinicians would be hesitant to embrace unfamiliar behavioral visualization
technologies, Plexlines and the webtool were well received. We found that the participants
grasped the concept of webtools quickly, and they were able to make interpretations from
the webtools.
During the semi-structured open-ended interview, we asked participants to compare and
contrast the patterns they saw in Plexlines and EnGaze, and inquired about the strengths
and weaknesses of each behavior visualization tool. We then asked about the use of the
webtools in their workflow. All interviews were recorded and transcribed for analysis. We
used an open-coding method on each sentence to label and summarize comments and obser-
vations. Participants concluded the session with a written survey that included Likert scale
questions and open-ended questions comparing the two visualization tools in their features
and communicative use cases.
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3.4.3 Parent/clinician perspectives interview
In the second session, I interviewed both parents and clinicians to ensure that parents were
also comfortable with using visualization in their communication with clinicians. This study
provided the opportunity to examine our webtools from a different perspective as parents
had unique expectations and concerns.
Participants
We recruited ten parents (7 female, 3 male) through a local laboratory school for infants,
toddlers, and preschoolers. Their occupations ranged from office administrator, professor,
social worker, actor, to stay-at-home parent. Recruitment flyers were sent to families of
children, for whom teachers had concerns and were monitoring development closely. The
identification of these children had been made based on the developmental screenings and
the school’s portfolio documentation. Children who participated in RABC were 43.4 months
on average (σ2 = 16.9).
In addition, we recruited 13 clinicians from two branches of Easterseals, a nonprofit health
care organization that provides early intervention and autism services to young children
and their families. Their occupations included Board Certified Behavior Analyst(BCBA),
speech language pathologist, physical therapist, registered behavior technician, occupational
therapist, autism family navigator, and care coordinator family support manager. Their
mean years of experience in working with children with developmental disorders was 17
years (σ2 = 13.1 years). Primary methods of communicating with parents were by email
(N=12), phone (N=12), and face-to-face conversations (N=13).
Method
Parents attended two sessions. The first session was conducted at the school where their
child participated in the RABC session. The second session was conducted one to two weeks
after the RABC session to allow us time to hand annotate the session. At the beginning
of the second session, parents explored the webtools and saw videos and visualizations of
their own child’s RABC session. They could see visualizations of other children’s session,
but the videos were unavailable for privacy reasons. After their exploration, we asked about
their thoughts on Plexlines and EnGaze and the use of visualization webtools in their com-
munication with clinicians about their child’s development. The study procedures for the
clinician interview was largely the same as that in the comparison study except for addi-
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Table 3.1: Features and suggested scenarios for Plexlines and EnGaze
Webtool Features Suggested Usage
Plexlines Macrobehaviors emphasized Comparing sessions
Compact visualization Educating about autism
Engaze Microbehaviors visible Viewing a single session
Dyadic interactions Coaching parents
(A focus on joint attention) Communicating to parents about their child
Both Three modalities Keeping a longitudinal record
Behavioral patterns Acting as an artifact for discussion
tional interview questions that explored benefits and challenges of using these visualization
in their communication with parents.
3.5 VISUALIZATION FEATURES FOR CLINICAL COMMUNICATION
In this section, I present the results from the comparison study. Clinician participants
noted features of a webtool that they found useful and how the feature made the webtool
particularly appropriate for a task in their clinical workflow. Table 3.1 shows a summary of
the unique and shared features of the two webtools and the suggested usage. Participants
expressed a clear visualization preference in the comparison study where fourteen out of
fifteen study participants preferred EnGaze over Plexlines for visualizing an individual or a
single session. On the other hand, thirteen participants preferred Plexlines for visualizing a
group of sessions. This preference for single session tasks and multi-session tasks further led
to their visualization preference for educating about ASD (Plexlines) and communicating
with parents (EnGaze).
This clear division in visualization preference for two distinct purposes is interesting con-
sidering that the individual studies [78, 79] have presented Plexlines and EnGaze as suitable
for all these scenarios. Through a direct comparison of the two visualization tools, we were
able to discover that Plexlines and EnGaze emphasized different granularities of behavior,
which led to clear differences in the user study feedback. Plexlines focused on low granularity
through emphasizing behaviors of longer duration while EnGaze presented high granularity
by displaying behaviors of shorter duration, including micro-behaviors. Interview results fur-
thermore uncovered the importance of showing and highlighting behavior patterns, dyadic
interactions, and multiple modalities of communication.
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Figure 3.4: (a) A short child-examiner interaction depicted in Plexlines with (b) a legend.
In (a), the examiner asks, “where is the book?” and the child responds to the examiner by
pointing at the book (green circle) and saying “there, there” (red circle), while maintaining
eye contact (blue circle).
3.5.1 Plexlines for comparing sessions and educating about ASD
Clinicians preferred Plexlines for visualizing a group of sessions due to its low granularity,
which led to a compact visualization. Although Plexlines contains details about examiner
bids, participants perceived it as concisely providing an high level overview of a session
because child and examiner behaviors across all modalities were visualized on one line. In
contrast, EnGaze separated the child and examiner behaviors in five separate lines (Figure
3.3), providing a detailed low level view of the session. Participants (N=3) imagined “putting
a bunch of EnGaze lines one after another [...] a bit overwhelming” (C12). The ease of
comparing sessions led to two potential use cases for Plexlines: educating people about ASD
and showing structured protocol sessions.
Educating people about ASD had been mentioned as a potential use case for visualizations
“seeing that [the visualization] illustrates a lot of these patterns that we know as clinicians
and researchers; but for the untrained eye, it would be difficult to take in through the video”
(C11). Participants found Plexlines especially appropriate for this purpose because of its
aggregate view feature and its strength of visualizing multiple sessions. One participant (C1)
imagined using the aggregate view as an ice breaker in an informational lecture on ASD
to compare the behavioral characteristics of children with autism with those of typically
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Figure 3.5: Two EnGaze visualizations, showing only gaze behaviors. Each visualization
consists of a child section (top) and a examiner section (bottom). (a) a child fixates only
on the object shown through large rectangular blocks of the same light blue color. (b) the
child’s back-and-forth gaze switching between the examiner and the object is shown through
a pattern that resembles a barcode, which is often a positive sign of joint attention. (c) a
connected vertical rectangular block forms when the child and examiner make eye contact.
developing children. She said “if we’re presenting something at a conference, we don’t want
to just compare two participants, one with autism and one without autism, and here’s the
difference. We want to have enough data to see that this is the average range of [an] individual
with autism, and this is the average range of [an] individual without autism. And here is a
range of communication skills that they’re using.” She could imagine using one aggregate
view for each group of children or having two columns of Plexlines – one column for each
group with six to seven children per group – since multiple Plexlines easily fit into one page.
Clinician 12 mentioned that Plexlines would be suitable for a structured environment since
a user can organize behaviors through compare sessions by the phases in a protocol (See
Figure 3.1e). Different reactions to the same phase of a protocol could easily be compared
when the sessions are aligned by phases. Focusing on longer behaviors such as in Plexlines
could also provide “[a] more useful scoring measure for kids you know have decent social
communication, but use for different type of diagnosis. [The child could] potentially have a
speech disorder or different types of anxiety issues that wouldn’t necessarily affect social eye
contact, social gaze, social interaction” (C12).
3.5.2 EnGaze for single sessions and communicating to parents
EnGaze provided finer behavior granularity of a session through the detailed display of
dyadic interactions and micro-behaviors. This higher granularity in EnGaze made clinicians
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feel it would be more effective for communicating with parents about their child and for
parent coaching. “EnGaze might be better to use to explain to the parents, ‘this was the
baseline of your child’s behavior. However, after the [outside] intervention, do you see there
is a lot of [change in behavior.]’ I think it’ll be really useful for them, using EnGaze to
show as supplemental intervention results” (C1). Visualizing higher granularity of behavior
is useful because many communicative behavior milestones include micro-behaviors, which
occurs in a fraction of a second. One clinician suggested that visualizations would be useful
for conveying these important but subtle child behaviors to parents, “I think this will also be a
great tool for explaining to parents, a lot of times parents don’t notice these things, they don’t
notice that their child isn’t engaging or doesn’t have eye contact that you can just compare
to other children and say this is completely different” (C5). Eye contacts are mentioned as
an essential check point. Other essential micro-behaviors include quick alternating glances
in joint attention and short vocalizations as responses to examiner bids.
The different emphasis on macro and micro behaviors stemmed from the shapes used in
the visualizations. The impact of design decision of shapes went beyond the aesthetics of the
visualization. Plexlines uses circles to visualize behavior, whereas EnGaze uses rectangles.
Because circle width is directly proportional to the circle height, the duration of a behavior
is represented in two dimensions in Plexlines (i.e., behaviors of longer duration are taller as
well as wider) while only in one dimension in EnGaze (i.e., behaviors are of the same height
regardless of their duration) as shown in Figure 3.3. As a result, micro-behaviors have little
spatial presence in Plexlines, as larger circles can easily obscure smaller circles, rendering
them invisible to the naked eyes of its viewers. The same micro-behaviors would be clearly
visible in EnGaze. One participant stated that viewing circles helped her easily compare
across sessions since “you can clearly see circles grow over time” (C4). However, other
participants (N=3) criticized that estimating the area or the radius of a circle in Plexlines
is difficult and found reading the bar width more intuitive in EnGaze. C2 pointed out that
the circular representation also exaggerated the duration of a behavior.
Participants generally found micro-behaviors informative, but Clinician 2 reported that
the rapidly alternating bars in EnGaze “make my eyes get tired because there are too many
different bars with too many different colors. It’s more complex than Plexlines’ circles.”
This suggests that the inclusion of micro-behaviors could degrade the viewing experience
because of the resulting dense and complex visualization. We also infer that a high gran-
ularity visualization with an emphasis on behaviors of longer duration would be useful for
situations where the duration of a behavior is an essential part of analysis, such as in an
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) intervention where the goal is to increase
the duration of the child’s focused attention [84]. Considering these benefits and weaknesses
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of displaying and emphasizing behaviors of different granularity, providing multiple levels of
detail in communicative behavioral visualization is helpful.
Another unique feature of EnGaze is its balanced representation of dyadic interaction.
Currently, many established works in autism diagnosis focus solely on the child behavior
[85, 86] and is accepted as the norm. However, participants highly praised the inclusion of
examiner behavior in EnGaze. Providing a symmetrical behavior view of both parties in a
dyad allows the viewers to understand the context of the dyadic interaction, which is essential
in autism pre-screening. The study of dyadic interactions is not limited to autism diagnosis.
People who were not part of our study showed interest in the tool for its ability to show
dyadic interaction. One person from a family resiliency center proposed that the tool could
be used to visualize parent-child interactions during dinner time. The visualization could
depict the frequency and the quality of engagement through depicting who is initiating
the conversations and how the other person is responding. Another therapist wanted to
experiment with the tool for therapist-patient interactions. A local hospital also requested
access to the tool for their clinicians. This display of interest from people outside of our
study shows that visualizing dyadic interaction extends beyond ASD-related scenarios.
The balanced representation of dyadic interaction led clinicians to envision using behav-
ioral visualizations for coaching other clinicians in the RABC or coaching parents for home-
interventions. RABC trainees can see a series of EnGaze visualizations to understand a
typical session and use the exploration strategies to understand the structure of the protocol
and the expected behaviors that follow. Eleven of our participants’ research involved parent
coaching, and thus they anticipated using EnGaze to make parents more self aware of their
interaction with their child; “Plexlines is more child focused and [EnGaze] is more dyadic.
It’d be more useful to show parents or to see how they’re interacting [with the child]” (C10).
More specifically, Clinician 9 mentioned that s/he would
mostly use [EnGaze] because eye contact with an examiner during the assessment is
super important. We get most of our data from parent interactions, and we’re looking
both at the parent and the kid versus just the kid. Cause a lot of our research is
parent intervention that we teach them how to do, so we’re making sure they are doing
it well, as well as if the kid is responding. Using the child-parent, it’s so much more
generalizable. You have the therapist and the speech pathologist come once a week
but if the parent learns the principles and how to act, and in certain ways respond to
that kid.
S/he envisioned visualizations as a way in which parents could evaluate their own interac-
tion with their children through visual feedback. After collecting a week or a month’s worth
of visualizations, parents could show moments of interest to the clinician, and clinicians
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could point out areas for improvement. Because EnGaze presented all modalities and micro-
behaviors in one view, it was easier to see the exact behavior modality and timing that the
child used to communicate. Assessing a child’s current communication skills is important as
it informs the clinicians of which communication skills to target for improvement.
3.5.3 Shared features and scenarios
Even though each webtool had its unique features, Plexlines and EnGaze both displayed
of multiple modalities and supported the identification of behavior patterns. Due to these
shared features and the aesthetic appeal of visualizations, clinicians found both tools appro-
priate for serving as a concrete artifact for conversation and as a longitudinal record of a
child’s behavior.
Arrangement of modalities
Previous work in behavioral visualization was often limited to one aspect of behavior, such
as visualization of only speech or only eye gaze (e.g. [36, 32, 87]). In contrast, Plexlines and
EnGaze both depicted three modalities – gaze, vocalization, and gesture. The arrangement
of the three behavioral modalities influenced the emphasis of certain behaviors. All modal-
ities are vertically aligned on a line in Plexlines (See Figure 3.1c and e). Although bigger
circles are algorithmically placed behind the smaller circles to avoid obscuring concurrent
behaviors, longer behaviors can still downplay shorter co-occuring behaviors as the circles
overlap. The co-occuring behaviors were still visible in Plexlines, but could not convey de-
tailed information. On the other hand, EnGaze offered the option of displaying each modality
on a separate adjacent line, and provides a equal level of presence to co-occuring behaviors
of different durations (See Figure 3.3). Thus, micro-behaviors (e.g., a quick glance) can be
observed even if there is a longer co-occuring behavior in another modality (e.g., pointing
to an object) shown as thin dark blue lines in Figure 3.3b.
Participants valued being able to see all the modalities in adjacent rows, “What we do a
lot of in coding is [...] matching two categories, combined communication like eye contact
with speech, eye contact with gesture, or gesture with speech. That would definitely be the
number one thing to look for in our projects right now” (C9). This use case is not limited to
child-clinician interactions for ASD screening. Another clinical setting where visualization of
multiple modalities would be useful is treatment for social anxiety disorder. Social anxiety
disorder can result in atypical patterns in gaze (e.g., shorter eye contact), speech (e.g.,
longer silent pauses, stuttering), and gestures (e.g., fewer smiles or nods) [88, 89]. The
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symptoms vary by person and different combinations of modality could be affected. For
similar scenarios where viewing multiple modalities is essential, we propose visualizing all
modalities on a single line for overview and separating the three modalities into individual
lines upon zooming in.
Supporting identification of behavior patterns
Rather than using individual behaviors (e.g., a single eye contact or utterance of a word)
as a basis of analysis, our participants mainly used behavior patterns, such as engaging in
joint attention or pointing while talking, to describe children in both Plexlines and EnGaze.
Participants searched for behavioral patterns because the contextual information around a
behavior influences the importance and implications of the behavior. For example, con-
textual information determines whether a child behavior was elicited by an adult (i.e., a
response) or unprompted (i.e., an initialization). As one of the participant’s research fo-
cused on teaching responses and initializations in an autism intervention, s/he (C2) found
this distinction of behaviors based on context essential. S/he saw that this visualization
could be useful for pointing out missed opportunities to parents where they could have
waited longer for a response from their child.
As EnGaze had been specifically designed to identify moments of joint attention, partici-
pants often mentioned joint attention related patterns. “I like seeing the examiner’s behavior
and eye contact and all of that. I think that’s really useful. The turn taking, [and] the joint
attention is also really nice” (C10). However, participants independently identified other
common behavior patterns of a child through the visualization. In general, these behavior
patterns were closely related to common developmental milestones of children such as gaze
alternation and turn taking. Similarly, participants identified behaviors patterns in Plexlines
as well. Behavior patterns found in Plexlines during the study include examiner bid response
pattern as Plexlines specifically emphasized examiner’s bids in RABC by representing them
as black dots (see Figure 3.1b). “[Plexlines] is a good way to explain the interactions between
child and examiner and to determine how the child responds. It allows for a quick way to
identify possible red flags, [such as] a lot of examiner bids and not many child responses”
(C5).
The above examples show the importance of designing a behavior visualization such that
it not only conveys the frequency of individual behaviors but provides the contextual infor-
mation and behavior patterns. One participant (C1) elaborated how providing contextual
information would improve her current practice, which involves two separate graphs – a line
graph to show the percentage of opportunities (i.e., the mother’s strategy use) to which the
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child responded and a bar chart to show the number of times the child initiates communi-
cation – similar to the figure found in [90]. Because the response and initialization is taken
out of context, s/he had to revisit the videos to ensure their implications. As Plexlines and
EnGaze both display both the context and the frequency of child behavior in one visualiza-
tion, s/he was able to see the progression of a session more clearly. S/he stated that the
ability to see the whole session in a single visualization made the visualization useful for
explaining a session to a parent.
Visualization as a conversation facilitator and as a longitudinal behavioral record
As a colorful graphic, Plexlines and EnGaze are less intimidating than a spreadsheet or
a number rating. Because of this quality, behavioral visualizations can act as a catalyst
for discussions between clinicians and parents. A clinician can navigate a Plexline in part
or in whole to tell a story with a beginning, middle, and end to the parent through the
visualization. In an example situation that a participant gave us, clinicians would “use it to
say, ‘Four different times I asked your child to do this and he didn’t respond. Our expectation
is that with the first or second bid, [the child would respond]”’ (C2). The ability of a graphic
to show a causation of events and allow the viewer to discern the relationship among them
creates a narrative that engages the reader beyond a text-only report.
To further reduce complexity for the parent, the clinician can break the session down
into tasks by segmenting the visualization and filtering out unnecessary annotations. For
example, parents may have misconceptions about their child’s developmental health. One
participant gave an example of a parent that believed a highly vocal child indicated no
developmental delay: “A dad linked [social engagement] to language. So let’s remove all the
vocalization. Let’s [focus on] where the child is looking to show a parent” (C2). By isolating
the visual narrative around eye gaze and having a concrete representation of behavior as an
artifact for discussion, the clinician can more easily explain her interpretations.
Study participants described telling stories to clinicians, to parents and to research audi-
ences. For example, a researcher stated, “Once I had done data analysis on the whole data
set, I still might present [the] data aggregate and see [the] prototypical [18 months old child
that was engaged] like for a talk. Then show a prototypical for a child who is impaired” (C1).
In this same context, the archival capabilities of the webtool allow users to create a com-
prehensive story that extends beyond just one child. According to a participant, Plexlines
“display a visual story to others without worrying about confidentiality. Plexlines replaces
the need of sharing videos” (C9).
Besides encouraging parental involvement in family-clinician communication, visualiza-
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tions can also serve as a longitudinal record of child behavior. In our dataset, there are
several children who were brought back for a follow-up evaluation. These children have two
associated visualizations in the library. These follow-up RABC sessions open up opportuni-
ties to track a child’s progress consistently over a longer period of time. This personal record
can be used by parents and clinicians to build a cohesive, sharable snapshot of each child as
they navigate the child’s future, from pre-screening for autism to evaluating the effectiveness
of intervention strategies. Users will need the ability to mark and annotate points of inter-
est on the visualization for later reference. Each added datapoint contributes to a growing
archive of visualizations that help researchers and clinicians understand communicative child
development.
Unlike Q3 where one visualization was clearly preferred over the other, responses were
split for which visualization could serve as a graphical longitudinal record of a child (Q1);
eight participants selected EnGaze and six selected Plexlines. Clinician 15 commented on
how s/he envisioned using the visualization as a longitudinal record of a child to describe
child development to a parent. “I could see [Plexlines and EnGaze] being helpful when they
do come in for an assessment having this data at certain time points. So I could be like
‘they are really making improvements with their gaze, but their gesture is not [improving].’
” Participants who preferred EnGaze preferred it for the visualization of detailed behaviors,
ease of perceiving the duration of each action, and the ability to highlight moments of
joint attention. Participants who chose Plexlines mentioned the simple nature of Plexlines
and ease of comparing multiple visualizations as their reason for selecting Plexlines. After
completing an evaluation session and interpreting the results, clinicians in our study wanted
to engage a parent in the next stage decision-making process through our webtools. In
describing something as complicated as behavior, showing is more informative than telling.
3.6 BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES EXPECTED BY PARENTS AND CLINICIANS
While the previous section described the clinicians’ view of our visualization webtools,
this section complements the evaluation by adding the parental perceptive. I first begin by
presenting parents’ general evaluation of the two visualization webtools and then present the
envisioned benefits and challenges of using visualizations for parent-clinician communication.
Overall, parents and clinicians showed positive reactions towards the webtools. On a 5-
point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5), parents agreed
that they were satisfied with the visualizations (µ=4.58, σ2=0.77) and the webtools (µ=4.48,
σ2=0.9). Similarly, clinicians rated that they were satisfied with the visualizations (µ=4.04,
σ2=0.89) and the webtools (µ=4.19, σ2=0.9). We found that both pools of participants
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grasped the concept of Plexlines and EnGaze quickly, and they were able to make interpre-
tations from the visualizations. One parent indicated that “I like to learn about my child.
Having the video play just next to the visualization, helps in referring and noticing new things
about the child.” (P1)
3.6.1 Parents’ evaluations of Plexlines and EnGaze
After exploring both Plexlines and EnGaze, six parents preferred EnGaze and four pre-
ferred Plexlines. Parents named the display of dyadic interaction (N=5), the ability to filter
for specific moments (N=5), and the detailed presentation (N=3) as the key strengths of
EnGaze. While the presence gave some parents the feeling of “being in control of exactly
what I was looking at, or looking for” (P1), one parent questioned why the visualization did
not begin with a filtered view since “when everything is on, it is harder to see. It’s sort
of a weird thing. It seems like it’s intended to be filtered as a visualization approach. [...]
I assume that response is an important thing. So why like that’s not ON all the time or
somehow represented in the visualization. Cause what I get is ‘here is everything’ and OK..
I have to click on this, and everything disappears. So why is it not highlighted in someway [as
a default. Otherwise,] it’s just a lot of blocks of color.” (P4). This idea of having clinicians
guide the story for the parents through filters and highlights will be discussed in depth in
Chapter 7.
On Plexlines, parents appreciated the clear indication of the behavior duration (N=5) and
how all the behaviors were on a single line, enabling for an easier detection of co-occurring
behaviors (N=4). Parent 6 commented that “it looks like it would be harder to read initially,
but is actually faster. Seems quicker to get things at a glance once you know what it is. It has
more shapes and different styles, so looks like you have to sort of understand and interpret
icons differently. Where as the other one is just bars, so it’s kind of consistent. But actually,
this is still really simple and it’s the same concept applied in different ways.”
3.6.2 Seeing the child from a different view
To the question on whether they saw anything unexpected from the visualization that they
had not noticed during the session, eight parents answered that the visualization helped them
see something new. Half of the parents (N=5) noticed the presence or the lack of a certain
modality such as gaze (N=3) and gesture (N=3). “Through the tool, I noticed that he does
use a lot of eye contact. Even more so than I had realized. We think [our child] is pretty
communicative for his age. He’s pretty advanced in speaking and all of that. So I guess that
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I am not totally shocked, but it was interesting to see how tuned in he was to what you were
doing” (P10). This reflection on gaze is especially encouraging considering that clinicians in
our previous study have indicated that parents have a hard time understanding or observing
gaze.
Other parents (N=4) noticed the level of engagement through the visualization webtools.
One parent was pleasantly surprised when s/he saw that the child was more engaged than
expected. “In the session, I thought he was not like him in general. That’s why I thought that
he did not really engage in any kind of thing. So the chart shows that he was very engaged,
and he was really interacting with you at that time. I could see that in the chart, and I was
kind of surprised by that because my view was totally different because I just saw his back.
So I didn’t know if he saw you. What I knew was he just refused what you asked so that’s
why I thought he is really hard-headed and not like him, but I learned that he’s interacting”
(P8). Another parent had expected engagement, but the chart visualization still served as
a reassurance, “It was hard to tell in the session, just how interactive he was being because
I couldn’t see his face. And so I’m glad to see that he is interacting a fair amount. That
makes me happy because I just want him to be an empathetic, connective person.” (P6).
Interesting, although the visualization did not show a child’s affect directly, parents (N=4)
inferred emotions based on the visualizations. For example, one parent used the lack of
vocalization and the push-away gesture as a signal of dislike and noticed “the fact that he
didn’t really like the tickling. [Researcher: And you got that from the visualization?] Yeah,
when we watched it through, I noticed that he kind of didn’t say anything and went back
towards me” (P7). Similarly, another parent interpreted the lack of gesture as a signal of
nervousness and discomfort. Although the level of engagement and the child’s affect could
be inferred through the video as well, parents found visualization as a reassuring artifact.
One parent explained, “I watched the video, but I guess the fact that I could actually pick
out that there was only one active [gesture]... You got a sense of it by watching the video,
but with the visualization, you can actually pinpoint it.” (P3).
3.6.3 Benefits of using visualizations in communication
When asked to rate on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from not useful (1) to very useful
(5), parents rated 4.25 on average (σ2=0.63) and clinicians rated 3.42 (σ2=1.15). In the
following two sections, I present the expected benefits and challenges of using visualization
webtools in parent-clincian communication that led to these ratings.
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Visualization as objective evidence
A key benefit of visualization webtools for parent-clinician communication envisioned by
both parents (N=4) and clinicians (N=6) was the potential to serve as evidence of the child’s
behaviors. The following anecdote of a parent’s current experience also illustrates how the
visualizations could help parent-clinician communication.
Sometimes in our daycare, there is an assessment like Bayley or other things. Just
to see their development. Sometimes I get the report. But also because I don’t have
any objective cue, I was wondering what they observed. What is the base of the
grade? [These reports are] just paper. They rate the child’s well behavior or receptive
communication skills. So there are some kind of things that they rate. And that makes
sense. I don’t doubt their rating, but I want to see what’s the evidence of that.
There is a criteria, for example, my son got an emerging rating, like 14 or 15. So there
is a criteria from 13 to 15, it’s an emerging area. Above 16, it’s advanced. My son got
15. So there is a criteria that helps me see what it means. But also at the same time, I
don’t know what they observed. I mean, their rating was not surprising. That is what
I expected. But also at the same time, I would more appreciate it if I could see that
is what really happened and based on that, they gave him this rating. (P9)
This story reveals current challenges parents face in interpreting development assessment
outcomes, and how visualizations could improve their understanding by better illustrating
how the child meets or does not meet each criteria.
Clinicians especially appreciated this capability of showing objective evidence, as they
often come across parents in denial. In the pre-study survey, nine out of 13 clinicians named
emotional factors as a challenging element in their communication with parents, and many of
these related with the parents’ denial of the diagnosis. One clinician depicted how a parent
might respond to a diagnosis, the current challenges in the communication process, and how
the webtools might be beneficial in these circumstances:
I think it could be beneficial, especially if you have a parent who maybe is not recog-
nizing some of the things you have concerns for. Because you have the video, but you
also have the data to show them. And when you have conversation with families and
you’re diagnosing the child [...], I sat on one yesterday, and as soon as you say ‘autism,’
you kind of see, you lose them. Anything you say after that ... it’s hard to hear that.
It’s hard sometimes to be ready for that.
We have a report we put together, but it takes 30 days for them to get the full diagnostic
report from us. So we usually, the medical providers, the doctor tells them whether
they have autism or not, and we give them recommendation for treatment. [...] We’re
missing the boat right now on saying this is why. We’re saying, ‘Yes, your child has
autism, and they meet criteria.’ But we are not going into the specific thing as well
as we could. As a parent, I’d go ‘OK, I know that you’re hear evaluating my kid, but
what makes you think that they have autism? I still want to hear from you, what did
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you see? Where did they meet the criteria, what were they doing?’ This to me could
be really helpful in that.
We talk a lot with parents in these meetings, but I don’t know how much they are
absorbing. So it would be good for them to have something to look at, whether that’s in
writing or video, just another way of trying to communicate with them. This would be
helpful because they can point out [on the visualization] ‘see how he did this.’ Because
they don’t always see that. Parents don’t always know that’s not typical development.
So this could maybe be helpful in that way. (C9)
Another clinician indicated that parents might be more receptive in receiving information
as data visualization as it makes the report less subjective. “If I say ‘they don’t have eye
contact. They don’t look at me.’, that’s something subjective. But this [visualization] is
not. ‘See how many times it didn’t happen’ I think parents would be more open to this,
most of the time. If you take the person out of it... It’s harder to argue against data than
another person” (C11).
Comparisons Across Sessions
Another suggested benefit of the visualization is providing a point of reference either
across different time periods for the same child or across different children. First, using
the visualization as a longitudinal record for a child to display pre- and post-intervention
assessments could demonstrate the effectiveness of a treatment. One clinician (P5) pointed
out that compared to standardized tests, visualization could show more subtle changes over
time.
I think it would be a nice tool when we are looking for progress; specifically when most
standardized tests are normed towards children with typically developing social skills.
They are not normed for children with autism. So standardized tests often don’t show
as much progress. So we will see improved eye gaze and gestures, and all those good
skills, but a standardized test won’t pick that up. [...] I can see it being really useful
tool to document progress. Like ‘This is where we were before, and this is where they
are now. This many more times they pointed and vocalized.’
Several parents showed interest in seeing the typical behavior for children in a similar age
range as their child. Both parents and clinicians were wary of comparing individual children
as every child reaches development milestones at a different pace, but more open to see an
aggregated or a normalized form of typically developing children as a point of reference.
Parent 3 described it as “an articulated, measured point of reference [...] It’s like a graph
you get for body mass index and stuff like that for the child. When you go see a doctor, you
want to know where the child is on that curve.”
Clinician 1 suggested that such an aggregated comparison could also help when parents
come in with an incorrect prior knowledge, such as the worst case scenarios for a condition.
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Displaying where a parent’s child falls on the spectrum by showing a visualization of a child
who is severely involved, of the norm, and of the parent’s own child, could help the parent
move away from those extreme ideas. This clinician also mentioned that pointing out the
child’s strength such as “They do look at you a lot. They do engage in that way.” could
help alleviate unnecessary worries.
3.6.4 Challenges of using visualizations in communication
While both parents and clinicians reported that the webtools would be useful in parent-
clinician communication, parents were more optimistic about their usefulness. Three out of
four clinicians who gave a low rating expressed concerns on parents’ ability to understand
the graphs. One clinician explained that the usefulness “depends on the family. Some would
look at this and have no idea. Some of the families are very data-driven. They want to
see the data. They want to see the charts. So I can think of two families that would really
appreciate seeing it presented this way. The rest of the families just want to see general
info” (C13). Another clinician was skeptical about the webtools due to the overhead of
learning and explaining the visualization, as well as uninterested parents: “I have a hard
time explaining a simple line graph to a lot of the parents. If you add any type of language
barriers, I would spend a lot of the time explaining this. And I would imagine them putting
this in their bag and never looking at it again based on what I know of my parents” (C2).
The parents in our study indicated that the webtools were easy to interpret (µ=4.11,
σ2=0.88 out of 5) and easy to use (µ=4.32, σ2=0.75). However, their education level is
higher than that of the average population in the U.S. So future work is required to evaluate
the clinicians’ concern on parents’ understanding of the visualization. Another challenge in
using the visualization is that it could be very discouraging to parents when the behaviors
visualized are sparse. Imagine the dread of staring at a nearly empty visualization that
clearly conveys the lack of social interaction or the developmental delay or your child. Due to
this potential challenge, Clinician 12 mentioned that s/he would only feel comfortable sharing
the visualization if the child is doing well. This reminds us that creators and presenters of
visualization should not only consider the accuracy or the interpretability of a visualization,
but also its cognitive and emotional impact on the viewers.
3.7 LIMITATIONS
Coding schemes improve iteratively over time. The features we are coding address our
screening goals, but a different set of features may be more useful for addressing communi-
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cation goals. We currently distinguish between gaze, gesture, and speech behaviors. Smiles
and affect are examples of annotations that may be useful, but not yet annotated. While
current webtools focus on communicative behaviors, non-communicative behaviors could
also be explored to promote a more holistic presentation of the child’s behaviors.
The time to code the RABC videos is another limitation. Ideally, a clinician should be
able to show a parent their child’s Plexline or EnGaze visualization immediately following
the session. Other members of the research team are exploring vision and audio techniques
to automatically extract annotations from the RABC videos. Classification accuracy rates
for gaze, speech-like vocalization, smiles, and emotion are improving. Until we can reli-
ably annotate data automatically, we test the concept by using time-intensive hand-coded
annotations for our visualization.
Next, the generalizability of the findings is limited by the unrepresentative education
levels of our participants. Our parent participants’ education level was much higher than
the average education level in the U.S. since we recruited parents from a college campus
town. While parents in our study found the tools easy to use and interpret, future work
with a more diverse parent population is required to determine the generalizability of our
results to parents with different education levels.
Lastly, we did not test our visualization webtools in actual parent-clinician communication
settings. All the findings are mainly hypothetical based on prior experiences of parents and
clinicians, and thus a field-test should be conducted in order to ensure the ecological validity
of the themes presented in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 4: THE FAMILY BEHAVIOR SUPPORT APP
4.1 VISUALIZATIONS FOR COMMUNICATING ABOUT CHALLENGING
BEHAVIORS
Through the studies in Chapter 3, I found that clinicians and parents saw benefits of
visualizing data from autism pre-screening sessions. In this chapter, I present a mobile
application called the Family Behavior Support App (FBSApp), which visualizes data related
to children’s challenging behaviors that parents log through the app. Challenging behaviors
have been identified as a primary concern facing public schools [91, 92] and families [93].
The percentage of young children whose challenging behaviors affect their development is
concerning, with figures ranging from 15% to 25% [94, 95, 96]; the rates are especially high
for students with developmental disabilities [97, 98]. Challenging behaviors identified in
preschools often persist into adolescence and adulthood [99], and can lead to stressful events
with a long-term impact such as expulsion from school [100]. Even for children who remain
in school, studies have documented that persistent challenging behaviors observed at a young
age are highly associated with poor social and academic outcomes [99, 101, 102]. Challenging
behaviors do not only hinder effective teaching in classrooms [103], but also disrupt daily
routines and social activities of families [104].
Children often display challenging behaviors as the means of communication with a func-
tional purpose (e.g., gaining attention, escaping a demand, getting access to a tangible
item or activity) [105]. Special education researchers have explored functional assessment
(FA) combined with positive behavior support (PBS) to address challenging behaviors and
promote social emotional competence [99, 106, 107]. Extensive research has shown that FA-
based interventions effectively reduce challenging behaviors and increase pro-social behav-
iors, such as improved sibling relationships within home and community settings [108, 109].
Research also suggests that parents can learn to implement FA-based interventions with on-
going support, and these interventions reduce children’s challenging behaviors and increase
children’s use of appropriate behaviors [110, 111]. The family is a child’s most valuable and
durable resource and exerts a powerful influence on a child’s development [112, 113]. These
findings stress the importance of supporting parents by providing individualized interven-
tions to effectively prevent and reduce their child’s challenging behaviors, and replace them
with appropriate behaviors. We have built a mobile application for disseminating evidence-
based interventions to reach and support families by a more accessible and efficient means.
Internet-based technologies offer a viable option for addressing challenges related to being
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physically present in homes to provide ongoing parent support [114, 115]. Prior study has
shown that internet-based interventions (e.g., mobile apps) can be accessible, cost-efficient,
flexible, and promote high fidelity implementation [116].
Many of the existing mobile apps that support FA-based interventions by facilitating be-
havioral data collection (e.g., Behavior Tracker Pro & ABC Data Pro) [117, 118, 119] were
developed by and for clinicians and educational professionals. ABC Data Pro is a paid mobile
application that allows behavior analysts to enter Antecedent, Behavior, and Consequence
(ABC) data during an observational sessions [118]. Similarly, Behavior Tracker Pro [117]
allows early intervention service providers to track and graph behaviors and Functional Be-
havior Assessment Wizard [119] allows users to collect behavioral information and proposes a
function for the behavior. Although the tool description includes parents as potential users,
the apps presume an existing behavioral treatment plan and do not provide an actionable
behavior support plan with strategies.
Other applications for collecting behavioral data were developed for school personnel [120,
121, 122]. For example, BehaviorSnap is a tablet application created for school psychologists
to track the frequency, duration, and function of behaviors [120]. Because the target users
of all existing behavioral analysis applications are professionals, many require advanced
knowledge of behavioral interventions and many are costly. There are no comprehensive
mobile apps that consider user characteristics and guide users through both data collection
practices and intervention practices to our knowledge. Our Family Behavior Support App
is unique in that it is created specifically to support parents of children with disabilities and
challenging behaviors, and thus will be family-centered and more adaptive to children and
family characteristics.
We do not intend the app to be used as a replacement of professional FA sessions but
rather as a complementary tool. A major challenge that parents with children with chal-
lenging behavior face is the overall lack of behavioral support [105]. The long wait times
until the child is qualified for behavioral (ABA) services and the unavailability of therapists
in rural regions caused parents to feel abandoned [105]. The primary goal of the app is
to provide assistance during those times when no professional help is available. Once the
family has access to professional behavioral therapy, the clinician could adjust the gener-
ated behavior support plan, and the family can continue using the app to keep track of
their implementation. The family can also freely share the behavior support plan (BSP)
to professionals as they desire, and thus the clinician can keep track and comment on the
behavioral progress and parent fidelity. We hope to encourage collaboration among different
service providers including school-based providers, community-based providers, and primary
caregivers, by providing access to a shared plan and visualizations of parent-logged data.
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4.2 FAMILY BEHAVIOR SUPPORT APP (FBSAPP)
To evaluate the feasibility of a tablet application as a means of supporting families with
children with challenging behaviors, we created the FBSApp. The special education profes-
sionals in our research team work closely with families in challenging situations, and they
saw a prominent desire to obtain a concrete behavior support plan, which the existing apps
and online sources lacked. Informed by the results from the preliminary survey with 263
parents, existing literature, as well as their own interactions with parents, they developed
the initial content related to the challenging behaviors and the algorithm for identifying the
function of the behaviors. They also generated an algorithm for creating a behavior support
plan (BSP) based on the ABC data collection, which I implemented on the FBSApp. All
research team members attended weekly meetings for two years to discuss the design and the
content for the app. Our goal with the app is to support families in receiving a preliminary
functional behavior assessment by generating a behavior support plan, collecting the child
and family’s behavioral data, and encouraging collaboration with service providers.
4.2.1 Child information and ABC collection
The parent first enters information on the challenging behaviors and other relevant infor-
mation (e.g., the child’s current communication methods, daily routines, child’s preferred
items) in the FBSApp. This information is used to personalize the plans. For example, if
the child’s communication methods did not include talking, sign language, or using gestures,
we added “Use sign language, gestures, or words to communicate” to the BSP. The app then
proceeds to routine analysis, where it prompt families to indicate when (i.e., during which
daily routines or activities at home) the challenging behavior(s) are most and least likely
to occur. Collecting information about routines was an important part of the behavioral
assessment as we collected data during the routines during which the challenging behaviors
were most likely to occur. We also collected the least likely routines since parents can teach
children replacement communication methods to use instead of the challenging behaviors
during those routines.
After entering child information, the parent selects the most concerning challenging be-
havior from a pool of choices (e.g., biting, hitting, running away, tantrums, throwing toys).
The user further provides the frequency, the duration, and the severity of the behavior.
Next comes the Antecedent, Behavior, and Consequence (ABC) data collection. In an ABC
analysis, the observer records the antecedent, behavior, and consequence associated with
each occurrence of the challenging behavior. So in the FBSApp, the parent is prompted to
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Figure 4.1: The ABC page with four collected instances of the challenging behavior, ”Head-
Banging.”
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Figure 4.2: A behavior support plan (BSP) with prevent, teaching, and response strategies
for parents. This page gives an overview of the plan with abbreviated strategy names. A user
can click on a row to go to the corresponding BSP detail page to obtain more information
about the strategies.
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Figure 4.3: The BSP detail page and the main page in the FBSApp. (a) The BSP detail page
shows the logged antecedents of a challenging behavior, and prevention strategies to address
the behavior. Blue video and document icons shown on the right side of each strategy lead
to a video clip and a PDF document respectively, on how to implement the strategy. (b)
The main page has three colorful buttons to view a BSP, to collect data, and to take notes.
The line graph at the bottom shows the frequency of challenging behaviors over time.
(a) BSP detail page (b) The main page
enter ABC instances of the challenging behavior they have selected (See Figure 4.1). For
example, a parent might enter that when ”An activity or event ends” (Antecedent), the child
cries (Behavior), and ”An adult provides a different demand or activity” (Consequence). We
mapped each antecedent and consequence to one or two of the five potential functions: 1)
gain attention, 2) gain item, 3) gain activity, 4) avoid activity, and 5) avoid attention. These
mappings as well as the algorithm used to create the hypothesis and the behavior support
plan were based on prior work [123] and tested through pilot participants. Once the parent
has recorded five ABC (antecedent/behavior/consequence) instances of a challenging behav-
ior, the app generates a hypothesis for the function of the behavior. The parent can then
indicate agreement with the hypothesis or disagree and continue to collect more instances.
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4.2.2 Behavior Support Plan (BSP)
When the parent agrees with the hypothesis, the app generates a BSP with suggested
prevention, teaching, and response strategies (Figure 4.2). The BSP table is composed of
three sections: 1) antecedents and prevention strategies; 2) challenging behavior, function,
and teaching strategies; and 3) consequences and response strategies. The three types of
strategies inform parents on how to prevent challenging behaviors, teach the child replace-
ment skills to use in place of the challenging behavior, and how to respond to the challenging
behaviors. The main BSP page displays the shortened version of each strategy. For exam-
ple, the strategy “Provide a warning prior to the end of an activity or removal of an item
(including verbal warning, song, visuals, and timer)” is displayed as “Provide transition
warning.”
Clicking on a header of each section leads to the corresponding detail page where the
parent can view more information on the strategies including the full description of the
strategies. A video icon and document icon are presented on the right side of each strategy,
and respectively leads to a video and/or a text instruction with step-by-step guidelines,
examples, and support for implementing a strategy. A home button on the top right corner
leads to the main page of the app. Once users reach the main page of the app, they can
freely visit the BSP page at any time, record fidelity data, and take notes (Figure 4.3b).
Recording fidelity data is a key feature of the FBSApp, and parents are strongly encouraged
to record behaviors daily to receive the full benefit of the app.
4.2.3 Fidelity recording
Fidelity recording is used to record each occurrence of a child’s challenging behavior as well
as a parent’s FA-based intervention practices. As shown in Figure 4.4, parents first indicate
whether the child displayed a challenging behavior, and the frequency and the duration of
the behavior. Then, they report how many times they implemented each of the prevention
strategies and teach strategies. Since parents can implement response strategies only when
a child displays a challenging behavior, Question 4 on the response strategy only appears if
they have answered that the child displayed a challenging behavior in Question 1. All of the
logged data is visualized in the graph page (See Figure 4.5). The child’s behavior progress is
displayed as a line chart as shown on the top part of Figure 4.5. The duration of challenging
behaviors are indicated by the color of the circle with longer intensity represented by a darker
shade of blue. The parent implementations of strategies are displayed as bar charts on the
app as shown in the three lower charts on Figure 4.5. Different strategies are represented by
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Figure 4.4: The fidelity recording page where parents can log information about their im-
plementation of the strategies and their child’s challenging behavior.
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Figure 4.5: The graph page contains one line graph of the child’s challenging behavior and
three bar charts of parent’s implementation of the strategies.
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different shades of blue as indicated in the legend below the chart. While the legend display
the short forms of each strategy (e.g., “Frequent”), the full strategy name (e.g., “Provide
Frequent, Continuous Positive Attention”) can be viewed by clicking on the chart.
4.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In our initial studies on Plexlines and EnGaze (webtools presented in Chapter 3), clini-
cians endorsed the dyadic display of parents’ behaviors in addition to child’s behaviors for
parent training rather than a single display of the child’s behaviors [78]. Based on these
results, I further studied the effects of displaying child behaviors along with parent behav-
iors on the FBSApp. More specifically, I looked into the the expected efficacy of behavioral
visualizations on parent fidelity and potential uses of visualizations in family-clinician com-
munication.
We evaluated the FBSApp using three different types of evaluation. First, we conducted
focus groups and expert panels to evaluate the design on the FBSApp and to survey the needs
and expectations of clinicians and parents. Second, we field tested the app in home settings
with parents and children. The field tests allowed us to review the usability, feasibility, and
promise of the app by measuring the social validity, fidelity, and parent and child outcomes.
Lastly, I interviewed seven clinicians on the proposed use of visualizations of parent-logged
data in their communication with parents. This section will focus on the interviews with
clinicians, where I aimed to answer the following research questions:
RQ1: How do parents and clinicians envision using behavioral visualizations in family-
clinician communication on challenging behaviors?
RQ2: What are the expected benefits and challenges of using behavioral visualizations in
family-clinician communication on challenging behaviors? Can these visualization address
current challenges in parent-clinician communication?
4.4 INTERVIEWS WITH CLINICIANS
Since design evaluations and field studies examined general aspects of the FBSApp, I
conducted a semi-structured interview with clinicians that focused on the visualizations in
the app. Many of the findings from Chapter 3 reappeared through out the FBSApp interview
reinforcing the results and illustrating the usefulness of data visualizations across different
clinical settings.
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Figure 4.6: Visualizations in the FBSApp based on actual parent-collected data. (a) Visu-
alization generated from family A’s data. The line graph of the child’s challenging behavior
shows a fluctuating pattern with three peaks. (b) Visualization generated from family B’s
data. The line graph of the child’s challenging behavior shows a decreasing pattern. Three
bar graphs show that the parent has implemented several different strategies.
(a) (b)
4.4.1 Method
After signing the consent form and filling out a survey on demographic information and
professional experience, the participants began by sharing the current challenges for parents
in implementing strategies at home and challenges on giving feedback to parents on their
implementations. Then I provided a brief description of the FBSApp and the visualizations
in the app. After viewing several visualizations of different families, participants shared
their thoughts on the benefits and challenges of using these visualization in their discussions
with parents on challenging behaviors. Then the participants rated the usefulness of the
visualizations on a Likert scale from 1 (Not useful) to 5 (Very useful) on four parent-related
use cases and two clinician-related use cases:
1. Motivating the parent to implement the strategy
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Figure 4.7: On a Likert scale from 1 (not useful) to 5 (very useful), clinicians rated the
usefulness of visualization on six parent-related an clinician-related use cases. They found it
most useful for “Planning the next session” and least useful for “Building parents’ confidence
in implementing strategies.”
2. Providing parents self-reflection on their implementation
3. Sharing data with their spouse/professional
4. Increasing the parent’s confidence in how to implement the strategy
5. As a point of reference while giving parents feedback
6. Planning for the next session with the parent
The study ended with their preference of graphs for illustrating data on challenging be-
haviors and additional features they would like to see.
4.4.2 Participants
Seven participants (6 female, 1 male) were recruited from special education graduate
programs at three large public universities. All of them had experience working with children
with challenging behaviors (µ=9.9 years, σ2=4.1 years). Their former occupations included
speech language pathologist, BCBA, occupational therapist, physical therapist, and special
education teacher.
4.4.3 Envisioned use cases (RQ1)
During the interviews, clinicians indicated that the visualizations would be more useful for
clinician-related use cases than the parent-related use cases. They found the visualization
most useful for “Planning for the next session with the parent” (µ = 4.71, σ = 0.48) as
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shown in Figure 4.7. They reasoned that looking at the correlation between the strategies
used and the trend of the challenging behaviors, they would be able to change the strategies
that did not seem to be effective. If the parent was not using a particular strategy, they could
also ask parents during the sessions about the reasons for the lack of implementation. More
importantly, they could acknowledge parents when they did implement strategies at home.
Clinician 7 commented that “If I notice they are doing really well and they are using the
strategies a lot, even whether or not the frequency of the behaviors has increased or decreased,
I would give the parents a lot of props for doing that. I think that’s a good opportunity for
you to build the parent’s confidence when you meet with them. Giving them a lot of praise
for what they are doing really well, or at least trying.”
Clinicians also mentioned that visualizations themselves could motivate the parents to
implement the strategy (µ = 4, σ = 0.5). Clinicians explained that parents who are dealing
with challenging behaviors often feel like everyday is the same. And this sense of stagnation
lead parents to feel frustrated or discouraged. Seeing a visual demonstration of change in
challenging behaviors, or at least a couple of days when those behaviors did not occur, could
feel refreshing and motivating for parents. One clinician compared the FBSApp to a fitness
tracking tool where a person is encouraged to exercise more after getting visual feedback.
Similarly, clinicians envisioned both the visualization of the child’s behaviors and parents’
implementation of strategies as motivational for the parents. However, clinicians were more
skeptical regarding the usefulness of visualizations in building parents’ confidence (µ = 3.14,
σ = 1.11). They speculated that more direct feedback would be required from an expert in
order to increase parents’ confidence in how to implement the strategy than “just a visual.”
Interestingly, most clinicians gave two separate ratings on the perceived usefulness of
visualizations for sharing data based on whether it was to be shared with spouse/family (µ
= 3.86, σ = 1.11) or with professionals (µ = 4.67, σ = 0.41). The distinction mainly stemmed
from the uncertainty of whether a layman would be able to correctly infer meaningful data
from the visualizations. Clinician 5 elaborated that the child’s IEP team would have a strong
understanding of the data and would benefit from the visualization, while if the data was to
be shared with a spouse, they would have to be sure of what they wanted to convey. Since
incorrect prior knowledge is one of the communication barriers in clinical communication,
spread of data without a validated interpretation was a concern.
4.4.4 Benefits and challenges of using the FBSApp visualization (RQ2)
Key challenges in parent-clinician communication reported by clinicians were time con-
straints, emotional factors, conveying information, and privacy. All but one participant
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(N=6) answered that visualization webtools could address current communication challenges.
Main reasons were that visualizations provided objective evidence, promoted self-monitoring,
and helped clinicians structure the conversation. These answers reflected the benefits fore-
seen by clinicians in Chapter 3 showing that these results might generalize across topics
covered in parent-clinician communication.
• Providing an objective evidence. Similar to Plexlines and EnGaze in Chapter
3, visualization in the FBSApp was seen as providing objective evidence. Clinicians
brought up multiple times during the interviews that “some parents have a hard time
accepting their child has behavioral issues. This might help them see what’s going
on in a real situation, and help them accept what’s going on with their child” (C3).
Another clinician elaborated that “A lot of the times, they come to denial. Parents
say behaviors don’t occur at home. So the school could create the graph. I think, at
least in my experience, parents have a harder time denying data. It’s a lot easier if
someone is sharing anecdotal data [to say] ‘Well, that is your opinion.’ But when you
show, ‘This is the number of times the behavior occurred,’ parents are more likely to
be more accepting of it” (C2). In this instance, the clinician envisioned having data
collected by teachers according to her prior experience in creating a Functional Behav-
ioral Assessment (FBA). The collaboration between parents and service providers in
data collection is an area for further exploration. Collaborative data collection could
provide a more comprehensive picture of a child’s behavior by examining behaviors
in different environments and alleviate the burden of having to collect data by one-
self. And visualizations resulting from this collaborative data collection could provide
stronger evidence based on which parents and clinicians can make decisions.
While some parents are in denial regarding the presence of challenging behaviors, other
are in denial regarding improvements or change. A physical therapist (C4) mentioned
that it was difficult to convey changes after an intervention “because we always say
something, but is nothing you can tell people how it is increasing or decreasing. You’ll
say ‘we’re doing pretty good so far.’ But how good is that? [...] usually, a mom’s
expectation is higher. So they would think ‘No, they’re not good. How come you
keep on saying he’s doing good?’ But if you have the graph to show the mom ...
there is a difference.” This shows that visualization can be useful evidence in parent-
clinician communication for both starting and ending an intervention by illustrating
the presence/increase or the absence/decrease of a challenging behavior.
• Promoting self-monitoring for parents and clinicians. In response to my ques-
tion about the challenges parents face in implementing the strategies, clinicians an-
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swered that the main challenge was achieving fidelity of implementation since parents
were overwhelmed by everyday life. Clinicians showed empathy towards the parents
as they further explained that “the parents have a lot on their plate” (C6) and “they
have to be there constantly with the child” (C2). Others explained that when the chal-
lenging behavior actually occurs, it is easy ”to go back to the old way” (C1) making
response strategies especially hard for the parents to implement. Thus, it is important
to provide an environment where parents can self-monitor without a sense of being
judged when they cannot keep up, and clinicians found visualization as a an appropri-
ate mechanism for supporting parents. Clinician 5 speculated that “just the summary
itself [would be useful]. Teaching them to self-monitor their own behaviors, and then
also eventually teaching the kids to self-monitor their behaviors. But even just having
the parents self-monitor without being penalized.”
One clinician made an intriguing comment that the visualization could also act as a
self-monitor for clinicians themselves. If a parent did not use a particular strategy
at all, clinicians could reflect on their own explanation of that strategy and provide
a different explanation of the strategy in their next session. While it is easy to at-
tribute miscommunication or the lack of implementation fidelity on the parents, this
comment reminds us that clinicians can be equally responsible. Thus, visualization
could not only serve as a self-reflection tool for parents but also for clinicians to ensure
that the information is conveyed in a coherent manner that supports parents in their
implementation of the strategies.
• Structuring the conversation. Planning for the next session was named as a top use
case for the visualizations, and thus accordingly, a key benefit of using visualizations
in parent-clinician communication was helping clinicians structure the conversation.
Clinicians envisioned surveying the visualization before the session for the positives
(e.g., using various strategies) and negatives (e.g., increase in challenging behavior).
Then, they would balance information to encourage the parents while also providing
a constructive feedback. As mentioned in the last section on potential use cases,
visualization would help them acknowledge parents in their use of strategies, find out
the reasons for the lack of fidelity, and change intervention if it seemed ineffective.
A major challenge clinicians foresaw on using visualizations for communication was par-
ents’ inaccurate or over-interpretation of the data. Although it could be overcome by clini-
cians guiding the parents through the visualization to see the key insights, parents still would
have access to the visualizations at home. This opens up the possibility of parents inferring
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false correlations even prior to coming to a session. One clinician additionally pointed out
that since all the data is self-reported, the visualization may not accurately reflect what
is actually going on at home. And even if the visualization reflected behaviors correctly,
clinicians still warned that the frequency pattern of challenging behaviors is “not straight-
forward.” There could be multiple factors that influence challenging behaviors, and there
might not always be a direct correlation between the strategy and the behavior. Delay in
time was another factor to be considered as parents may be discouraged when an increased
use of strategies is not immediately compensated with the decrease of behaviors. Thus, these
visualizations could be used to reveal trends, but must be used with caution and under an
experts’ guidance when using them as an evidence of the (in)effectiveness of a strategy.
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CHAPTER 5: GRAPHICAL VISUAL CUES AS GUIDES IN
COMMUNICATION
In Chapters 3 and 4, I found evidence that visualizations could facilitate family-clinician
communication by addressing the emotional and cognitive burden. Now I ask, how can
clinicians shape and convey the key messages in the visualizations? That is, how can they
use visual rhetoric in order to ensure that the parents are attending to and understanding
the important parts of a visualization? In Chapters 5 and 6, I introduce two rhetorical
devices for this purpose – visual cues and visualization titles.
To perform effective presentation using data visualizations, presenters often enhance the
viewers’ experience through editorial layers such as visual cues [124]. Visual cues modify a
visualization’s appearance (e.g. transparency shown in Figure 5.1h) or introduce additional
visual elements (e.g. callouts shown in Figure 5.1d) to a visualization [125]. These cueing
techniques are widely used in presentation settings to guide the audience’s attention to the
relevant parts of a visualization. I open this chapter by surveying existing literature on visual
cues and establishing a taxonomy of visual cues that will be used throughout the chapter.
5.1 VISUAL CUE TAXONOMY FOR PRESENTATION
To aggregate a set of visual cues for my studies, I began by conducting an extensive
literature review and compiled a list of the visual cue techniques used in different domains
spanning from education, to psychology, to narrative visualization. I categorized the cues
largely based on Liang and Huang’s taxonomy and de Koning et al.’s work [45, 126]. I
first divided the cues into two broad categories: time-invariant cues and time-variant cues.
Time-invariant visual cues are static and bring out the focus point within a single frame
(e.g., a red arrow pointing to a value) while time-variant cues require multiple frames to
bring audience’s attention to the focus point (e.g., a blinking circle around the value).
5.1.1 Time-invariant cueing
I divided time-invariant cueing into separable and integral cues based on whether the
change involved addition of new components or a modification of existing components. The
integral cues were largely derived from Trapp et al.’s work on highlighting in 3D virtual
environments [127]. Boy et al. used a similar division for suggested interactivity in [128].
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Figure 5.1: Four visualizations and eight visual cues used in the study.
(a) Glow (b) Desaturation (c) Depth of field
(d) Shape (e) Brightness (f) Transparency + Shape
(g) Arrow (h) Transparency
(i) Transparency + Shape/ Con-
tour
(j) Bracket (k) No cue
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Separable cues
Separable cues append additional components (e.g., outlines, annotations, glyphs) to the
existing image to emphasize the focus point. For example, outline cues highlight the focus
area by adding a contour (See Figure 5.1d) or a glow (5.1a) around it. Annotations include
textual additions such as a summary statistics, tooltips, and labels. Separable glyphs guide
the audience’s attention by specifying the focus point with a shape (rectangle in Figure
5.1d), bracket (5.1j), or arrow (5.1g). The prevalence of separable glyphs in presentations
emerged during our user study, and will be discussed further in the results section.
Integral cues
Integral cues modify the existing image by emphasizing the focus area or de-emphasizing
the remainder of the image (i.e., the context). The term is compatible with Kosara et al.’s
initial definition and Hauser’s generalized definition of focus+context techniques [129, 130].
Integral cue modifications may be contrast-based such as modifying the brightness (5.1e),
transparency (5.1h), or depth of field (5.1c). Or they can be perspective-based such as
fish-eye and loupe (i.e., linear magnification of the focus point) magnifications. Contrast-
based cues may be applied on the focus (e.g., brightening the focus area) or the context
(e.g., dimming the context). Color modification can occur on the associated text as well.
Perspective-based cues emphasize the focus area by enlarging its screen “real estate” and
reducing the context’s. Leung and Apperley referred to these perspective-based cues as
“distortion-oriented presentation techniques” and introduced two classes of magnification
functions – non-continuous and continuous [131]. Non-continuous magnification functions
include the use of bifocal display and the perspective wall, where two side panels show a
distorted view of the out-of-focus region; continuous magnification functions include fisheye
views and polyfocal displays.
5.1.2 Time-variant cueing
Time-variant cues include dynamic zooming, the appearance and exit of specific visuals,
and movement. Dynamic zooming animates zooming-in and out of the focus point across
multiple frames. The rapid alternation between the growing and shrinking of the focus area
creates a pulsing motion, which draws attention to it. With gradual zooming, the presenter
can show additional focus point details that were previously not visible. Rapid alternation
of appearance and exit gives a flickering effect. In Waldner et al.’s study on “Attractive
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Flicker,” they indicate that “flicker is a strong visual attractor in the entire visual field,
without distorting, suppressing, or adding any scene elements” [132]. The appearance and
exit category also includes staged entrance where the presenter builds up the visualization
one component at a time. Lastly, the movement category includes changes in spatial position
over time such as an arrow moving across the screen. Currently, many presentation tools,
including PowerPoint, Keynote, and Google slides, support separable cues and various dy-
namic cues. Similarly, Prezi facilitates visual guidance by leading the audience to the area of
attention through motion, zoom, and spatial relationships. However, to our knowledge, none
support integral cues directly. Motivated presenters sometimes try to achieve such effects
by overlapping layers of images. This heightened our interest in our participants’ perception
and use of integral cues.
5.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Different types of visual cues have been studied across domains including education and
psychology, and the results are mixed as the effectiveness of visual cues were only found for
specific chart types and situations [48, 133, 134]. In the domain of data-driven storytelling,
our understanding of the effects of visual cues has been limited. Considering the verbal expla-
nation provided in clinical communication, I asked ‘do visual cues help deliver the intended
message even when the presentation includes a verbal narration of the visualization?’
To answer this question, we first conducted an in-lab study with 4 visualizations, 9 cueing
conditions, and 30 participants to examine whether visual cues improve the comprehension
of the visualization and the recall of the cued material when people view visualizations
accompanied by an audio narration. With the help of an eye-tracker, we also explored how
various visual cues affect the eye gaze patterns of the viewers. We then conducted a second
experiment on Amazon Mechanical Turk with 100 participants to evaluate the results on a
larger scale. Through our studies, I sought to answer the following research questions:
In the presence of an audio narration,
RQ1: do visual cues improve the recall of information that are cued?
RQ2: do visual cues improve the comprehension of the visualization?
RQ3: do different visual cues lead to different patterns of eye gaze?
RQ4: do people’s perceived effectiveness and aesthetic preference align with the actual
effectiveness of the cues?
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Figure 5.2: An outline of the study procedures: the box with a dotted border shows the
main section, the recall quiz, and the comprehension quiz for the first visualization. These
sections were repeated for each of the four visualizations.
5.3 METHOD
We investigated our research questions by conducting two complementary studies [135].
The first study was an in-lab study and the second study was a larger scale online study. The
in-lab study allowed us to collect eye movement data to assess people’s gaze patterns when
learning about a visualization with and without cues. We also gathered qualitative data on
different cues through a face to face interview. In the online study, we scaled the study to one
hundred participants with more diversity in age, occupation, geographic location, and visual
literacy. We studied the participants’ ability to recall and comprehend the information from
the visualizations and their visual cue preferences in both of the studies.
5.3.1 Visualizations
We used four visualizations for our in-lab and online studies. We began our search for the
study materials by looking through visualizations in online news sites, such as the Economist
and the New York Times. The criteria for the selected visualizations include that it was
created within the last five years, did not involve any controversial or political topic, and
was not interactive in the original source.
We further narrowed down the list to visualizations that do not require prior knowledge
to understand, yet cover facts that the participants are less likely to know prior to the study.
We also aimed to select visualizations that are more complex than the basic chart types (e.g.,
line graphs, bar charts, pie charts, etc.) since complex chart types are more likely to require
a visual cue for attention and understanding compared to simple charts. We found fourteen
visualizations that met each of the criteria. We conducted a pilot survey with 14 participants
to evaluate the perceived complexity of the charts and selected four visualizations. These
four visualizations included a heatmap, a choropleth map with small pie charts, a small
multiple slope graphs, and an arrow plot (see Figure 5.1).
We briefly describe the topic of each chart and some of the facts that we highlighted in
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the visualizations to convey the general scope of the narratives in the main section. The
heatmap showed the effects of four social network sites (SNS) on 14 well-being categories
(hereafter referred to as the ”SNS heatmap”) [136]. The narration mentioned the positive
impact of SNS on self-expression while other categories (e.g. real-world relationships) were
both positively or negatively impacted depending on the SNS. The choropleth map showed
the share of the population in African countries without electricity access, and the accom-
panying pie charts showed mobile penetration in those countries (hereafter referred to as
the ”Africa choropleth map”) [137]. One highlighted fact was that while more than 75%
of the population in Kenya does not have access to electricity, 59% of the population has
mobile-phones. The small multiple slope graphs presented the shift in middle class workers
since 1980 (hereafter referred to as the ”Middle class slope graph”) [138]. The key message
was that registered nurses and healthcare occupations, which are female-dominated, have
seen the biggest growth while the machine operators and assemblers sector, which is male-
dominated, has seen a big drop over the years. Lastly, the arrow plot showed how earnings of
graduates in different majors change when we control for other factors such as home region,
socioeconomic status, and academic ability, hereafter referred to as the ”Graduates arrow
plot.” [139]. We highlighted an occupation that saw a drop after controlling for the factors
(e.g., doctors) and others that saw little change (e.g, physical sciences, English, and psychol-
ogy). The narratives were based on the original articles in which the charts appeared, and
included facts that covered different components and dimensions of the visualization (e.g.,
a cell, a row, and a column in the heatmap).
5.3.2 Visual cues
Based on the taxonomy established in the previous section, we evaluated four integral and
four separable visual cues in our study: contour, glow, shape, bracket, arrow, brightness,
desaturation, transparency, loupe, and depth of field (See Figure 5.1). We combined shape
and contour into one category since these two cues were visually similar for most of the
chart types. We removed loupe that enlarged the highlighted region since it distorted the
proportions and location of data and was not applicable for most of the scenarios. All visual
cues were applied using VisualQ, a tool I built for applying separable and integral cues.1
This tool allowed us to quickly apply various cues to the same section of a visualization.
More information on the tool can be found in my previous work on visual cues [125]. When
we applied the separable cues, we selected a color that was not used in any of the four charts
to ensure that the cue was noticeable by creating a contrast. We evaluated all eight cues in
1Available on http://www.hidykong.com/VisualQ
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the in-lab study and had an uncued condition resulting in nine conditions in total.
5.3.3 Participants and the study setup
We conducted an in-lab study with 30 participants (15 females) from a university in the
Midwest. The mean age was 28.4 years with a standard deviation of 11.2 years. Their mean
visual literacy score was 6.2 out of 8 (σ = 1.27).
Participants sat in front of a 22 inch monitor with a 1680 x 1050 resolution, and a stereo
speaker was placed on both sides of the monitor. We calibrated the eye-tracker after each
participant signed the consent form and turned on the eye-tracker at the beginning of the
main section. The participants’ eye movements for these sections were recorded by a Tobii
Eye Tracker 4C. The eye-tracker was placed underneath the monitor and operated at a
sampling rate of 90 Hz. All the study materials were presented on a web browser, and the
participants worked through the study at their own pace. The setting resembled watching
an online video but without the full control settings for the video.
5.3.4 Pre-study survey
We began the study by obtaining the users’ consent. The participants filled out a brief
demographic survey with questions about age, gender, occupations, and their level of knowl-
edge about each of the chart topics. We measured their knowledge on the topics since it
might influence their quiz scores.
After the participants completed the survey, we conducted a short visualization literacy
quiz to measure their familiarity and literacy of the presented chart types. During the visual
literacy quiz, participants saw four charts, one of each chart type in our study, and answered
two questions per chart. We wrote the questions based on Lee et al,’s work on Visualization
Literacy Assessment Test (VLAT) [140]. The participants could omit the question if they
were unsure of the answer. We added a time limit in order to prevent people taking the
time to learn how to read the charts and to ensure that we were measuring their current
visualization literacy level. We had a strict time limit of 2 minutes per chart. The full
questionnaire can be found in the Supplementary Materials.
5.3.5 Main study procedures
The participants started by reading the instruction of the overall structure of the study.
The study consisted of three sections: a visual cue section, a quiz section, and a preference
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section. The visual cue section and the quiz section was repeated for each visualization.
Refer to Figure 5.2 for the general study flow. Each participant saw four visualizations in
total, one visualization without a visual cue, and three visualizations with different visual
cues. We randomly ordered the visual cue conditions so that each participant saw a subset
of three out of the eight visual cues that contained at least one integral cue and at least one
separable cue. We counterbalanced the order of the cues to avoid order effects.
Visual cue section
The visual cue section (ex. first box in Figure 5.2 Section 1) consisted of an explanation
phase where we explained the general layout of the visualization and a fact phase where we
described three to five selected parts of the visualization in more detail . Each page consisted
of a visualization with selected sections visually cued, and an accompanying audio narration
that automatically started playing when the page loaded.
During the explanation phase, we highlighted different components of the chart (e.g., leg-
ends, axes, labels, colors, etc.), one at a time. For example, a verbal explanation “Red
represents a negative impact” accompanied the SNS heatmap where all the red cells were
highlighted (See Figure 5.1b). During the selected facts (i.e., storytelling) phase, different
sections of the visualization were highlighted with a verbal account of the corresponding
story. For example, we narrated “Facebook has a negative impact on sleep” while high-
lighting the relevant information in the visualization. On each page, the participants could
click on the ”replay the audio” button or click on the right arrow button to proceed. No
option was provided for going back to the previous page to maintain the narrative flow. We
recorded the number of times they replayed the audio and the time they spent on each page.
Quiz section
The quiz section consisted of a recall quiz and a comprehension quiz as shown in the
second and third boxes in Figure 5.2 Section 1. In the recall quiz, the participants answered
three multiple choice questions that involved recalling information from the visualization
(e.g., “Which of the following categories of well-being is reported as the most negative for
Facebook users?”). The visualization was not present on the page during the recall quiz.
Then the participants answered three multiple choice comprehension questions (e.g., “Which
social network site has a positive impact in real-world relationship and a negative impact
on access to health advice?”) while the visualization was visible at the top of the page. We
used the results from the quiz section to measure learning outcomes including whether the
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participants understood the chart correctly and were able to obtain and recall the narrated
and cued information. We repeated the visual cue section and the quiz section for each
of the four visualizations. We chose the recall questions based on the regions that were
visually cued and mentioned in the narration in the previous section. The comprehension
questions were chosen to cover diverse visualization tasks including retrieving a value, finding
an extremum, and comparing values [140].
Preference section
After having seen all four of the visualizations, the participants evaluated all eight cues for
each visualization based on their 1) perceived effectiveness level and 2) perceived aesthetics
level. We showed them a row of eight visual cues applied to the same visualization and asked
them to categorize each cue as “Very effective,” ”Somewhat effective,” and ”Not effective”
by dragging and dropping the cue into the group they found most appropriate. A short video
of this process is included in the Supplementary Materials. We repeated the process for each
of the four visualizations. Then they rated the aesthetics of visual cues in a similar manner
by placing each cue into one of “Very pleasant-looking,” “Somewhat pleasant-looking,” and
“Not pleasant-looking” bins. Each cue was rated eight times in total – once for effectiveness
and once for aesthetics for each of the four visualizations.
Semi-structured interview
After the main study procedures described in the last section, the in-lab study concluded
with a fifteen minutes interview on the participants’ perceptions of visual cues. We asked
whether they found the cues useful for understanding the chart and whether they found
them useful for recalling information. They rated the usefulness from 1 (Not useful at all)
to 5 (Very useful) and elaborated on their answers. We then asked about whether they
relied on the memory of the audio, the visualization, or both for the recall quiz. Then we
asked which cues they found the most and the least useful and prompted for an explanation.
Lastly, we asked for which visualization the visual cues would be most/least useful.
5.3.6 Independent and dependent variables
This study had three independent variables: the visualization, cue, and visual literacy.
The dependent variables were recall and comprehension quiz scores, first fixation time (in
milliseconds), fixation duration (as a %), and the section duration (in seconds). We define
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Table 5.1: In-lab study results show that visual cues did not have a significant influence on
people’s recall and comprehension scores, but significantly reduced the first fixation time.
The maximum score is 3 for recall and 3 for comprehension.
the first fixation time as the time from the beginning of the section until the respective
regions of interest (ROIs) were first fixated upon. Fixation duration is the total amount
of duration the participant fixated on the ROIs in the fact section divided by the total
duration of the fact section. We chose to only analyze fixation during the fact section because
explanation sections contained more general instructions where the ROIs were hard to define.
For example, the ROI for the instruction “Blue lines show male-dominated occupations” in
the middle-class slope graph is hard to define since the blue lines are distributed across the
whole visualization (See Figure 5.1k). For the section duration, we report the total duration
(fact duration + explanation duration) since the total amount of time spent looking at a
visualization may influence the person’s familiarity with the visualization.
5.4 VISUAL CUES FOR GUIDING THE EYE
Table 5.1 contains a summary of the in-lab study results. In this section we present the
results for the eye gaze data and the quizzes, supported by the findings from the interviews.
5.4.1 Cues significantly reduce the first fixation time
We first analyzed whether there is a significant difference in eye gaze patterns between
cued and uncued conditions. The results of Welch two sample t-tests shows that there was a
significant difference between the conditions (t (43.61)=-4.465, p=.001) for the first fixation,
but not for the fixation duration (t(60.56)=1.1531, p=0.253). In other words, while cues
help people find the region of interest (ROI) faster, we did not find a statistically significant
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Figure 5.3: The aggregated eye gaze heatmaps show that visual cues help people find and
focus on the narrated region faster. The audio narration for this slide emphasized self-
expression, the last row of the visualization.
(a) Separable Cue Condition (b) Integral Cue Condition (c) Uncued condition
influence of the cues on the duration spent attending to those regions. This disparity between
the first fixation time and fixation duration can be seen in the respective rows in Table 5.1.
The fixation duration for the integral cue and separable cue conditions were higher than
that for the uncued condition in general, but for the Africa choropleth map, people in the
uncued condition spent more time in the ROI than those in the cued conditions.
We examined the eye gaze heatmaps for the three conditions to gain a better understanding
of people’s eye gaze patterns when viewing a narrative visualizations with and without
cues. In Figure 5.3, we show an aggregated eye gaze pattern for all participants who were
in the separable cue condition, integral cue condition, and uncued condition. The audio
script for that particular slide was: ”In terms of self expression, all social networks are
positive. Twitter and Instagram even more so than Snapchat and Facebook.” Heatmaps
for the separable and integral cue conditions show that people mainly focused on the self-
expression row at the bottom part of the visualizations and the labels at the top of the
page when the relevant region was cued (Figures 5.3a and b). On the other hand, the
vertical search patterns in Figure 5.3c shows that participants in the uncued condition spent
a significant amount of time along the list of well-being categories, searching for the self-
expression row.
5.4.2 The influence of the audio narration
We found that participants rarely replayed the audio - only 7 participants replayed audio at
all. When we used a simple linear regression to fit the recall scores based on the audio replay
times, a significant regression equation was found (F(1,118)=4.185, p = 0.043). Interestingly,
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Table 5.2: In-lab preference survey ordered by the perceived effectiveness: people indicated
brightness and transparency (integral cues) as the most effective cues, while they reported















I Brightness 91 18 11 51 32 37
I Transparency 71 35 14 61 43 16
S Shape 52 63 5 67 45 8
S Glow 49 64 7 65 45 10
I Desaturation 27 40 53 32 34 54
I Depth of field 12 40 68 13 28 79
S Arrow 9 48 63 15 59 46
S Bracket 8 55 57 13 68 39
Perceived effectivenss Perceived aesthetics
audio replay times was associated with a lower score (-0.27) while we had predicted that
replaying the audio would result in a higher score. One explanation is that people only
replayed the audio when they were completely lost and did not follow the explanation at
all. Thus even though they replayed the audio, they were still not able to fully comprehend
the selected facts. When asked whether they relied more on the audio narration or the
visualization for the quiz sections, 13 participants answered that they relied more on the
visual component, 11 answered that they relied more on the audio, and 4 reported that
they relied on both modalities equally. We did not obtain a specific answer from two of the
participants.
5.4.3 The perceived effectiveness and aesthetics of cues differ
One of the most interesting findings during the study was the difference between the cues
that people found the most pleasant looking versus the cues that they found to be the most
effective. As prior research showed an overwhelming preference of integral cues over separable
cues [125], we had hypothesized that people would find integrals cues more aesthetically
pleasing compared to the separable cues and that the perceived effectiveness would be higher
for integral cues. However, although people indicated brightness and transparency (integral
cues) as the most effective cues, they reported shape and glow (separable cues) as more
aesthetically pleasing as shown in Table 5.2. Many of the participants (N=17) also chose
glow and shape when asked to choose the most effective cue during the interviews. One of
participants explained that “All the map is still there. Nothing is being taken away while
it is precisely calling what is important.” While participants perceived brightness to be
very effective, the aesthetic level of brightness was controversial as it was rated 51 times
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Table 5.3: In-lab quiz scores with cues ordered by the recall score. Four cues had a higher re-
call score than the uncued condition, but none of the differences were statistically significant.
Glow had a significantly higher comprehension score compared to the uncued condition.




S Shape 2.58 (0.51) 2.83 (0.39)
S Bracket 2.57 (1.13) 2.86 (0.38)
I Transparency 2.42 (0.67) 2.67 (0.49)
S Glow 2.33 (0.72) 3.00 -
Uncued 2.20 (0.96) 2.77 (0.43)
I Desaturation 2.18 (1.08) 2.91 (0.30)
I Depth of field 2.13 (1.13) 2.75 (0.46)
I Brightness 2.08 (1.08) 2.75 (0.45)
S Arrow 1.92 (1.26) 2.85 (0.38)
as “very pleasant-looking,” 32 times as “somewhat pleasant-looking,” and 37 times as “not
pleasant looking.” Some participants commented that brightness was “dark and ugly” (P9)
but “really draws your eyes to the correct parts” (P18) and made “the relevant sections
popped out” (P12).
5.5 VISUAL CUES AND LEARNING OUTCOMES
5.5.1 Cues do not improve the learning outcomes in general
A three (separable, integral, uncued) × two (quiz scores) MANOVA on the recall and
comprehension scores revealed that viewing a presentation of a visualization with an integral
cue or a separable cue did not lead to better a recall nor comprehension performance (Pillai’s
trace = 0.027, F(4,234) = 0.81, p = 0.52) than viewing the presentation without a visual
cue. Although cues increased the average recall scores for SNS and graduates visualizations,
the differences were not significant for both the SNS heatmap (F(1, 28) = 2.112, p=0.157)
and the graduates arrow plot (F(1, 28) = 0.4197, p = 0.522). Similarly, although an increase
was seen for comprehension in Africa and middle-class visualizations, the differences were
not significant (Africa: F(1, 28) = 1.253, p = 0.273) (middle-class: F(1, 28) = 1.333, p =
0.258).
5.5.2 The glow cue leads to an improvement in comprehension
More insights can be gained by looking at individual cues in Table 5.3 although caution
must be taken in over-interpreting the data since there are only around ten data points per
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cue. The average recall quiz score for half of the cue conditions (e.g. glow, shape, bracket,
and transparency) was higher than that for the uncued condition. The comprehension quiz
score was higher overall for cued conditions as well. However, the recall score of arrow
condition was very low, which brought down the average score for cues. When we performed
a t-test comparing each cue to the uncued condition, we found that glow had a significant
impact on comprehension compared to the uncued condition (t(43) = 2.93, p = 0.007, d =
0.66). Although shape was the best performing cue for recall, we did not find a statistically
significant difference to the uncued condition in recall scores (t(40)= 1.66, p = 0.11, d =
0.16).
Although half of the cues had a higher average recall score compared to the uncued condi-
tion, the differences were not statistically significant. This might be due to the small sample
size in the in-lab study since each cue was only seen by around eleven participants. Thus,
we selected the best performing cues based on the average recall scores and re-examined
them with a bigger sample size through an online experiment. We evaluated one separable
and one integral cue, and added a combined cue condition to test whether a combination of
those cues would bring out the best of both or cancel out the strengths of each other.
5.5.3 Participants
We recruited a hundred participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk (52 female). Age
ranged between 22 and 63 years old (µ = 35.97, σ = 9.38). The experiment lasted around
30 minutes, and the participants was paid $4.15 upon the acceptance of their submissions.
Their occupations ranged from nurses and social workers to a farmer, and 35 of them stated
that they incorporate visuals/graphics in their work. All of them were familiar with bar
graphs, and most were familiar with line graphs (N=97) and pie charts (N=87). Around a
third (N=29) were familiar with stacked graphs. Their mean visual literacy score out of 8
was 5.62 (σ = 1.5).
5.5.4 Changes based on the in-lab study
For the online experiment, we reduced the number of cues to three. We chose one cue
from each category – shape for separable and transparency for integral – that resulted in the
highest recall scores out of their categories. These cues were also the most preferred cues
from each category based on results of the preference survey. We added a combined cue
condition (see Figure 5.1h) where both transparency and shape were applied to cue a region.
In the combined cue condition for the Africa choropleth map, we replaced the shape cue
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Table 5.4: Online study average quiz scores by cue and by visualization. The maximum
score is 4 for recall, 3 for comprehension, and 7 in total. The cues significantly improved the
comprehension scores for the SNS heatmap.
with the contour cue since the rectangles clashed with regions cued with transparency (see
Figure 5.1i). In the single cue condition, the contour cue was barely noticeable on the Africa
choropleth map. However, we found that the cue was more appropriate in the combined cue
condition as it could work as an extra emphasis although it was not strong enough to work
effectively on its own. Since we had four visualizations and four conditions (three cued and
one uncued) in the online study, each participant saw all possible cues. The same three cues
were evaluated in the preference survey. Thus each cue was seen and evaluated by a hundred
participants.
Based on the results from the interview of in-lab study that some people solely relied on
the audio information to answer the recall questions, we added a recall question for each
visualization that required visual memory. Information tested in these questions was relevant
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Table 5.5: Online study preference survey: the perceived effectiveness of cues were not
aligned with their actual effectiveness. For example, people perceived shape as the most















shape 37 55 6 19 51 28
transparency 45 46 7 31 55 12
combined 59 31 8 42 45 11
shape 33 48 17 19 52 27
transparency 9 52 37 9 35 54
combined 30 52 16 15 59 24
shape 48 40 10 35 30 33
transparency 24 53 21 22 45 31
combined 44 40 14 28 43 27
shape 26 35 37 22 25 51
transparency 46 40 12 36 48 14










to the verbally mentioned facts, but not directly mentioned in the audio. For example, one
of the added question was ”In which part of Africa is Kenya located?” We also added one
short answer question as an attention check question (e.g., ‘What else do you recall from the
presentation? Please describe the contents in a few bullet points or simple sentences. For
this time only, write “read africa” at the end of your answer to indicate you’ve read this.’).
Two of the authors read through all of the open-ended answers and filtered data points based
on whether a participant’s answers for all four questions only contained gibberish answers
or text for passing the attention check question (e.g., answers that only said “read africa”
without any additional information on the visualization).
5.5.5 Results
Cues have no effect on recall and comprehension in general
We found no significant effect of cues on the recall (F(1,398) = 0.00543, p = 0.941) or
comprehension quiz scores (F(1,398) = 0.2602, p = 0.610).
Cues significantly aid comprehension for the SNS heatmap
However, when we analyzed the effect on each visualization, we found that SNS compre-
hension score increased significantly with cues (F(1, 98) = 6.419, p = 0.0129, R2 = 0.06;
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estimate = -0.413 for the uncued condition). Also, with the exception of comprehension quiz
scores for the Africa choropleth map, the cues generally increased the scores for recall and
comprehension as can be seen in Table 5.4 although the differences were not statistically
significant.
The visualization that benefited the most from visual cues was the SNS heatmap, where
the recall score was increased by 0.41 points with the combined, cue and comprehension
scores was increased by 0.44 points with the transparency cue. This result is interesting
given that the SNS heatmap was often rated as the visualization where visual cues would be
the least useful (N = 18) in the interviews.
Inconsistency between the perceived and actual effectiveness
We found that people’s perceived effectiveness and the actual effectiveness of visual cues
were often inconsistent. For the Africa choropleth map, participants in the transparency
condition had the highest quiz scores, but people considered the combined cue as the most
effective cue. For the middle-class slope graph, people in the shape condition received the
lowest quiz scores, but people perceived shape as the most effective cue. The only instance
where the perceived effectiveness matched the actual effectiveness is the graduates arrow
plot; most people rated the transparency cue as the least effective, and the transparency cue
performed the worst. This prediction that the transparency is not effective for the graduates
arrow plot is interesting since transparency was usually rated highly in effectiveness both
in the in-lab study and in the online study. One possible explanation is that the graduates
arrow plot shows how the earnings of graduates in each major change in relations to earnings
of other majors. Since the transparency cue de-emphasized all other majors that were not
the focus of the story, the cue made it difficult to compare the earning of the cued major
with the earnings of other majors. The necessity of the context for the comprehensive
understanding of the visualization might have led people to find transparency ineffective
in this case. Another interesting preference outlier is shape for the SNS heatmap; while
shape was usually deemed as effective and pleasant-looking, the majority of the people
rated shape as not effective and not pleasant-looking when it was applied for the SNS
heatmap. The shape cue involved green colored rectangles, which blended in with the
colorful rectangular cells on the heatmap. As a result, the cue was not as noticeable as
it was in other visualizations, which might have led to the decreased preference. Thus, these
results show that people’s intuition about cues and the context in which they are useful may
not reflect their actual effectiveness.
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5.6 DISCUSSION
Through the in-lab study and the online study, we found that visual cues help guide the
audience’s eye to a region, but in general, does not influence the learning of the material
that the region covered. Our in-lab study results further showed that the type of the cue
influences its effectiveness, with glow performing better than the other cues. However, rather
than suggesting glow for all situations, we encourage people to consider two additional factors
when deciding on a visual cue based on the study results: the visual characteristics of the
region that is highlighted, and the visual complexity of the chart type.
5.6.1 Visual properties of the highlighted region
Besides the role of the cues, another factor to consider while selecting a cue is the visual
property of the region that is selected. Oelke et al.’s work on visual cues for such pixel-based
visualization [141] showed that cue effectiveness is bounded by factors such as sparsity of
the dataset and “the boosting task (boosting of pixel, passages, or a trend).” We found
that even though arrows, bracket, shape, and glow are all separable cues, shape and glow
have an advantage over the others when boosting passages or an area of the visualization
as mentioned in our interviews, “When I are trying to follow along the arrow, I got lost.
Where is the arrow is pointing to? So I looked again.” (P22). Since shapes and glow are
as easily applicable to visualizations using existing graphic tools, we present them as a
feasible alternatives to integral cues that are on par in both the perceived effectiveness and
aesthetics when highlighting regions that cover rows or columns of information. To note, the
visualizations used in our study cover a very specific domain space due to the limited data
size and dimension. The effectiveness of glow could easily drop significantly with a different
data granularity or task. Thus current results are not sufficient to support a definitive
conclusion. In fact, arrows might be more useful for dense datasets or highlighting a single
pixel due to its preciseness. Future work is needed to further investigate the effectiveness of
cues given different data granularity and tasks.
5.6.2 The type and the complexity of the chart
People determined the usefulness of the visual cues depending on the perceived complexity
of the chart. The reported order of the perceived visual complexity (from the most complex
to the least) during the interviews were the middle class slope graph, the graduates arrow
plot, the Africa choropleth map, and the SNS heatmap. Although the SNS heatmap was
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considered as the most simple chart by 19 out of 30 participants, the SNS visualization was
the only visualization where there was a significant difference in quiz scores with and without
cues.
This improvement in comprehension scores for the SNS visualization when accompanied
by visual cues contrasts people’s general perception that the visualization is relatively simple
and in consequence, visual cues would be least useful for it. A possible explanation of this
disparity is that the SNS heatmap may not be as simple as people perceive it to be. The SNS
heatmap is conceptually simple with four social networks clearly listed above and fourteen
well-being criteria listed on each side of the heatmap. But when accounting for the number
of potential regions of interest (ROI) and the number of distinguishable colors, the chart is
quite complex for visual processing. Each cell in the heatmap is a potential ROI resulting
in 56 ROIs within the heatmap alone, and the chart uses a continuous color scale, which
adds numerous possibilities for each ROI. In other words, the viewer has to distinguish the
shade of a color while being aware of which specific cell they are decoding. Altogether, these
different components of the visualization add to the cognitive load of the viewers, and thus
guiding the viewers to a specific ROI through visual cues in SNS heatmap may have been
more helpful than people realize.
Similar advantage of visual cues may also apply to other charts involving a large number
of potential ROIs and those that require a higher cognitive load. Examples of such charts
that involve the combination of columns and row are tables and correlation matrices.
5.6.3 The audio narrative
Our results differ from prior results presented in our related works section, where the
majority of the work [48, 142, 143, 144] found a significant effect of visual cues on learning.
One potential reason is the presence of audio narrations. In our study, all of the conditions
included an audio narrative along with a visualization. Since information was presented
in multiple modalities (visual and audio), the influence of visual cues on learning outcomes
might have been overshadowed by the influence of the audio narration. As verbal explanation
will be provided when clinicians present visualizations to parents, this study informs us of
how visual cues might play a role in parent-clinican communication.
5.7 LIMITATIONS
Our work studied four complex chart types, and a future study involving a larger range of
the chart complexity and chart characteristics should be conducted to generalize the results
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to different chart types. We omitted loupe in both the in-lab and the online study since
the cue was not applicable for all four charts covered in our study. We omitted contour for
the in-lab study as the cue was very similar to another cue (i.e., shape), and the difference
between the two cues was barely noticeable for most of the visualizations.
We studied visual cues’ effectiveness and user preference by in-lab and online studies.
The results show that visual cues may not lead to a significant improvement on people’s
recall and comprehension of the visualizations with audio narration, but can help people
focus on the relevant regions faster. We also found an inconsistency between the perceived
effectiveness and the actual effectiveness of visual cues showing that people’s intuition on
visual cues may not be accurate. Based on the results of our study, we propose different
factors presenters should consider when choosing a visual cue including the role of the cue,
the visual characteristics of the cued region, and the visual characteristics and the type of
the visualization.
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CHAPTER 6: RHETORIC OF TEXT AND VISUALIZATION FOR
COMMUNICATION
6.1 INTRODUCTION
With the major source of news consumption shifting from offline sources (e.g., television,
newspapers) to online sources (e.g., online news sites, social media) [145], headlines are be-
coming more provocative and eye-catching, and misinformation is spreading faster [146, 147].
Journalists frequently use headlines to frame a controversial issue in a slanted manner, re-
sulting in news bias [148]. For example, the same news story was titled as “Israeli police
shoot man in east Jerusalem,” “Jerusalem driver shot after ramming pedestrians: police,”
and “Jerusalem car ‘attack’ kills baby at rail station” in three different news sources [149].
Misinformation is not contained in the political domain but extends to the healthcare do-
main, leading to health related misconceptions [67]. Thus, misleading headlines associated
with health information can impede parent-clinician communication by planting incorrect
preconceptions about disabilities or other health-related information.
Although clickbait headlines might indeed attract more viewers, they have been shown
to decrease the perceived source credibility [150]. While people are cautious and skeptical
of the messages in clickbait titles, research has been lacking in the domain of visualization
titles and its effect. Prior study has shown that slants and frames in news article titles bias
readers to recall and infer information that aligns with the titles [151]. Less is known about
how slants and frames in visualization titles affect visualization perception.
6.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Building upon prior research on news article titles and framing, we first addressed the
question: ”Do slants and frames in titles of visualizations influence recall and interpretation
of the presented information?” Before studying the influence of slants and frames, we first
surveyed the landscape of frames in data visualization titles. Then, we coded and analyzed
the resulting collection of titles to answer the following research questions regarding people’s
practices when constructing titles.
RQ1 When asked to create a title that frames a visualization:
(a) What frames do people use?
(b) How do the frames of slanted titles differ from the frames of neutral titles?
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Figure 6.1: Three types of title slants that are misaligned with the message of the visualiza-
tion in different degrees. The title emphasizes the decreasing trend while the visualization
a) displays the two trends equally, b) visually cues the increasing trend, or c) only shows
the increasing trend.
(c) How do people’s pre-existing attitudes on the topic influence the slant of the titles they
compose?
Using the titles derived from this experiment, we conducted a second experiment with
a different set of participants to examine whether the slant of the title influenced viewer’s
recall, perception of bias, and their opinion change. Specifically, we sought to answer the
following research questions:
RQ2 When viewing a visualization with titles that frame different sides of the issue
addressed in the visualization:
(a) How does the slant of the title influence the perceived main message of the visualiza-
tion?
(b) How does the degree of consistency between the title and the viewer’s attitude influence
the perceived bias?
(c) How are the slant and the attitude-consistency of the title associated with attitude
change?
The results revealed that the slant of a title heavily influenced how people perceived the
message of a visualization. Further, the majority of viewers had an unwarranted strong
trust in data, believing that the information presented in data visualizations was always
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neutral. Although there was a substantial attitude shift after the study, title slant and
attitude consistency of the title did not influence attitude change.
Based on these results, we further wanted to study 1) whether people would notice the
discrepancy between title and data visualization content if the message of the title blatantly
misaligned with the message in the visualization, and 2) how the misaligned titles would
affect how people recall and trust the information. In our follow up study, we used three
variables to measure trust: the perceived credibility, the perceived bias, and the appropri-
ateness of the title. The perceived credibility of information is related to the perceived bias,
but is also influenced by other factors such as accuracy, trustworthiness, and completeness of
the information [152]. This research goal lead to the re-examination of RQ2 through RQ3,
and the addition of next set of research questions.
When viewing a visualization with a title that contains a miscued slant or a contradictory
slant,
RQ3
(a) How does the message of the title influence people’s recall of the information?
(b) How does the degree of misalignment between title and visualization influence people’s
recall of the information?
RQ4
(a) How does the misalignment of the title and the visualization influence people’s per-
ception of bias?
(b) How does people’s perception of bias differ when the titles are consistent with their
prior attitudes on a topic verses when the titles are inconsistent with their attitudes?
RQ5: How does the discrepancy between the message of the visualization and the message
of the title affect the perceived credibility of the data, visualization, and title?
6.3 METHOD
We conducted a series of studies in order to answer our research questions [153, 154].
Study 1 covered selective titles and consisted of two experiments. Study 2 covered miscued
and contradictory slants and was similar to the second experiment in Study 1. The study
materials, procedures, and the participants of each experiment are described in this section.
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6.3.1 Study material
To select the visualizations for our study, we began by exploring Borkin et al.’s visualiza-
tion collection [65] and visualizations on news websites. We coded titles of 200 visualizations
from four major news sites1 for different factors including sentiment, subjectivity, and mis-
leading slant. We found that over 20 percent of the titles contained an evaluative/framing
statement. This led us to focus our study on frames in titles. We also noticed a series
of visualizations that presented information with two possible interpretations. Of these, we
tested multiple visualizations and topics through an in-lab pilot study with five participants.
In the pilot, we considered less political topics such as screen time for children as well as
more politicized topics. We decided to focus on political issues because: 1) people have
stronger prior attitudes on these issues, making them more appropriate for answering RQ1c
and RQ2b based on prior studies on the effect of attitude on the perception of new infor-
mation [72]; 2) the pilot participants were more engaged in the study and provided more
extensive feedback for these topics.
We chose two visualizations that highlighted recent policy issues (See Figure 6.2). More
specifically, they covered two of the most popular foreign policy issues in 2017 [155]: 1)
“The United States should increase the number of Syrian refugees admitted” and 2) “The
United States should increase its military budget to fight ISIS.” One visualization presented
registered Syrian refugees in non-neighboring countries (hereafter referred as the “refugee
visualization” and the associated title as the “refugee title,” see Figure 6.2a). The second
visualization tracked the U.S. military budget over the years with annotated war periods
(hereafter referred as the “budget visualization” and the associated title as the “budget
title,” see Figure 6.2b). The refugee visualization appeared in the Atlantic under the title
of “Give Me Your Tired, Your Poor” [156]. The budget visualization was created by the
Heritage Foundation and appeared in several online news articles [157].
We chose a bar chart and a line graph because they are the most frequently used chart
types in news outlets after choropleth maps [140]. The refugee visualization is a bar graph
consisting of two sections. The left side shows the number of accepted Syrian refugees in
each country; the right side represents accepted Syrian refugees as a percentage of the host
population. The source visualization was a single bar graph with an overlaid dot graph
presenting both the number of refugees and refugees as a share of host population, which
pilot participants found difficult to interpret. We made three modifications to the visual-
ization that maintained the information and improved interpretability. First, we separated
the information into two sections with each section capturing the number of refugees and
1The Economist, The Wall Street Journal, National Post, and Fortune
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Figure 6.2: Two visualizations on popular foreign policies that show two variables support-
ing opposite sides of the policy.
a) shows the number of Syrian refugees accepted in each country and Syrian refugees as a
share of host population.
Policy: The United States should increase the number of Syrian refugees admitted.
Supporting title: U.S. has accepted a lower percentage of Syrian refugees than the U.K.,
Spain, Finland, and Australia
Non-supporting title: U.S. has accepted more Syrian refugees than the U.K., Italy,
Russia, and Finland combined
b) shows the U.S. defense budget in the last 50 years in constant fiscal year 2015
dollars and as a percentage of GDP.
Policy: The United States should increase its military budget to fight ISIS.
Supporting title: Defense budget on a steady decrease as a percentage of GDP over the
past 50 years
Non-supporting title: Defense budget on an increase in constant dollars heading towards
$500 billion by 2019
refugees as a share of host population, respectively, to simply the chart. Next, the original
visualization used data from a 2014-15 source. We updated the data to a 2017 dataset.
Finally, we presented a subset of the countries (the non-neighboring countries) instead of all
of them. Some neighboring countries accepted over a million refugees while non-neighboring
countries accepted thousands or hundreds. Due to this disparity, the numbers of refugees
accepted among non-neighboring countries was indistinguishable in the original graph. Since
we wanted to show how many refugees the U.S. (a non-neighboring country) was accepting
compared to other countries, we chose to focus on non-neighboring countries. We changed
the line colors in the budget visualization from blue and green to blue and orange after
observing some confusion in the pilot study. The blue line shows the military budget as a
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percentage of GDP, and the orange line shows the budget in constant FY 2015 dollars.
Each visualization offered different messages based on whether the viewer focused on the
percentage or the absolute number. The U.S. ranked third in the number of Syrian refugees
accepted, but accepted the fewest as a percentage of host population. The military budget
has declined as a percentage of GDP since the Korean War, but has fluctuated upward in
constant dollars. After modifying the visualizations, we tested the study materials and the
procedure through two online pilot studies on Reddit and Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT).
In the next section, we present the survey procedure and how we modified the questions
based on the pilot studies.
6.3.2 Study 1 - Experiment 1: Surveying frames in selective slants
To answer RQ1, we considered collecting and analyzing existing visualization titles. How-
ever, this approach does not allow us to compare titles since each visualization has only one
title (and hence one frame). We chose crowdsourcing to create multiple titles and frames for
analysis. This title collection provided baselines for the contrasting titles in the experiment.
Procedure
In Experiment 1, we collected 888 titles with different frames through an online survey.
The survey asked people to compose titles for visualizations on two popular policy issues, and
consisted of five stages. In Stage 1, participants filled a demographic survey on their gender,
age, and education level. Next, they indicated their current attitudes on six popular policy
issues, including two topics covered by the chosen visualizations. The participant answered
the extent they agree with the statements, “The United States should increase the number
of Syrian refugees admitted.” and “The United States should increase its military budget to
fight ISIS.” Their attitudes were measured on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from “Strongly
Disagree” to “Strongly Agree.” After reporting pre-experiment attitudes, the participants
were presented with one of the two visualizations and were asked to compose a title that
best represented the content in Stage 2. We refer to these titles as “default” titles from
here on. This step was repeated for the second visualization. We balanced the order of the
visualizations to prevent order effects.
In Stage 3, we asked participants to compose three titles: two slanted framing titles
(supporting/not supporting a policy) and a neutral title. For the supporting title of the
refugee visualization portion, participants were instructed: “Regardless of your personal
opinion, imagine you are a journalist working for a liberal newspaper company. Help them
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draft a title that supports the U.S. accepting more Syrian refugees.” To compose the title
opposing the policy, the words “liberal” and ”supports” were replaced with “conservative”
and “opposes”, respectively in the instructions. Similar questions were asked for the military
budget visualization.
Stage 4 measured participants’ post-experiment attitude by asking for their attitude on
the two issues covered in the visualizations and the reason for their answers. We calculated
attitude change by taking the difference between the post-survey attitude and the pre-
survey attitude (e.g., no attitude change = 0, changing from “Strongly Agree” to “Somewhat
Disagree” = -4). We further asked whether they were now more or less inclined to support
the policy after seeing the information provided and the reason for the change. We used this
reported attitude change to confirm the calculated attitude change. Participants indicated
the change in inclination on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from “Less” to “Same as before”
to “More.” Finally, in Stage 5, we showed the visualizations with three factual questions (ex.
“How many Syrian refugees were accepted in Spain?” and “What is the estimated defense
budget for 2019 in constant collars?” The full list of factual questions is available in the
Supplementary Materials.) for each visualization. We asked factual questions to assess the
participants’ visualization literacy levels and whether they understood different components
of the visualization. To avoid influencing participants’ title compositions via priming or
anchoring effects, we asked these factual questions after the title composition portion of the
study.
Participants
We conducted two independent experiments on Qualtrics. We chose Qualtrics as our
platform to obtain a representative sample of the U.S. population in age, gender, household
income, education, and ethnicity. All the studies were anonymous and survey responses
were unidentifiable. We began by recruiting 100 participants; 11 participants were added to
meet the goal of a nationally representative sample. We discarded responses that failed an
attention check question or contained gibberish titles. Each experiment took approximately
15 minutes, and the participants were paid $6 for their participation.
6.3.3 Study 1 - Experiment 2: Studying the effect of visualization titles with a selective
slant
Experiment 2 used the two visualizations from Experiment 1. Two titles were selected
for each visualization based on the most frequent issue-specific frames from Experiment
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Figure 6.3: The study procedure for Experiment 2 with numbered stages. The first visu-
alization sections are colored in pink and the second visualization sections in blue. Stages
where the visualization was not shown on the page are indicated by a lighter gray border.
Stages 3 and 4 are repeated for the second visualization.
1: one in favor of (i.e., supporting title) and one against (i.e., non-supporting title) the
policy issue addressed in the visualization. If titles in the most frequent frame emphasized
facts not mentioned in the chart, we selected the next most frequent frame. For example,
“risk” was the most frequently appearing frame that opposed accepting more refugees (i.e.,
non-supporting refugee titles), but the titles mentioned risks and problems that were not
mentioned in the visualization. Thus, we selected the next most frequent frame, which was
“trend.”
After we chose a frequent and appropriate frame for both sides of the issue (e.g., trend),
we chose one title with the frame from the title collection (e.g.,“U.S. has accepted more
Syrian refugees than the U.K., Italy, Russia, and Finland combined”) and parallelized it for
the other side (e.g., “U.S. has accepted a lower percentage of Syrian refugees than the U.K.,
Spain, Finland, and Australia”). Captions in Figure 6.2 list the four titles. More specifically,
we chose a supporting title for the budget visualization and parallelized the non-supporting
title; we selected a non-supporting title for the refugee visualization and parallelized the
supporting title. Thus, each of the titles framed the visualization to emphasize an aspect of
the visualization that would support or oppose the policy.
Procedure
Experiment 2 started out with the same procedure as Experiment 1 for demographic and
pre-experiment attitude surveys (Stage 1). Instead of showing a visualization without a
title and asking for one in Stage 2, we showed each visualization with a title based on the
participant’s current attitude on the topic (one attitude-consistent, one inconsistent).
In an early pilot, we found that some participants could not recall any information because
they did not look at the visualization for a sufficient time. To encourage participants to
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familiarize themselves with the visualizations, Stage 2 began with a preview page where the
participants were instructed to look at a visualization for a few minutes before moving to the
next page to answer some questions on the visualization. The next button appeared after 30
seconds so participants could not proceed until that time elapsed. The next page showed the
same visualization with three factual questions on its content, as in Stage 5 of Experiment
1, to measure their visualization literacy. These questions asked the participants about facts
not covered in the titles to check for potential priming or anchoring effects. After showing
the first visualization, we included an attention check question that asked for the topic of
the visualization. Then, we showed a preview of the second visualization followed by factual
questions. Factual questions were included in this stage again to assess visualization literacy
and as a distractor task before Stage 3, the recall stage.
Stage 3 contained two open-ended recall questions for each visualization; we asked par-
ticipants to write down the main message of the information provided on the topic, and
anything else they learned. Stage 3 also included post-experiment attitude questions on the
topic covered in the visualization, where we asked participants to indicate their agreement
with a statement and whether they were more/less likely to support the policy. The visual-
izations reappeared in Stage 4, this time with questions “Is the information presented above
consistent with your knowledge on this issue?” and “How neutral (impartial) is the informa-
tion presented above?” We referred to the “information” instead of “visualization” so that
the participants could consider the visualization and the title as a whole. Each question was
followed by an open-ended question that asked for the reason for their answers. We asked
these questions after the recall questions to avoid influencing their answers. Stages 3 and
4 were repeated for the second visualization. Lastly, we asked the participants to write the
visualization titles to the best of their recollection in Stage 5.
Each participant saw one visualization with an attitude-consistent title and one with an
attitude-inconsistent title. If the participant’s attitude was neutral for a given topic, the
participant was randomly assigned to a condition. The order of visualizations and the
assignment to attitude-consistent/inconsistent title conditions were counterbalanced across
participants. Because we assigned the participants to title conditions based on attitude-
consistency, the number of participants assigned to supporting and non-supporting titles
varied.
Participants
Participants were recruited in a similar manner to Experiment 1. After collecting survey
responses from 100 participants, we gathered 4 additional survey responses so that the
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demographic makeup of the participants matched that of the U.S. population, resulting in
104 survey responses in total. We discarded all survey responses that failed the attention
check question or failed to answer any visualization literacy question correctly.
6.3.4 Study 2: Miscued slants and Contradictory slants
For the second study, we closely followed the procedure of the first study in order to
compare the new study results with the first set of results. We altered the visualizations in
order to create the miscued slant condition and the contradictory slant condition. In this
section, we describe the whole study procedure and the modifications to the original study
in more detail.
Degrees of Misalignment: Miscued and Contradictory
We used the same two visualizations as our previous study on selective slants – one on
Syrian refugees accepted in non-neighboring countries and one on the U.S. military budget
over the last 50 years (Figure 6.4). As stated in the introduction, we aimed to study whether
people would notice the discrepancy if the message of the title blatantly mismatched the cued
message in the visualization (See Figure 6.1b and c). Thus, we modified each visualization
so that the visualization and the title contained misaligned messages. These misaligned
conditions were motivated by Ecker et al.’s work [151] that examined the misalignment of
emphasis in headlines and a corresponding news article. The article contained two stances on
an issue (the expert opinion and the general perception) while the headline emphasized the
general perception. Eckert et al. considered this selective emphasis in the title as misleading
since it was undermining information that deserved more emphasis, the expert opinion. We
constructed the misaligned emphasis in the visualization setting through the miscued and
contradictory slant conditions.
For the miscued slant condition, we visually cued the side on an issue that was not
addressed in the title. For example, we visually cued the increasing trend of the military
budget in constant dollars while the title highlighted the decreasing trend of the budget in
terms of GDP (See Figure 6.4a). We created the contrast by desaturating and changing the
fill to a dotted pattern for the uncued message to make the uncued visual content still visible,
but not as prominent. In this manner, we established a mismatch between the message of
the visualization and the message of the title.
The contradictory slant condition was more extreme in the disparity between the message
in the visualization and title. We completely removed the side mentioned in the title from
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Figure 6.4: The visualizations and titles in the study. The left side shows the visualizations
in the miscued condition with supporting titles. The supporting sides are de-emphasized in
the visualization as a light gray dotted line in the line graph or dotted bars in the bar graph
while the non-supporting sides are visually cued by a dark solid color. The right side shows
the visualizations in the contradictory condition with non-supporting titles. The message
of the title is removed completely in the corresponding visualization in the contradictory
condition creating a bigger misalignment between the visualization and the title.
(a) Military visualization with a supporting title
(miscued)
(b) Military visualization with a non-supporting
title (contradictory)
(c) Refugee visualization with a supporting title
(miscued)
(d) Refugee visualization with a non-
supporting title (contradictory)
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the visualization. Continuing the previous example, the title mentioned the decreasing trend
of the budget in terms of GDP but only the increasing trend in constant dollars was visible
in the visualization (similar to the example shown in Figure 6.4b). The mismatch was more
subtle for the refugees example since it dealt with percentage and absolute number and did
not involve increasing and decreasing lines, which are perceptually distinctive.
We originally designed the study with only the miscued slant condition. However, through
our pilot study, we learned that most of the people were still not aware of the inconsistency
between the chart and the title. We strengthened the visual cue by making the lines or bars
a lighter shade, and added a severely misaligned condition where the title-matching content
was removed all together. This study was between-subject as each participant was assigned
to one of the two conditions. One participant saw two visualizations with slightly misaligned
titles or two visualizations with severely misaligned titles. The order of the visualizations
were randomized to prevent any ordering effect.
Each visualization had two potential titles, one supporting and one non-supporting title. A
supporting title (e.g., “Defense budget on a steady decrease as a percentage of GDP over the
past 50 years”) supported the corresponding issue (e.g., “The United States should increase
its military budget to maintain its competitive advantage against countries like China and
Russia.”). See Figures 6.4a and 6.4c for more examples of a supporting titles and Figures
6.4b and 6.4d for non-supporting titles.
Procedures
Study 2 included six stages: 1) pre-experiment attitude and demographic surveys, 2) a
preview of the visualizations and factual questions, 3) a recall question on the main message,
4) consistency and impartiality questions, 5) the title recall stage, and 6) the credibility stage.
Stages 1 - 5 are replicates of our previous procedure from Study 1 - Experiment 2. We added
the credibility section to assess the perceived credibility of the data, visualization, and title.
More specifically, we wanted to study whether the misalignment between the title and the
visualization would affect the credibility of the visualization, title, both, or none.
Demographic and pre-experiment attitude surveys Participants started the study
by filling out a demographic survey where they indicated their gender, age, and education
level. Next, they reported their attitudes on six controversial issues, two of which are
visualization topics used in the study. We further asked how important the issue is to them.
We changed one of the attitude survey questions in our previous study, from “The United
States should increase its military budget to fight ISIS.” to “The United States should
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increase its military budget to maintain its competitive advantage against countries like
China and Russia.” because the general public’s perception on the Islamic State of Iraq and
Syria (ISIS) had changed significantly since the time of their study. All the study materials
can be found on the project website 2.
Misaligned title conditions In total, there were eight possible visualization-title pairs
– 2 visualizations (military, refugee) × 2 conditions (miscued, contradictory) × 2 titles
(supporting, non-supporting). A hundred participants were in the miscued condition and a
hundred in the contradictory condition. Each participant was randomly assigned to see two
visualization-title pairs, one with an attitude-consistent title and the other with an attitude-
inconsistent title. We used their attitude measured in the previous section to determine
which title was attitude-consistent. For example, if the participant indicated that they
support increasing the military budget, the supporting title was the attitude-consistent title.
If they were neutral on the topic, we call both supporting and non-supporting titles attitude-
irrelevant and randomly assigned one of the titles.
Recall, consistency, and perceived bias After viewing a visualization, participants in
the miscued condition answered three factual questions about the visualization that tested
whether they could interpret both sides of the visualization correctly. Example questions for
the military visualization are “What was the highest defense budget in constant dollars dur-
ing the Vietnam War?” and “What is the estimated defense budget for 2019 as a percentage
of GDP?” For the full list of factual questions, see the supplementary material. Participants
in the contradictory condition answered two questions per visualization since the visualiza-
tion only presented one side. We added factual questions to test the comprehension of the
visualizations in the study and as a distractor task before the recall stage.
Then on the next page, the participants answered two open-ended questions where we
asked them to recall the main message of the information provided on the topic, and anything
else they learned in detail. The visualization was not visible during the recall section.
This section also included post-experiment attitude questions, and an open-ended textfield
where the participant indicated whether and why she was more/less likely to support the
policy. The visualization reappeared on the next page, where the participant indicated
whether the information was consistent with their beliefs and whether it was “Strongly
biased,” “Slightly biased,” or “Neutral” and provided reasons for their answers. Then the




According to the elaboration likelihood model (ELM) of persuasion [158], people some-
times form an opinion based on superficial elements of the message (i.e., the peripheral
route) rather than a thoughtful consideration of the actual content (i.e., the central route).
Pandy et al. [159] found persuasion through the peripheral route in the domain of visual-
izations where people rely on the presence of a data visualization as a measure of trust. As
people are more likely to use the peripheral route if they lack motivation or the ability to
process the message [158], we analyzed whether people’s interest in the topic, visualization
comprehension, or education level had an influence on their perception of bias.
Credibility Measurement In the newly added stage, we reshowed the visualizations and
asked about the credibility of the data, visualization, and title. We hypothesized that the
conflicting messages might lower the credibility of the title, but the credibility of the data
will remain the same. This is based on the results from Study 1 that people strongly trust
data and statistical facts while some are aware of the potential bias in the title. We were
especially interested in whether the perceived credibility of the visualization would align
with that of data or title.
Credibility is typically measured as a multidimensional construct and different measures
have been evaluated for their validity [152, 160, 161]. We chose the credibility measurement
questions based on the Meyer modification of the Gaziano-McGrath scales [152, 160]. This
measurement has been used widely in many research studies including studies on online
media credibility [162, 163]. Five factors are considered to measure credibility: accuracy,
fairness, trustworthiness, bias, and completeness (i.e., telling the whole story). The section
had a heading ”Please indicated whether you agree or disagree with the following statements
about the data presented above.” followed by statements such as ”The data is accurate.”
We first measured the perceived credibility of the data, then of the visualization, and lastly
of the title. For the bias factor, we used the negative form ”biased” instead of ”unbiased,”
which helped us determine whether a respondent was blindly choosing the same option for all
the questions. We calculated the credibility score for each of the three components (i.e., data,
visualization, and title) by taking the average of five credibility factor scores. We reverse
coded the bias score for analysis (i.e., converted 1 to 7, 2 to 6, etc.) since the question was
stated in the negative form.
After the credibility questions, we asked two questions on the appropriateness of the title,
”Do you find the title appropriate for this visualization?” and ”Write the most appropriate
title for the visualization.” We wanted to study whether the appropriateness of the title was




We conducted the survey on Qualtrics and recruited 100 participants per condition.
Through Qualtrics, we ensured that our participants were a representative sample of the
U.S. population in age, gender, household income, education, and ethnicity. We had 45
males and 55 females in both conditions. The mean age of participants was 46 years (σ =
16.35) in the miscued condition and 48 years (σ = 15.82) in the contradictory condition.
As we collected responses, we removed responses that failed an attention check question
or contained gibberish texts. Each experiment took approximately 15 minutes, and the
participants were paid $6 for their participation.
6.3.5 Analysis
To investigate whether the recalled messages aligned with the message of the title or
the message of the visualization, two of the authors read over the results and established
categories for the recalled messages. The same researchers categorized the reasons for bias to
understand why people consider information in the study as impartial or biased. After coding
the first twenty responses for each variable, they met to discuss the differences and coded
another set of twenty responses. One response could contain several categories, and all of the
categories had to match to count as an agreement. An interrater reliability analysis using
the Kappa statistic was performed on the second set of codings to determine consistency
among raters. After establishing a high reliability (κ = .82, z = 38.3 , p < .001), one of
the coders continued to code the rest of the responses. Two of the recalled messages were
removed from the analysis because they covered the wrong visualization.
6.4 STUDY 1 RESULTS - FRAMES AND SLANTS IN VISUALIZATION TITLES
Frames influence how people interpret information. One of our goals was to compare news
article title frames with visualization title frames. Based on previous studies on news frames,
de Vreese proposed two approaches for identifying frames: deductive coding with pre-defined
generic frames and inductive coding for issue-specific frames [164]. Generic frames appear
in diverse topics and “transcend thematic limitations” while issue-specific frames are only
pertinent to certain topics [164]. We first used inductive coding to identify issue-specific
frames for visualization titles since existing news frames may not cover all potential frames
for visualization titles.
Two researchers read the titles together and defined 25 issue-specific frames for the refugee
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Table 6.1: Generic and issue-specific/subcategory frames in the visualization titles composed
by the respondents with an example response for each subcategory.
Generic Issue-specific/Subcategory Example
risk Letting in potential killers?
Conflict imperative Keep them out
priority We can’t feed our own
economic U.S. can’t afford to house refugees
Economic
imperative No more increase for war
human Syrians need homes too
Human interest
safety Safety against terrorism
morality We need to do our share
Morality
US identity We must remember lady liberty
Other countries need to do more
Responsibility responsibility for Syrian refugees than US
variable Comparison of defense budget to GDP
trend Decrease in defense spending
Statistics value 16K Syrian Refugees in the US
balanced Defense budget in billions of dollars
and as a percentage of GDP
topic Syrian refugee acceptance
Open-ended
undecided Syrian refugees, what to do
titles and 30 issue-specific frames for the budget titles. They also coded the slant of each title
as supporting, non-supporting, and neutral. They independently coded 160 titles for frames
and slants and established agreement (κ = .71 [95% CI, .642 to .778], p <.001). After
discussing, reconciling the coding discrepancies, and collapsing frames, one of the coders
continued to code the rest of the titles with 14 frames for the refugee titles and a different
set of 14 frames for the budget titles. Then, we categorized each issue-specific frame into
five pre-established generic frames [165] and grouped the remaining issue-specific frames into
new generic frames: the open-ended frame and the statistics frame. The list of frames is
presented in Table 6.1. We coded the slant of a title as attitude-consistent if the title aligned
with the participant’s attitude, attitude-inconsistent if it did not align with the participant’s
attitude, and attitude-irrelevant if the participant indicated a neutral stance on the topic.
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Table 6.2: The number of visualization titles composed by the respondents with an issue-
specific/subcategory frame. Refer to the previous table for the generic frames. Top four
issue-specific/subcategory frames for each visualization are marked in pale blue.
Issue-specific/ Syrian refugees Military budget Total
Subcategory default pro con neutral default pro con neutral
risk 3 1 27 7 0 0 0 1 40
imperative 2 0 14 0 1 14 2 1 34
priority 1 1 11 2 2 0 13 3 31
economic 0 2 5 0 9 21 27 12 76
imperative 0 0 0 0 0 2 6 1 9
human 5 17 2 7 0 1 1 1 34
safety 0 0 0 0 0 18 3 2 23
morality 0 4 0 6 0 10 0 0 20
US identity 0 7 1 1 0 0 0 0 9
responsibility 0 2 11 3 0 1 5 1 23
variable 6 2 1 7 7 2 0 6 31
trend 1 37 24 6 8 40 34 14 164
value 11 2 4 9 0 0 0 0 26
balanced 8 0 0 5 7 0 0 2 22
topic 73 4 4 42 74 4 6 49 256
undecided 0 0 0 10 0 1 1 8 20
6.4.1 RQ1a. Frames in visualization titles
The five existing news frames are conflict, economic, human interest, morality, and attri-
bution of responsibility [165]. The conflict frame sets the situation as “us vs them” through
displaying conflict and disagreement between entities. In the titles composed for Experi-
ment 1, the conflict frame (N=105, 13%) sets the U.S. citizens as “us” and Syrian refugees
or ISIS (Islamic State of Iraq and Syria) as “them.” The imperative category simply de-
mands action (e.g., stopping refugees from entering the U.S. or fighting ISIS) while the risk
category points out potential negative consequences. Other titles prioritize “us” over “them”
in terms of deserving aid or attention. The economic frame (N=85, 10%) emphasizes the
consequential loss or gain and occurred more frequently for the budget visualization since
it closely related to the topic of the visualization. The human interest frame (N=57, 7%)
emphasizes people who are impacted by the situation and presents the information using
an emotional angle. Using this frame, refugee titles present Syrian refugees as individuals
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who need housing and support, and budget titles present the U.S. citizens as individuals
seeking safety. The morality frame (N=29, 4%) examines the issue from a moral standard,
urging people to embrace refugees and thwart harm. Lastly, the responsibility frame (N=23,
3%), originally introduced as the “powerlessness” frame [166], attributes responsibility of
the cause or solution to an entity. People mostly used the responsibility frame in refugee
titles to pass the responsibility of accepting refugees to other countries. Table 6.1 contains
example titles for each of these frames.
While coding for frames in visualization titles, we identified two frames in addition to the
five preexisting news frames [165]. The first frame is the open-ended frame, which gives
a broad overview by stating the topic or the issue. We present this most frequently used
frame (N=276, 34%) in more detail as we answer RQ1b. The second is the statistics frame
(N=243, 30%). A statistics frame can refer to three levels of data – variable, trend, and
value. Variable represents the highest level of data that can be emphasized in the title. The
title “Comparison of defense budget to GDP” refers to the variable “budget as a percentage
of GDP” without mentioning the other variable in the visualization (i.e., “budget in constant
FY 2015 dollars”). The second level of statistics frame presents a trend in the visualization.
Refugee titles often involved a comparative trend (e.g., “US falls short in comparison to other
countries”), and budget titles stated a time trend (e.g., “Current defense budget lower than
anytime in past years”). The most confining statistics frame focused on a single data value.
The value could be an outlier as in the title, “Germany shows the way” for the refugee
visualization. Germany accepted far more refugees than any other country making it an
appropriate value for emphasis that could serve as a point of comparison. Otherwise, the
value could be related to the subject of interest (e.g. “US allowing 16K Syrian refugess [sic]
into the country”). Both types of data value reflect the current state of the issue and can
be used in an argument to support or oppose a policy. Another subcategory in the statistics
frame is balanced ; balanced titles represent both sides of the argument. They could simply
name both variables (e.g., “Defense budget in billions of dollars and as a percentage of
GDP”) or contrast the trends (e.g., “Reduction in defense budget as percentage of GDP
versus increase in defence spending”). It is worth noting that the six frames in the two new
generic frames support multiple issues.
6.4.2 RQ1b. Open-ended frames in default and neutral titles
The dominance of open-ended frames in the default titles and neutral titles marked
the primary difference between default titles, neutral titles, and slanted (supporting/non-
supporting) titles. Whereas only 5% of slanted titles used open-ended frames, 66% of default
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titles and 60% of neutral titles used open-ended frames. Although the prominence of open-
ended frames in neutral titles was expected, it is interesting that a higher percentage of
default titles than neutral titles used open-ended frames. A possible explanation is provided
as we answer RQ1c below.
Simply stating the topic was the most objective and the most frequently used frame
(N=256). The level of detail ranged from the simplest form (e.g.,“National Defense Bud-
get”) to specifying the data range (e.g.,“Defense Budget 1948-2019”) or the key points
(e.g.,“Defense Budget for Major US Conflicts”). Undecided titles refer to the ambiguity of
the situation or pose the topic as a question to be answered (e.g., “Uncertainty of Increasing
Refugees From Syria” and “Syrian Refugees Need A Place To Go ... Are We That Place?”).
Undecided titles differ from the topic titles as they encourage readers to take a stance with-
out suggesting which one. The presentation of an ambiguous problem accompanied by a
data visualization uses the visualization as evidence for a stance.
6.4.3 RQ1c. Influence of attitude in “neutral” title composition
The influence of pre-existing attitudes on title composition appeared in “neutral” titles
composed for the instruction “Provide a neutral title for this visualization.” Only 70%
(N=151) of the responses for neutral titles were truly neutral, and the remaining 30% (N=62)
contained a slant although instruction emphasized the term “neutral” in bold. Out of these
72 slanted titles, there were 26 attitude-consistent, 18 attitude-inconsistent, and 18 attitude-
irrelevant titles. The presence of slants in “neutral” titles is interesting considering that more
titles (N=177) composed for the “no instruction” condition at the beginning of the study
were neutral. We speculate that bias-assimilation occurred while composing slanted titles
for a visualization, where they retained the title that reinforced their prior attitude [72].
This retained frame, in turn, might have influenced the last title (i.e., “neutral” title) they
composed.
At other times, the slant became ambiguous as participants mixed in their attitude into
the titles while trying to follow the instructions. For example, when asked to write a title that
supports increasing the number of Syrian refugees accepted, a respondent wrote “Refugees
from terorist [sic] countries need our help.” Although the phrase “need our help” uses
the frame “human impact” and gives it a supporting slant, the phrase “terrorist countries”
implies a risk and gives it a non-supporting slant. The slanted “neutral” titles and ambiguous
titles inform us that people’s attitudes could influence the slant of the title regardless of the
author’s intention.
In summary, 1) people used the statistics frame, the open-ended frame, and five exist-
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Table 6.3: The number of participants who wrote supporting /non-supporting/neutral main
messages in the recall phase given the slant of the visualization title seen. The slant of the
perceived main message often matched the slant of the title that the participant had seen
as indicated by bold values.
Title slant Recalled main message slant
Supporting Non-supporting Neutral
Supporting 52 13 48
Non-supporting 11 25 49
ing news frames to compose visualization titles; 2) although people generally used neutral
open-ended frames when asked to compose neutral titles, some of the “neutral” titles con-
tained slants that reflected the writer’s prior attitude. In the next section, we will show how
the statistics frame and the presence of slants in titles can have a significant, and some-
times misleading, impact on visualization interpretation without people’s awareness. More
specifically, the presence of slant in a visualization title can bias people’s interpretation
of the visualization, while the use of the statistics frame establishes a false impression of
impartiality.
6.4.4 RQ2a. Slants in titles influence the perceived main message
The analysis of the perceived main messages revealed that 65% of the answers (N=136)
reflected the material covered in the titles. 31% of the answers (N=65) only stated the
general topic, and others stated facts that were not mentioned in the title. The factual
questions did not influence the messages. We categorized the slants of the perceived main
messages as supporting, non-supporting, and neutral. Neutral messages mentioned the topic
or contained both supporting and non-supporting messages. Out of 101 titles that contained
a slanted message, 77 matched the visualization the viewer had seen. Table 6.3 shows the
slant of the perceived messages for supporting and non-supporting titles. The total counts
for supporting and non-supporting titles are different because we assigned participants based
on their pre-survey attitudes to see one attitude-consistent title and one attitude-inconsistent
title. The slant of visualization titles resulted in a significant difference in the perceived main
message (χ2 = 27.06, df = 2, p <0.001).
The influence of titles on the perceived main message conforms with the results of Borkin
et al.’s work on visualization recognition and recall [65]. Viewers did not only derive the
topic of the visualization through the title, but also the specific message or slant of the
visualization from the title. However, when asked to recall the visualization title, 33% of the
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Figure 6.5: The number of participants who perceived a visualization as very biased,
somewhat biased, or neutral when the visualization was accompanied by an attitude-
consistent/inconsistent/irrelevant title.
participants (N=34) stated that they did not remember any of the titles and 9% (N=9) stated
that they did not remember one of the two titles. Interestingly, many of them had already
written the content of the title as the main message of the visualization. R48 responded
“the title was not important enough to save to memory. graph more important.” However,
s/he had replicated the exact message of the title when s/he wrote that U.S. accepted more
refugees than most countries, even combined, as the main message of the visualization.
6.4.5 RQ2b. Trust in data and perception of impartiality
Regarding the question “How neutral (impartial) is the information presented above?”,
a majority of the participants reported the information as being neutral. Similar ratios
of participants answered that the information was neutral whether they saw an attitude-
consistent (80%), attitude-inconsistent(80%), or attitude-irrelevant (89%) visualization (See
Figure 6.5). The attitude-consistency of the title had no influence on the perceived level of
bias (χ2 = 3.896, df = 4, p = 0.42).
When asked for the reason for reporting the information as neutral, nearly half of the
respondents (44 out of 104) answered for at least one visualization that it simply presented
statistics and thus was neutral. Some explicitly mentioned that no opinion had been present
(e.g., “it is statistics not someones opinion”) and that “facts teach their own lesson, not
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a lesson we try to make them teach” (R34). Participants frequently cited sources of the
visualization as another reason for partiality and impartiality. The same source was seen
as biased (e.g., “I trust the numbers a little less because the Department of Defense itself
conducted the study, so perhaps more reassured if it was conducted by a neutral third
party.”) or neutral (e.g., “I would assume it to be correct since it came from the defense
department.”) depending on their attitude towards the source.
Fifteen respondents (14%) brought up the possibility or the presence of a bias in the
information on the refugee visualization. R8 elaborated that “It points out that the US
has done more than a carefully selected group of countries, including some that are much
smaller and Russia, who wouldn’t be as likely to provide aid. It also ignores that the US has
done much less than even Germany.” We can infer that s/he was referring to the message
in the title since it emphasized the U.K., Italy, Russia and Finland, but did not mention
Germany. Out of 15 respondents who detected bias, nine had seen an attitude-inconsistent
title, two an attitude-irrelevant title, and four an attitude-consistent title. Interestingly,
fewer than half (N=6) of these participants mentioned a spin for the budget visualization,
“The numbers are the numbers, but comparing spending to the GPD is a calculated move”
(R89). The heightened awareness of the slant for refugee visualization might be due to the
human interest factor embedded in the issue resulting in a guilt-trip, “Because it sort of
shames those of us that don’t believe that Syrians should be brought into the country into
thinking we aren’t doing our part” (R17).
6.4.6 RQ2c. Limited change in attitude
The summary of attitude changes in Experiment 1 and 2 are shown in Table 6.4. First,
we checked whether viewing visualizations and composing titles had any impact on attitudes
towards the topic. We removed one outlier response from the analysis where the absolute dif-
ference between pre-survey and post-survey attitudes greatly contradicted the self-reported
attitude change (-5 vs 0). We performed a simple linear regression on pre-survey and post-
survey attitudes with the expected correlation set to 1 (i.e., no change in attitude). The
coefficient for pre-survey attitude for Syrian refugees was -0.098 (p = 0.02) and the coeffi-
cient for defense budget was 1.26 (p <0.001), showing a substantial deviation from a perfect
correlation between pre-survey and post-survey attitudes. The mean attitude change in
Experiment 1 was 0.44 for the refugee visualization, and 0.49 for the budget visualization.
Next, we compared the attitude changes in Experiment 1 to attitude changes in Experiment
2. The mean attitude change in Experiment 2 was 0.70 for the refugee visualization, and
0.72 for the budget visualization showing a slight increase in attitude change. However, we
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Table 6.4: The number of participants who indicated an attitude change for each topic and
title slant. Attitude change is measured by the difference between the post-survey attitude
and the pre-survey attitude. Each attitude is on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from “Strongly
Disagree” to “Strongly Agree.” Expected directions of change are marked in pale blue.
Experiment 1 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5
refugee 0 0 2 9 69 26 3 1 0 0
budget 1 1 2 13 75 11 5 3 0 0
Experiment 2 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5
(slant of titles)
refugee-pro 0 0 1 2 30 9 5 2 2 0
refugee-con 0 1 4 5 28 9 3 1 0 0
budget-pro 1 1 3 13 32 12 3 1 0 0
budget-con 0 0 2 9 21 2 2 0 1 1
found no statistically significant difference for the refugee visualization (χ2 = 9.93, df = 7,
p = 0.19) nor for the budget visualization (χ2 = 10.52, df = 9, p = 0.31).
We performed a multinomial logistic regression on attitude changes using demographic in-
formation (e.g., age, gender, education), visualization literacy, and the slant and the attitude-
consistency of the title as predictors. Visualization literacy was defined by the number of
factual questions the participant answered correctly. A test of the full model against a con-
stant only model show no statistical significance, indicating that the set of predictors could
not reliably distinguish between positive, negative, and no attitude change (χ2 = 12.76, df
= 16, p = 0.55). We speculate that the lack of an observed effect of demographic and title
related factors on attitude change is due to the dominance of participants who indicated
the same attitude in the pre-survey and post-survey attitude sections. The limited change
of attitude is not too surprising as we had predicted the difficulty of changing an existing
attitude with a single visualization. Due to the highly skewed distribution, we also report
the actual counts of attitude change in Tables 6.4. Despite the absence of significant differ-
ence in attitude change for supporting titles and non-supporting titles (χ2 = 3.6146, df = 8,
p = 0.46), Table 6.4 suggests a slight inclination to follow the slant in the title for refugee
supporting and military non-supporting titles.
Next, we look at the polarity of attitude change by examining whether the viewers’ atti-
tudes became less or more neutral after the survey. Since we used a Likert scale for measuring
attitude, we were able to look at subtle attitudes shifts (more/less polarized attitude) in ad-
dition to attitude switches (e.g., supporting to non-supporting). We categorized attitudes
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that move away from the neutral point as “‘more” polarized and those that move towards
neutral as “less” polarized. We categorized attitude as “switched” if it had switched from
supporting to non-supporting or vice versa. Half of the responses indicated the same attitude
polarity (i.e., no change in attitude), 19% of participants indicated less attitude polarization
after seeing the visualization, 21% indicated more attitude polarization, and 6% indicated a
switch in attitude.
In summary, we found that 1) while people self-reported that a visualization was not
biased (83%), our coded interpretations of their recalled main message of the visualization
revealed a bias (for 50% of the participants). Furthermore, of the messages coded as slanted
77% matched the slant of the title; 2) viewing visualizations with slanted titles did not result
in a statistically significant attitude change overall, however 40% of the participants showed
a moderate attitude shift and 6% showed an attitude switch. Thus, a visualization title holds
the power to sway people’s interpretation of the visualization, and thereby their attitude,
even without their awareness.
6.5 STUDY 2 RESULTS - THE EFFECTS OF TITLE-VISUALIZATION
MISALIGNMENT
Based on the results of the first study, I asked – do people’s perceptions of impartiality and
the influence of the title persist when viewers see a greater degree of misalignment between
the visualization and the title, for example, when the visualization and the title contradict
each other? In this section, we examine the issues of trust and bias with different degrees of
misalignment between a visualization and its title. We define three types of misaligned slants
in visualization titles: selective slant, miscued slant, and contradictory slant (See Figure 6.1).
A title with a selective slant only covers one side of the story while the visualization presents
both sides equally (Figure 6.1a). This is the setup used in the first study. A title contains
a miscued slant when the visualization emphasizes one side of the story through visual cues
but the title’s message addresses the other (less emphasized) side of the story (Figures 6.1b,
6.4a and 6.4c). In addition, we study titles with a contradictory slant where the information
conveyed in the title is not presented at all in the visualization (Figures 6.1c, 6.4b, and 6.4d).
6.5.1 The general topic recalled more than specific messages in title and visualization
In the miscued condition, participants whose answers simply reflected the general topic
(N=105; 53%) surpassed those whose answers aligned with the material covered in the titles
(N=68; 34%) and those whose answers aligned with the visually cued information (N=27;
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Table 6.5: The number of participants in the miscued slant and contradictory slant conditions
who wrote main messages in the recall phase that are neutral or align with the message in
the title or the visualization.
Condition Recalled main message alignment
Topic Title Visualization
Miscued 105 68 27
Contradictory 93 64 41
14%) as shown in Table 6.5. This pattern of recalling the main message as the general topic
(N=93; 47%) more than the title (N=64; 32%) and visualization (N=41; 21%) was also seen
in the contradictory condition.
6.5.2 Titles influence recalled messages
RQ3a) How does the message of the title influence people’s recall of the information?
We first introduce the major categories for the recalled messages, and explain how the
distribution of the categories differed based on the slant of the title (supporting vs non-
supporting) and between conditions (miscued vs contradictory). The major categories for
the refugee visualization were topic (e.g., “It shows a graph of the syrians relocation all
over the world”), low (e.g., “That U.S received less Syrian refugees than other countries”),
more (e.g., “US has admitted more refugees than other countries”), number (e.g., “Displays
number of refugees being accepted into various countries”), and percentage (e.g. “how much
percentage of the syrian refugees did the countries accept”). The main categories for the
military visualization were topic (e.g. “it was about military spending over the years”),
increase (e.g. “Our budget keeps getting high year after year”), decrease (e.g. “Our military
budget has decreased over the years”), percentage (e.g. “steady rate of military spending
as percentage of GDP”), and war spikes (e.g. “That the budget fluctuates up a great deal
during wartime”).
For people who saw the refugee title emphasizing that the U.S. has accepted a lower
percentage of Syrian refugees (i.e., the supporting title), the top categories for the recalled
messages were low (N=40; 33%), topic (N=34; 28%), and number (N=16; 13%) (Refer to
Table 6.6). The category low is aligned with the message of the title seen, while number
aligned with the message of the visualization since the visualization showed that the U.S.
accepted more Syrian refugees than other countries in raw numbers. The top recalled message
categories for people who saw the non-supporting title for refugees were topic (N=49; 37%),
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Table 6.6: The recalled main message categories: the distribution of the categories differed
based on the slant of the title.
more (N=25; 19%), and number (N=23; 17%). The distribution of the top five categories
differed significantly based on the slant of the title seen (χ2 = 42.60, df = 4, p <0.001).
The influence of titles on the recalled message was less dramatic for the military visu-
alization although the distribution of the categories still differed significantly based on the
message of the title (χ2 = 10.07, df = 4, p = 0.039). People who saw the supporting title
for the military visualization that emphasized the decrease of budget in terms of the GDP
included the topic (N=36; 29%), decrease (N=28; 23%), and war spikes (N=12; 10%) in
their recalled main messages. People who saw the non-supporting title included the topic
(N=31; 28%), decrease (N=22; 20%), and increase (N=13; 12%).
6.5.3 Degree of misalignment influences recalled message
RQ3b) How does the degree of misalignment between title and visualization influence peo-
ple’s recall of the information?
Although people’s recalled messages aligned the most frequently with topic, then the title,
and less often with the visualization for both conditions, there was a significant difference
between the two conditions in terms of the distribution of the main messages (χ2 = 5.902,
df = 2, p = 0.05) (See Table 6.5). People were more likely to refer to the general topic
in the miscued condition while they were more likely to rely on the visualization for the
contradictory condition. One possible explanation is that the simplicity of the visualization
in the contradictory condition (Refer to Figure 6.1c) enables people to remember the infor-
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mation from the visualization better. On the other hand, people in the miscued condition
still see the data associated with the title in the visualization and may have a more general
understanding of the topic by balancing the messages of the visualization and the title.
6.5.4 Low awareness of bias despite misalignment
RQ4a) How does the misalignment of the title and the visualization influence people’s
perception of bias?
Despite the blatant slant in the title, the majority of the people (72-87%) in all conditions
reported that the information was neutral. The rate was close to that in the original study
(80-89%) showing that in general, the degree of misalignment does not influence on people’s
awareness of the bias in the information as much as we had expected. The main reasons for
rating the information as impartial were that it was presenting facts and statistics (N=112;
23%), not having enough prior knowledge on the topic (N=42; 14%), and the neutral pre-
sentation of the material (N=28; 9%). An example for each category are “It just provides
facts not an opinion” for facts and statistics, “I don’t know anything about this topic. Any
answer with the word bias would indicate knowledge. Therefore, neutral seems to be the
better choice for me.” for prior knowledge, and “It’s not for or against its only information”
for neutral. While most people reported the information as impartial, 28% of the people in
the contradictory slant condition reported the military visualization as “very biased” (N=6)
or “slightly biased” (N=22) which is significantly higher than the number of people in the
miscued slant condition who stated the visualization was “very biased” (N=3) or “slightly
biased” (N=10) (χ2 = 6.915, df = 2, p = 0.03).
This increased awareness of bias in the contradictory condition was not shown for the
refugee visualization. One of the reasons for the difference in the results between the visual-
izations might be due to people’s aptitude in perceiving the increasing or decreasing trend
in a line chart compared to evaluating the sum of bars in a bar chart. All participants who
found the military budget information “very biased” had seen the decreasing trend in the
visualization, which is easier to discern in a chart than a fluctuating increase. Thus detect-
ing a contrast between a title that states an increase in budget while seeing a decreasing
trend might have been easier than checking whether the number of refugees in four different
countries are in fact lower than the number of refugees in the U.S.
We also analyzed the effect of the participant’s interest in the topic, visualization com-
prehension, or education level on the perception of bias. People got 74% of the questions
correct on average (s.d. = 15%) in the miscued condition and 89% (s.d. = 18%) correct in
the contradictory condition. Linear regression analysis was used to test if the importance
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Figure 6.6: The perceived bias by attitude-consistency for the two conditions. People were
most aware of the bias for the military visualization in the contradictory condition.
(a) Miscued slant condition
(b) Contradictory slant condition
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Table 6.7: The perceived credibility of data, visualization, and title by visualization and
conditions. The scale ranges from 1 (low credibility) to 7 (high credibility).
of the issue to the participant, their comprehension scores, or education level significantly
predicted participants’ ratings of bias. The results of the regression for the refugee visual-
ization indicated that the importance of the issue significantly predicted the perception of
bias (F(1,198)=4.852, p = 0.03, R2 = 0.024). None of the factors were predictive of the
perceived bias for the military visualization.
6.5.5 Attitude-consistency influences the perceived bias
RQ4b) How is attitude-consistency of the title associated with perception of bias?
The perceived bias for refugee visualization was influenced more by the attitude-consistency
of the title than its misalignment with the visualization. People were more likely to report
the information as very biased or biased if the title was inconsistent with their belief than
when it was consistent. Running a Chi-squared test on the attitude-consistency of the titles
and the perceived bias showed a significant effect in both the miscued (χ2 = 9.575, df = 4,
p = 0.048) and contradictory (χ2 = 11.546, df = 4, p = 0.021) conditions.
6.5.6 Perceived credibility varies for data, visualization & title
RQ5) How does the discrepancy between the message of the visualization and the message
of the title affect the perceived credibility of the data, visualization, and title? How is attitude-
consistency associated with perception of credibility?
We performed a two (conditions) × three (credibility scores) MANOVA on the data,
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Table 6.8: The perceived credibility of data, visualization, and title by condition and the
attitude-consistency. The scale ranges from 1 (low credibility) to 7 (high credibility).
visualization, and title credibility scores and found that the alignment of title and visualiza-
tion has a significant impact on the credibility for both the refugees visualization (Wilks’s
lambda = 0.914, F(3,196) = 6.148, p <0.001), and the military visualization (Wilks’s lambda
= 0.917, F(3,196) = 5.926, p <0.001). The univariate ANOVA tables showed that there is a
significant difference between the misalignment conditions for the credibility of each compo-
nent (i.e., data, visualization, and title). Data, visualization, and title were all seen as less
credible when there was a bigger visualization-title misalignment as shown in Table 6.7.
When examining the effect of attitude-consistency on the perceived credibility, we found
that the credibility scores of all three components were lower when the title was attitude-
inconsistent compared to when they were attitude-consistent or irrelevant (See Table 6.8).
However, the effect of attitude-consistency on the perceived credibility was shown to be not
statistically significant through running MANOVA. Although there was a bigger difference
in credibility based on the attitude-consistency for the refugee visualization in both the
miscued (Wilks’s lambda = 0.896, F(6,190) = 1.78, p = 0.10) and contradictory conditions
(Wilks’s lambda = 0.910, F(6,190) = 1.52, p = 0.17), the differences were still not statistically
significant.
To determine whether the perceived credibility differed for the three components, we con-
ducted a repeated measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction. The results
showed that the credibility scores differed statistically significantly between data, visualiza-
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Table 6.9: The perceived appropriateness of the title: people were more likely to perceive
the title as inappropriate if it contained a contradictory slant.
tion, and title for the refugee visualization (F(2, 398) = 12.742, p <0.001) and the military
visualization (F(2, 398) = 6.7, p = 0.0014). Overall, data was perceived as the most credible,
followed by the visualization, then the title (See Figure 6.8). When the visualization-title
misalignment increased, the credibility of the title suffered the most, with its credibility
score decreasing by 0.72 for the refugee visualization and 0.73 for the military visualization.
The title credibility score dropped 0.55 points for both visualizations, and the visualization
credibility score dropped by 0.65 and 0.53 for the refugee visualization and the military
visualization, respectively. After rating the credibility of each component, participants eval-
uated the appropriateness of the title. As each participant indicated the appropriateness of
the refugee title and of the military title, there were 200 responses for each condition. In
the miscued condition, 158 of the responses (79%) stated that the title is appropriate (Table
6.9). The number significantly decreased for the contradictory condition where 120 responses
(60%) stated that they found the title appropriate (χ2 = 17.03, df = 1, p <0.001). Although
people were more likely to consider a title as appropriate when it was consistent with their
attitude than when it was inconsistent, the difference was not statistically significant (χ2 =
4.1585, df = 2, p = 0.125).
6.6 DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss how visualization titles influence trust and confirmation bias
when people obtain information from visualizations. Then, we reevaluate the role of titles
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in visualization interpretation and discuss the potential of leveraging textual components to
detect and combat visual-based misinformation with text-based slants.
6.6.1 Trust and confirmation bias
Prior research has shown mixed results on the effectiveness of visualizations on persuasive-
ness [167, 168]. While Tal and Wansink’s results showed that even trivial graphs increased
the persuasiveness of an advertisement [167], these results were not repeated in Dragice-
vic and Jansen’s series of four replications, which showed a small effect of graphs in data
comprehension but no effect on persuasion [168]. In regards to trust in the domain of data
visualization, Hemsley wrote that “[t]he test of authenticity and legitimacy is often reduced
to a question of aesthetics” [169]. We found in Study 1 that people trusted the data vi-
sualization to be neutral despite the slants in the visualization titles [153]. While our first
study examined the influence of the misalignment between people’s attitude and the title
on the perceived bias, our second study contained an extra factor – the misalignment be-
tween the visualization and the title. Although neither of these two factors were enough by
themselves to break people’s trust, the combination of visualization-title misalignment and
attitude-inconsistency made some people aware of the bias.
The perceived credibility of the information significantly decreased when the title was mis-
aligned with the participant’s existing attitudes in both the miscued and the contradictory
conditions (Figure 6.8). Similarly, the perceived impartiality also decreased when the title
was misaligned with the viewer’s attitude in both conditions (See Figure 6.6). The influ-
ence of attitude-inconsistency of the title on people’s trust is interesting for two reasons.
First, it reveals a confirmation bias in interpreting and receiving information from visual-
izations. Second, it shows that people are more likely to dismiss information as less credible
when the title is attitude-inconsistent than when the visualization is attitude-inconsistent.
Since all the titles in our study were misaligned with the visualization, the participants
saw either an attitude-inconsistent title or an attitude-inconsistent visualization. Thus, this
decrease of the perceived credibility and impartiality of the information when the title was
attitude-inconsistent occurred despite the fact that the visualization was attitude-consistent.
In other words, the perception of trust seems to depend more on the content of the title
than that of the visualization. One notable exception arose when a participant, who saw
an attitude-consistent title that emphasized the increasing military budget matched with
an attitude-inconsistent visualization that showed the decreasing trend, wrote that “[the
graph] is trying to look like spending is going down by choosing a measure that will produce
a trend line that decreases. It also shows a narrow range of values, 0-20%, to exaggerate
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the effect.” By calling the attitude-inconsistent graph biased and supporting the message
in the attitude-consistent title, this respondent shows how confirmation bias can lead some
people to cherry pick the part of the visualization that matches their attitude when the
visualization and title convey opposing messages.
People’s trust and the impact of the title on the textual-visual story decrease overall when
there is a great discrepancy between the title and the visualization. While 65% of the recalled
main messages reflected the material covered in the titles with selective slants in Study 1,
our result from Study 2 showed the decreased influence of titles when they have a miscued
(34%) or a contradictory slant (32%). However, the number of the recalled messages that
aligned with the message of the titles (133 out of 398) was still greater than the number
of messages that aligned with the message in the visualization (68 out of 398). This shows
the powerful influence of titles on visualization interpretation. People also persisted to
believe the information as neutral regardless of the misalignment between the title and the
visualization while the credibility of the individual components of the visualization decreased
with the increase in visualization-title misalignment. Overall, our study results confirm our
hypothesis that readers heavily rely on the title while obtaining information from data while
they trust data visualization. So even when a textual component of a visualization is miscued
or contradictory, it is likely that people will not call out a visualization as biased as long as
the source and the presentation of the information are credible.
6.6.2 The role of text on visual-based misinformation
We re-examine the role of text in narrative visualizations. Hullman and Diakopoulos’s
work on visualization rhetoric introduce textual annotations as one of the four editorial
layers [124]. Although previous research has shown the influence of titles on visualization
interpretation [65], the results were not as salient because the titles they studied were aligned
with the visualization. Through studying titles whose messages differ from those of the
visualization, we have found that the titles have a stronger manipulation effect than we might
have supposed. Textual annotations are not mere sidekicks that assist data visualizations
that convey information; they can be the storyteller with the visualization there to back up
the credibility of its message.
In Hemsley and Snyder’s [169] discussion on the spread of visual misinformation, they
mention that users who share content “can alter the content in subtle and unsubtle ways
such that they are coproducers of the meaning of the artifact for the next generation of
audiences who encounter the visualization.” One way of altering the meaning of the visual-
ization is through including their own text with the repost to frame the artifact or prime the
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audience [170]. The result of this study implies that one could be as effective in transforming
the message of the visualization by altering the text as altering the visualization itself. Con-
sidering the amount of research on deceptive visualization and the rise of research in visual
misinformation, we call for future research to explore the domain of textual components
of visualizations given the significant effect of text on visualization interpretation and the
prominence of sharing of visualizations on social media with alternative texts and framings.
Based on the persistent trust in the visualization title – even despite their misalignment
with visualizations – and the presence of confirmation bias in our results, we discuss different
ways social network platforms can detect and combat the spread of visual-based misinforma-
tion. First, using existing algorithms for clickbait titles and misleading headlines [171], the
site can detect whether a visualization title or text description accompanying a visualization
contains charged words. Based on the the frames we identified for visualization titles [153],
researchers can apply natural language processing methods to identify potential signs of
slants. Upon detection of bias, we suggest providing additional information to raise people’s
awareness rather than removing the original content as such censorship is intertwined with
ethical issues. For example, a note could appear above the post to indicate potential bias or
an alternative title can be presented along with the original title. Future work is needed to
explore and evaluate other approaches to handling visualization posts with potential bias.
6.7 LIMITATIONS
Although we used a similar procedure for Study 1 and Study 2, our results from the
two studies might not be directly comparable due to the time gap between the studies.
The climate of digital information on controversial issues has changed greatly between the
studies, and people have been more aware of potential bias in general during our second
study. The amount of engagement with the visualizations might have affected the results as
well given the limited time and attention participants invested for the study. Also, since our
study only involved two visualizations, the results may not generalize to other visualization
types. Our results showed a difference in the influence of title attitude-consistency on the
perceived bias for a line chart, where the trends are visually clear, and bar chart, where the
trends are harder to observe visually. Future research should explore how the influence of
textual components varies by chart types and the visual complexity. Lastly, we did not have
a baseline condition where the title and the visualization were aligned. Thus we do not know
what people recall as the main message of a visualization in a no-mismatch condition. Due to
this lack of a baseline, we were unable to measure the exact impact of the visualization-title
mismatch on people’s recall of information.
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CHAPTER 7: APPLICATION OF RHETORICAL DEVICES
In this dissertation, I have presented three interactive visualization applications that fa-
cilitate parent-clinician communication, and two rhetorical devices that guide the viewers
through visualizations. In this chapter, I bridge the applied and theoretical aspects of visual-
izations in clinical communication by surveying how clinicians envision employing rhetorical
devices (from Chapters 5 and 6) on the interactive visualization applications presented in
Chapters 3 and 4. More specifically, I present the types of visual cues and textual cues
clinicians anticipate using, and which regions in the visualizations they want to highlight to
promote effective communication. Results and themes presented in this chapter are derived
from the interviews with clinicians that I presented in Chapters 3 and 4.
7.1 VISUAL RHETORIC FOR PLEXLINES AND ENGAZE
7.1.1 Visual cues in Plexlines and EnGaze
Clinician rated shape (N=6) as the most useful cue and depth of field (N=7) as the least
useful cues for Plexlines (See Figures 7.1a and 7.1b). Clinicians’ reported visual cue prefer-
ences were similar to that of the in-lab participants in Chapter 5. Our clinician participants
stated that the shape cue is useful because one could know exactly where to look at while
the cue still allowed for comparison with others. On the other hand, the depth of field
cue made it extremely hard to compare across lines, and many found it to be “not visually
appealing to the eyes” (C3). Interestingly, when evaluating cues for Plexlines, participants
often noted whether or not a cue allowed for comparison with others, which ties in with one
of the key characteristics of Plexlines presented in Chapter 3 - comparison across sessions.
Thus, participants preferred visual cues that preserved the strength of the tool.
clinicians often referred to their current practices and workflows While judging a visual
cue’s usefulness. Clinician 2, who is a Board Certified Behavior Analyst (BCBA), explained
how comparison across sessions would help behavior analysis: “We do a lot of table work,
where we’re just playing out in the natural environment. So I would want to compare my
eye contact at the table with no distractions, no items around, maybe to like a time when
they are at the table but they have some preferred items with them, and then maybe in the
natural environment. So I want to compare what their eye contact looks like at those different
times.” Another clinician consistently evaluated visualizations and visual cues based on how
the insurance company would view those. First she explained that grayscale is not a useful
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Figure 7.1: People rated (a) shape as the most useful and (b) depth-of-field as the least
useful cue for Plexlines, and rated (c) brightness as the most useful and (d) arrow as the
least useful cue for EnGaze.
(a) Plexlines with a shape cue (b) Plexlines with a depth of field cue
(c) EnGaze with a brightness cue (d) EnGaze with an arrow cue
cue because it would not show up when she printed in black-and-white. Then she added,
“I fill out the forms for the insurances. When we send materials for the services, we send
everything. Also fax to doctor’s office. It has to be clear, it has to be exact. So everyone
knows what they are looking at” (C13).
For EnGaze, most clinicians rated the brightness cue (N=6), shown in Figure 7.1c, as the
most useful cue although shape was a close runner-up (N=5). Arrow (in Figure 7.1d) was
most frequently chosen as the least useful cue for EnGaze (N=7) as it failed to provide a clear
boundary for the highlighted region. The difference of visual cue preferences for Plexlines and
EnGaze may have arisen due to the visual characteristic differences between the two webtools.
In Plexlines, an arrow could be used to point out individual circles, or two arrows can mark
the beginning and the end of a timeframe of interest since all behaviors are presented on a
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single line. However, people found arrows less useful in EnGaze, where behaviors are visually
spread out across different lines. Participants reported that using arrows to point to multiple
regions on different lines would introduce visual clutter, defeating the purpose of visual cues.
The influence of the visual property of the region that is highlighted on the preferred visual
cue was discussed earlier in Chapter 5, and our interviews with clinicians reinforced the idea.
Interview results also illustrated two functions of visual cues that fall under Shneiderman’s
mantra of “overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand” [172]. By highlighting
multiple regions scattered across a visualization, visual cues can provide an overview of the
visualization, and later be used to zoom and filter on the area of interest by highlighting a
single region.
As for the areas to highlight on Plexlines and EnGaze for their conversations with parents,
clinicians most often commented that they would use visual cues to point out gaze patterns
such as eye contact or joint attention. As mentioned in Chapter 3, joint attention is an
important concept for child development, but a hard concept to explain to parents. Visually
highlighting these rapid exchanges of eye gaze was one of the key benefits clinicians foresaw
in using visualization for communication. Another pattern clinicians wanted to highlight
was response to a bid or response to name calling. Highlighting these moments could help
clinicians show the parents whether or not their child seemed to understand the bids and
respond in an appropriate manner. While all of gaze patterns and responses were supported
on the interactive webtools, clinicians also suggested additional patterns to highlight that
were currently not supported in the webtools. For example, one clinician mentioned that
she would like to see “the negative values” or in other words, moments where the child was
disengaged and did not look at the object or the examiner. Although one might not want to
start out a session with these negative points, the ability to visually represent disengagement
was proposed to be useful in convincing parents to follow up with a full diagnostic assessment.
7.1.2 Text annotations in Plexlines and EnGaze
Clinicians suggested various types of text annotations for Plexlines/EnGaze and proposed
different use cases. First, they wanted parents to start out with a textual summary of the
information in the visualization. This could be a simple statement such as “Within the
session, they were engaged for some %” as suggested by Clinician 8, or a more elaborate
explanation such as “This data was recorded from 12-2pm. Total time spent in contact with
adult is 30 minutes, with the longest portion being 15 seconds” as suggested by Clinician
2. Clinicians were divided in their views on showing summary statistics in textual format.
Some clinicians greatly welcomed the idea and suggested that the duration of a particular
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behavior or the percentage of engagement in each stage of the Rapid ABC session should be
noted next to the relevant stages. Others raised their concerns that such hard data could
discourage parents if the implied message was unfavorable. They were worried that some
parents would get hung up on the numbers that they would fail to see the bigger picture.
As we found in our study on visualization titles in Chapter 6, textual elements do not
solely summarize the visualization, but it can also provide a frame for thinking about the
data. In the case of our webtools, clinicians wanted to use textual annotations to present
behavioral data as a set or a pattern of behaviors such as “I gave an instruction, they
gestured, and then they look at me, and then they ...” (C1). They believed that one should
not look at behaviors in isolation but more within the context, and so they wanted both
visual and textual representations of behaviors to support this holistic view. Presenting and
explaining patterns of behaviors to parents could prompt them to go beyond focusing on
and overinterpreting individual behaviors, to having a more comprehensive understanding
of their child’s behaviors.
Third, they wanted to highlight the strengths of a child through text to ensure that the
parents did not solely focus on the negative aspects of a session. Clinician 4 noted that she
would indicate “where their best performance was, in what area, like ‘they did really well
with the hat and the tickling.’ So that would be something that you know maybe carries over
into a treatment or an intervention.” As mentioned in the results from Chapter 3, this
change of perspective is important in establishing a positive note at the beginning of the
session before diving into more serious details such as “areas of weakness that would need
more intervention” (C4). Lastly, they wanted to use text to better explain the criteria of
modalities (i.e., what specific behaviors were included in the visualization) and why a certain
modality is important at a particular stage of development.
7.2 VISUAL RHETORIC FOR THE FBSAPP
7.2.1 Visual Cues in the FBSApp
Visual cue preferences for the FBSApp were similar to those for Plexlines, where clinicians
named shape as the most useful cue (N=4) and blur as the least useful cue (N=6). Using
shape, they wanted to highlight positive trends, outliers, and correlations. Positive trends
included days where only a small number of challenging behaviors occurred, and days showing
a decreasing pattern of challenging behaviors. A speech language pathologist (C5) indicated
that she would like to highlight the area around the target frequency as shown in Figure 7.2
to show all the “chill days” when the child’s behavior is coming close to the goal.
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Figure 7.2: A behavior frequency graph with a visual cue (i.e., the orange rectangle) high-
lighting the “chill days” where the frequency of challenging behavior was on or below the
target frequency.
I’d love to talk about the fact that this is how many data points that we now have
that are close or hitting between 2 and 4, or whatever the numbers are... Just to give
parents sort of a reference of this is what we’re looking for, and to really show them.
In this child’s case, you can talk about “look at how many times the child did come
close to that range.”
Clinicians felt obliged to address outliers or peaks, where the child displayed more chal-
lenging behaviors than usual. They envisioned addressing parents’ concerns regarding these
peak days by discussing potential factors that might have resulted in the spikes, explaining
that they frequently see a fluctuating pattern of challenging behaviors, and reassuring the
parents that this did not imply a total relapse. As for visually highlighting the correlation
between the strategies and behaviors, they found separable cues especially useful because
they allowed one to highlight data points on different charts while still being able to make
comparisons within a chart. The dyadic presentation of charts that shows a line graph of
child’s behaviors above the corresponding bar charts of parent’s behaviors (i.e., implemen-
tation of strategies) enabled viewers to examine the charts in relation to each other. For
example, by highlighting days when the parent had implemented a lot of strategies and the
decrease of challenging behavior around that time (See Figure 7.3), clinicians imagined that
parents would see how important their role is in their child’s behavioral development, and
become more motivated to implement the strategies.
Two main expectations for visual cues emerged during the interviews: to highlight the
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Figure 7.3: A behavior frequency chart with three corresponding strategy implementation
charts below. Orange rectangles highlight the decrease in the frequency of challenging be-
havior and the frequent use of strategies.
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important material and to obscure the distractions. Eye-tracker data analysis in Chapter 5
had shown that both integral and separable visual cues are effective in guiding the audience
to the region of interest. In contrast, the effectiveness of internal and external cues differs
on how well they serve the second role. This was clearly shown by the diverging preference
between integral and separable cues depending on the intended role of the visual cues.
Some participants specifically stated that a visual cue should only serve the first role by
emphasizing the regions of interest while leaving the context intact as in the case for the
FBSApp. Others thought a cue needed to serve a secondary role of removing distractions
and preferred integral cues. P5 in the Plexlines/EnGaze study elaborated that “I liked
transparency because it removes the background so that I got a bit more focus, and the
relevant material stands out to me.” One example of where the second role of removing
distractions is necessary for effective communication is when visual cues are serving as a
visual tactic of “Transition Guidance” [26]. A person may want to introduce one element of
the visualization at a time to achieve a staged transition. Using integral cues, the viewer’s
attention can be guided to the highlighted section for each stage of the transition while
maintaining the integrity of the chart.
The primary role of a visual cue as a swift guidance may be more essential in clinical
situations where the lack of time is one of the key challenges in communication. In fact,
saving time was one of the main expected benefits of visual cues in parent-clinician com-
munication. In these situations, separable cues may be more appropriate as they further
reduce the first fixation time compared to integral cues (See Figure 5.1), potentially because
separable cues guide the audience in a quick sequence without requiring them to adjust to
the changing context. Clinicians pointed out that visual cues could replace the verbal ex-
planation of where the parents should look at, or the physical pointing to the screen, which
might block other data. Cues could also save time by helping them focus a session on the
key information. Other benefits of visual cues were increasing the parents’ understanding
by having them see the patterns themselves, and encouraging the parents by making the
importance of the parent’s role on the child’s behaviors more explicit.
While clinicians imagined visual cues to be helpful for communicating about behaviors and
strategies with parents, they also named potential challenges in using visual cues. One clini-
cian pointed out that visual cues may negate information that is not highlighted, potentially
giving the false impression that unhighlighted strategies are not as important or effective as
the highlighted strategy. Secondly, highlighting values across charts may be deceiving since
the charts are on different scales and thus misinformed interpretations may arise. Thirdly,
clinicians would need to carefully select the regions to highlight and use cues in a way that
the parents feel supported and not judged. For example, starting a session by highlighting
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days where no strategy was used may unintentionally shame a parent as it emphasizes the
parent’s low fidelity.
7.2.2 Text annotations in the FBSApp
When asked what types of titles or text annotations they would like to add to visualiza-
tions in the FBSApp, clinicians answered that they would add text that provides a summary,
makes the visualization more personal, or explains potential correlation. While most clin-
icians suggested simply stating the the topic of the visualization as the title, Clinician 6
suggested using the opportunity to make a visualization more personal. For example, using
titles such as “Strategies you have been using” could help parents link their own actions and
efforts with the resulting visualizations. This frames the parent as an active influencer of the
child’s behavior rather than a passive observer, and could motivate the parent to implement
more strategies. Titles were also seen as an opportunity to reveal the correlation between the
child’s behaviors and the strategies parents have been implementing. Although this could be
done through visual cues, clinicians found it useful, and sometimes even necessary, to spell
out the exact relationship to ensure that parents take the key message home.
Since strategy bar charts are based on the parent’s actions, two styles of text annotations
are possible: a suggestive-style and a summary-style. An example of suggestive-style text is
“try to ‘Avoid attending to the behavior’ more often” which could prompt a parent to try
out a strategy that they have not used before. Contrarily, text annotations could provide
a summary of the existing data such as “You most frequently used ‘Avoid attending to
the behavior.’” When asked which style would be more useful for the strategy charts, four
clinicians expected the suggestive-style to be more useful and three expected the summary-
style to be more useful. Reasons for preferring the suggestive-style were that suggestions are
more powerful as they could provide an action step that the parents can follow, and that
they could provide encouragement leading to emotional support. Clinician 7 provided an
example that when the frequency of the child’s challenging behavior is increasing, the app
should not only mention the increase but also provide an actionable suggestion to support
the parents such as “We noticed ... You might try ...” Others preferred the summary style
as it was more factual and concise, and because they did not feel like there was enough
context for a good suggestion. They argued that as a simple summary leaves no room for
(false) interpretation, a summary-style text would provide a better cognitive support.
Although we have not studied parental perspectives of the use of rhetorical devices on
these interactive applications, our parent participants reported the need and interest in
having more guidance for reading and using these visualizations. For example, P2 said “It’ll
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be nice to have instructions or annotations. Guidance to what to look for such as ‘good
behavior.’” Another parent made a similar comment that EnGaze and Plexlines would be
useful with highlights that pinpoint what the clinician is referring to, such as “Your child
vocalizes well, and you can see it here” (P3). Thus, parents’ outlook on visual rhetoric seems
positive, and I encourage future research to explore the actual effectiveness of visual cues
and textual annotations in parent-clinician conversations.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The central objective of this dissertation is to understand how visualization can facilitate
parent-clinician communication. To this end, my research builds on prior work on visualiza-
tion for communication, visualization in health-care, and visual rhetoric, for the design and
evaluation of interactive visualization applications in clinical settings. I showed that visual-
ization has the potential to alleviate existing challenges in parent-clinician communication
by addressing current emotional and cognitive burden on parents. Through this work, I
hope to shed light on the communicative role of visualization in health-care and to prompt
others to explore this role of visualization. In this last chapter, I conclude the dissertation by
summarizing what we have learned about visualization for parent-clinician communication
and make suggestions on where future work could go.
1. Visualization as Objective Evidence A theme that ran throughout this disser-
tation was people’s trust in data visualization. In Chapters 3 and 4, clinicians and
parents suggested that visualizations could serve as objective evidence. In Chapter
6, people found information to be neutral despite the slant in the title because “data
cannot be biased.” This trust in data visualization is a double-edged sword. It allows
clinicians to provide a clear evidence of their diagnosis without appearing subjective,
and in turn, helps parents overcome emotional and cognitive barriers. However, it can
also lead to the intake of misinformation without critical judgment. Thus, I propose
two future lines of research: first, using visualization to support parents’ acceptance
and agency after receiving a diagnosis, and second, addressing the spread of visual
misinformation online.
• From Emotions to Advocacy : In their book “From Emotions to Advocacy” [173],
Peter and Pamela Wright prepare parents with a systematic approach to collect,
track, and assess information about their child. Visualization research can con-
tribute to this line of work by developing and presenting visualization as a tool
for parents in their journey from emotions to advocacy. Chapter 3 touched on the
role of visualization at the beginning of this journey, when the parents are still ad-
dressing their emotions. Chapter 4 further showed how visualization might assist
parents during their transition to advocacy. Through promoting self-reflection
and facilitating communication with professionals, visual assistance could help
parent better understand their child’s behavior as well as the impact of their
own behaviors in their child’s development, giving them a sense of control and
empowerment as they move from emotions to advocacy.
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Future work could complete the picture by exploring how parents can use visu-
alization for advocacy. While this dissertation mainly focused on visualizations
that help clinicians convey their message, I believe that parents can also use vi-
sualization to convey their concerns and achievements to clinicians as well as to
the public. It would be interesting to explore what types of data and visual-
ization parent would like to show, when and how parents would present these
visualizations, and for what purpose.
• Visual-based misinformation: With the increased sharing of visual-based infor-
mation on social media, people are more exposed to health visualizations with
slanted titles. This work provides the first step in understanding the effects of
such slants on people’s visualization interpretation. Directions for future work
include further investigating the effects of text by removing the contextual infor-
mation of the data. As Boy et al.’s work found that removing extra contextual
information and making the text drier affect people’s empathy [62], it would be
interesting if a similar effect would be seen in how people trust and recall text
over visuals. Another research direction is unpacking why readers rely on the
titles for retrieving the main messages. One potential explanation is that they
see the title as providing an easy and reliable summary of the information as a
person has already invested time in analyzing and interpreting the information
for them while they see the graph as more neutral because it is generated by a
computer. These represent only two directions in this space. I hope our find-
ings set research off in all directions regarding the interplay of text and visual
components in information interpretation, trust, and recall.
2. Visualization for Conveying Medical Concepts: Chapters 3 and 4 comprised
of visual and textual cues, two rhetorical devices for parent-clinician communication.
Clinicians envisioned using visual cues to highlight important developmental concepts
such as joint attention, and to provide additional information through textual annota-
tions. The results in Chapter 5 show that visual cues help the audience focus on the
relevant regions significantly faster but in general, do not influence people’s recall and
comprehension of the visualizations that are accompanied by audio narration. This
opens up space for the exploration of the relationship between visualization, visual
cues, and audio narration.
• Visual Cues and Audio Narration: While prior work has mainly focused on the use
of visual cues in scenarios where all the information is visually presented, Chapter
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3 explored the potential of visual cues in the presence of a verbal narration.
There is a wide range of situations where audio narration is an integral part
of conveying the information (e.g., listening to an online seminar), and others
where conveying information through audio is not an option (e.g., using visual
notifications for deaf students as in Cavender et al.’s study [48] or when parents
look at visualizations on their own). Although our work adequately addresses
face-to-face clinical communication, our findings may not generalize to settings
where verbal explanation is optional or absent. Thus, I propose future work on
visual cues to use audio narration as an independent variable by including a no-
audio condition. This will help distinguish the main effects and the interaction
effect between the audio and visual cues on understanding and learning of a
visualization.
• Visual Cues, Visualization Complexity, and Visual Literacy : Low visual literacy
was one of the main challenges foreseen by clinicians on using visualization in
their communication with parents. Some also perceived visualizations in our
webtools as too complex for parents. Future work on the relationship of visual cue
effectiveness, visual literacy, and visual complexity will help address this concern.
Our hypothesis is that visual cues would be more beneficial to people with a
low visual literacy and for visualizations with a higher complexity. Findings in
this area will help confirm the benefits of visual cues in clinical settings, or it
will prompt for other ways of guiding the viewers if visual cues are proven to be
ineffective in clinical communication.
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APPENDIX A: PLEXLINES/ENGAZE - PARENT INTERVIEW
PROTOCOL
Parent ID:
This protocol is semi-structured; interviewer may pose emerging questions (not listed be-
low) as appropriate according to the interview conversation.
1. What were the features you liked in EnGaze?
2. What were the features you liked in Plexlines?
3. After playing with the two tools (Plexlines / EnGaze), do you have a preference of one
over the other?
[follow up] Why?
4. What did you notice about your child’s behaviors during the session through the
webtools?
[follow up] Was there anything unexpected that you hadn’t noticed about your child
before?
5. On a scale from 1-5 (1 being not useful at all and 5 being very useful), how useful
would the webtools be in your communications with teachers or clinicians about your
child?
6. You mentioned that some of the communication challenges you have are —, how useful
would these webtools be in addressing these issues?
7. On a scale from 1-5 (1 being very uncomfortable and 5 being very comfortable), how
comfortable are you with clinicians using the tool to measure your child’s developmental
progress?
[follow up] Why do you feel un/comfortable?
8. What are some concerns you might have?
9. In situations where you feel uncomfortable sharing videos (e.g. to the public or other
clinicians), how comfortable would you feel sharing Plexlines or EnGaze?
10. Are there any other behaviors you’d like to see that aren’t captured in these tools?
131
11. If you could get an updated version of your child’s visualization every 6 months, do you
think this would serve as an accurate longitudinal record of your child’s development?
How so/why not?
12. How much did you rely on the video, and how much did you rely on the visualization
to understand what’s going on in the session? (%)
13. Did you notice any part of the visualization that wasn’t representative of what actually
occurred?
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APPENDIX B: FBSAPP - CLINICIAN INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
Clinician #:
Part 1: Background
1. Have you worked with parents on their use of prevent/teaching/response strategies for
challenging behaviors before?
2. What are the biggest challenges for parents in implementing the strategies?
3. What are the challenges in providing feedback to parents about their implementation?
Part 2: Use Cases
4. What do you think should be the primary goal of the visualization? How do you expect
parents or professionals to use them?
5. On a scale from 1 to 5 (1 being not useful at all and 5 being very useful), how useful
do you think these graphs would be in
(a) Motivating the parent to implement the strategy
(b) Providing parents self-reflection on their implementation
(c) Sharing data with their spouse/professional
(d) Increasing the parent’s confidence in how to implement the strategy
And as a professional, how useful would these graph be
(e) As a point of reference while giving parents feedback
(f) Planning for the next session with the parent
(g) Other things that these graphs can be useful for?
Part 3: Rhetorical Devices
6. If you could provide titles or textual comments on these graphs what would they be?
7. The title could be a suggestion (try to “Avoid attending to the behavior” more of-
ten) or a summary of the result (Your most frequently used “Avoid attending to the
behavior”). What do you think would be more useful?
8. Is there anything else you would like to annotate or comment on these graphs?
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9. What are the benefits and challenges in annotating these charts for parents and pro-
fessionals?
(After showing a list of visual cues applied on the FBSApp)
10. Which of the following cues do you think is the most useful for the line graph? The
least useful?
11. Which of the following cues do you think is the most useful for the bar chart? The
least useful?
12. Is there anything you would like to visually highlight on these graphs for the parents
when you’re talking with them?
13. What are the benefits and challenges in visually highlighting certain patterns or sec-
tions?
14. Out of 5, how useful would adding statistical summary be? What types of summary
would you want?
15. Do you have any other thoughts or comments about these graphs?
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